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ABSTRACT

Most of the current processor architectures have word-addressable internal memories

and wide data paths that are efficiently utilized whenever data is aligned according

to word locations. However, in video coding the operands are typically 8- to 16-

bits, so the architecture would be inefficiently exploited. Common solutions are to

modify the data path so that multiple subwords can be processed in parallel and to

provide dedicated instructions for data alignment. However, internal parallel memory

architectures with versatile memory access properties have not been widely used.

This thesis provides new insight into the design of internal on-chip data memory

architectures for standards based video compression. The results can be employed in

both programmable and hardware oriented solutions. This work shows that internal

parallel data memory can be a viable design choice for the subword parallel and

SIMD parallel processors performing video coding applications.

Based on the analysis of the key functions of a video codec, a conventional word

addressable architecture needs an average cycle count higher by a factor of 1.44-1.98

and an average instruction count higher by a factor of 1.22-1.62 than the proposed

parallel memory. With a modulo addressable parallel memory, the external mem-

ory bandwidth can be decreased by about a factor of 1.6, while preserving efficient

memory access performance in block matching operations.

Enhanced memory access benefits of the parallel memory are application specific

and need to be judged against the complexity of the design task. When compared

to a conventional word-addressable memory, the parallel memories studied required

larger silicon area (1.14-1.93), had higher power consumption per memory access

(1.30-2.77), and longer total memory access delay (1.16-2.36).

The results improve the understanding of design trade-offs related to video codecs.

Furthermore, they provide the implementors data on the gate counts, area, power con-

sumption, cycle times, and other performance figures of parallel memory solutions.
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INTRODUCTION





1. INTRODUCTION

Video compression or video coding is used to reduce the memory capacity needed in

video sequence storing and to reduce the bandwidth needed in video sequence trans-

mission. New video coding standards have been developed at a high pace during

the last decade. Traditionally, their implementation has required application specific

integrated circuits. However, thanks to the advancements in technology, modern me-

dia processors, DSPs, and general purpose processors are able to partially or fully

perform challenging video coding tasks.

Powerful processors employ wide data paths (e.g., 32 or 64 bits) for applications

where improved accuracy is needed. For video coding application, wide data path

would be inefficiently exploited, since we operate on 8- and 16-bit operands. To

highly improve wide data path utilization with a very low hardware cost, a widely

spread technique is to modify the data path so that multiple subwords can be simul-

taneously processed in parallel. Due to its low hardware cost, this property is imple-

mented on various general purpose processors to significantly enhance their process-

ing power for video coding and also for other tasks operating on subword data types.

Not only general purpose processors, but also DSPs and media processors widely

exploit parallel subword processing capability. Originally, the same operation was

performed for a set of subwords. This is similar to a single instruction - multiple data

principle (SIMD) used in parallel processor architecture classifications.

Internal data memory can consist of a single memory module, where the data is ac-

cessed in word locations. Distinct memory address refers to a word location and thus,

we call this kind of memory word-addressable. Word-addressable memory works

perfectly and data path resources can be fully utilized when the data to be accessed

is aligned according to word locations. Unfortunately, in video coding this is not

always the case. There we are processing 8-bit pixels and 16-bit coefficients, which

are not necessarily accessed according to word boundaries from subsequent byte ad-
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dresses. This prevents efficient utilization of subword parallelism. In other words, the

processing capabilities are very well enhanced with subword parallel data path, but

conventional word-addressable memory can not always provide the needed operands

as fast as the data path would be able to process them, thus decreasing the data path

utilization and total performance.

1.1 Objective and Scope of Research

This work concentrates on enhancing critical internal data memory access capabilities

using parallel memory techniques. Enhanced memory access properties mean that

bytes in a word do not need to come from subsequent byte addresses. Instead, e.g., the

bytes may be separated by a stride, which determines the constant address increment

between the simultaneously accessed bytes. It is assumed that we have a register

file based load / store processor architecture, where the data path reads the operands

from the register file and stores the result into the register file. The data can be moved

between the register file and internal data memory using the register load and register

store instructions.

This resembles the approach that is suggested in [1] as an enhancement for the future

multimedia instruction sets. Slingerland and Smith proposed that SIMD architectures

could implement strided load and store instructions to make the gathering of nonad-

jacent data elements more efficient. This would cut down immensely on the overhead

that would have to go into reorganizing data as loaded from memory [1].

In the beginning of the research work, the main problem was how the existing parallel

memory theory could be exploited in video encoding which is known to have high

computational and memory bandwidth requirements. Parallel memories have been

under active research for a long time in different application fields. However, paral-

lel memory techniques are not widely employed in single chip processor designs for

video coding even though some designs do exist. Usually, publications describing

these designs do not refer adequately the existing parallel memory publications leav-

ing underlying theory unrevealed. The main emphasis might be in a wider application

field than only a video coding, leading to a non-optimal video coding performance.

Alternatively, only a certain video coding function or functions might be considered,

instead of dealing with the whole video coding task. Scalability issues are not always

discussed. Many times, the internal data memory architecture occupies only a small
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part of the publication, because the actual topic of the paper is a whole processor

design including hardware, software, application, and performance aspects. Thus,

there is no room for detailed analysis and comparison for pure data memory archi-

tecture itself even though comparisons and performance analysis might be done in a

processor level. On the other hand, in parallel memory publications memory archi-

tecture scalability and existing theory is well handled but they often concentrate on

other applications than video coding. Furthermore, they usually lack detailed applica-

tion examples, performance analysis, and performance comparison to other systems.

Alternatively, performance analysis and comparisons might have been done but not

necessarily for the video coding application and the considered platform could be,

e.g., high-performance supercomputer or vector processor, not a small scale single

chip load / store architecture with small and fast data memory, as we are considering.

More detailed discussion of related publications for processor designs and parallel

memory architectures can be found in Sections 4.2 and 5.2, respectively.

In order to obtain a high-bandwidth internal data memory architecture for single chip

design, this work proposes scalable parallel memory access formats for a whole video

coding application. Existing parallel memory theory is referred and it is proven with

examples that it can be used to provide conflict-free, scalable access formats for video

coding functions. In other words, existing techniques are applied to a relatively new

application area. Detailed application examples are worked out to show how some

demanding video coding functions can be implemented using the proposed parallel

memory. Performance and cost analysis are provided for several function kernels and

parallel memory architecture, respectively. In addition, comparison of the parallel

memory against some current approaches is provided, and benefits and drawbacks of

parallel memory are emphasized.

This work shows that parallel memory architecture can be a viable design choice

for the subword and SIMD parallel processors performing video coding. The re-

sults improve the understanding of design trade-offs related to video codecs. Further-

more, they provide the implementors quantitative data on the gate counts, silicon area,

power consumption, cycle times, and other performance figures of parallel memory

solutions.
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1.2 Main Results

Publication [P1]: On design of parallel memory access schemes for video coding.

At first, we provide motivation for using parallel memory architecture with versatile

access formats as an internal on-chip data memory for modern DSP. After that a

general view of parallel memory architectures is given. We propose some example

parallel data memory architecture designs with data access formats especially helpful

in the H.263 encoding and the MPEG-4 core profile motion and texture encoding.

The examples are given for different data bus and data path widths (16, 32, 64, and

128 bits). Finally, the area, delay, and power figures are estimated and compared.

When compared to a conventional word-addressable memory, the parallel memory

requires a larger area by a factor of 1.14-1.93, has a longer delay by a factor of

1.22-2.36, and a higher read (write) power consumption by a factor of 1.51-2.77

(1.30-2.49). Also, cycle and instruction count figures of the video coding function

examples from [P2] are summarized.

Publication [P2]: Scalable parallel memory architectures for video coding. In [P1],

we proposed parallel memory architecture designs for different data path widths for

video coding applications. In this paper, we construct video coding function exam-

ples by using the proposed parallel data memory efficiently. Furthermore, perfor-

mance of the parallel memory architecture is estimated and compared to the more

conventional memory architectures. E.g., when compared to the parallel memory, a

conventional word-addressable memory requires average cycle count higher by a fac-

tor of 1.44-1.98 and average total instruction count higher by a factor of 1.22-1.62.

Also, area, delay, and power figures are summarized from [P1]. We show that the

parallel memory can keep the data path fully utilized in many video coding func-

tion implementations. This ensures high-speed operation and full utilization of the

processing resources.

Publication [P3]: Byte and modulo addressable parallel memory architecture for

video coding. Our main motivation is to emphasize the importance of byte-address-

able data memory for video coding and to provide simple parallel memory archi-

tecture to implement it. Many processors employing subword instructions do not

support efficient byte addressing at all. There are some solutions for this, but many

times they do not provide optimal memory bandwidth for unaligned memory ac-

cesses. Designs for different data bus and data path widths (16, 32, and 64 bits) are
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considered. With the modulo-addressable memory, the external memory bandwidth

can be decreased by a factor of about 1.6, while preserving efficient memory access

performance in block matching operations. The unaligned block matching operations

(for 8×8 and 16×16 blocks) of the motion estimation can significantly benefit from

the byte-addressable memory. When compared to word-addressable memory, single

block matching cycle count is decreased by a factor of 1.13-1.90, full SAD instruc-

tion utilization is achieved, the total instruction count is reduced by a factor of 1.38-

1.67, and easier programming is obtained. However, the proposed parallel memory

architecture has certain drawbacks compared to the conventional word-addressable

memory consisting of a single, wide memory module per X/Y data bus. The parallel

memory is more complex to implement, has a 1.35-1.80 times higher power con-

sumption per memory access, requires by a factor of 1.14-1.47 larger area, and has

a factor of 1.16-1.21 longer memory access delay. These issues partly diminish the

obtained benefits.

Publication [P4]: Parallel memory architectures for video encoding systems, part II:

Applications. In this paper, the scalable parallel memory functions proposed in [P5]

are employed. The proposed parallel processor and memory architectures, scheduling

of the H.263 video coding functions and external memory transfers, implementation

of the H.263 video coding operations, and visualization of the parallel memory access

schemes are shown and discussed in more detail. Cases with 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32

processing elements are considered.

Publication [P5]: Parallel memory access schemes for H.263 encoder. We presented

scalable parallel memory access schemes for video encoding with 16, 32, and 64

processing elements. We concentrate on actual parallel memory functions. These

access schemes are used in [P4].

1.2.1 Authors’ Contribution to Published Work

In this Section, the Author’s contribution to the published work is clarified publica-

tion by publication.

This paragraph is common for Publications [P4, P5]. To simulate the full system

functionality at some level and to obtain the performance estimation using the pro-

posed data memories, Tero Sihvo, M.Sc., and the Author, created the assembler
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program for the H.263 encoder utilizing the parallel memory access schemes (Sec-

tion 6.2). This work provided us a confidence from our full encoder system function-

ality and implementation details including the data memory content and the amount

of the needed data memory. Details of this H.263 encoder implementation and per-

formance estimation can be found in [2]. Tero Sihvo, M.Sc., was responsible for

the creation of the scalable video coding function implementations manually on the

assembler. These scalable functions employ the proposed parallel memory architec-

ture. The Author was responsible for the rest of the coding work, including high-

level designing (building a C model, initially based on [3]), function partitioning and

scheduling, control code, VLC, and DMA functions. The control, VLC, and DMA

functions were compiled from the C model and partly manually optimized on the

assembler by the Author. The work was carried on the VS DSP processor [4, 5]

assembler.

Publication [P1]. The paper was planned and written by the Author. Also, the related

designing, coding, and simulations were performed by the Author. Prof. Reiner

Creutzburg and Jarkko Niittylahti, Dr.Tech., gave valuable comments during the

work. Jarkko Niittylahti, Dr.Tech., helped in formatting and finalizing the submit-

ted draft of the paper.

Publication [P2]. The paper was planned and written by the Author. The related

designing, coding, and simulations were also performed by the Author. Jarkko Niit-

tylahti, Dr.Tech., gave valuable comments during the work and helped in formatting

and finalizing the submitted draft of the paper.

Publication [P3]. The paper was planned and written by the Author. The related par-

allel memory designing, coding, and simulations were also performed by the Author.

According to the comments of anonymous reviewers, Tero Sihvo, M.Sc., improved

the introduction of the paper. In this paper, we discussed the re-use of the motion

estimation search-area. This search-area re-use without parallel memory support was

implemented in [6] by Tero Sihvo, M.Sc. Tero Sihvo, M.Sc., and Jarkko Niittylahti,

Dr.Tech., helped in formatting and improving the final version of the paper.

Publication [P4]. Parallel memory functions for the paper were partly borrowed from

[P5], where Prof. Reiner Creutzburg participated in designing them. The paper was

planned and written by the Author. The idea for the 2-D representation of the exact

parallel memory data content in Fig. 3.4 was conducted by Tero Sihvo, M.Sc. Prof.
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Reiner Creutzburg, Jarkko Niittylahti, Dr.Tech., and Prof. Jarmo Takala helped in

improving the final version of the paper. Author names are in alphabetical order.

Publication [P5]. The topic for the paper and scalable parallel memory access for-

mats for the H.263 encoding functions were provided by the Author. Prof. Reiner

Creutzburg and the Author found the parallel memory functions suitable for the ap-

plication. Prof. Reiner Creutzburg came up with the idea of using multi-periodic

functions and formulated the multi-periodic module assignment functions to obtain

the conflict-free memory access for some of the access formats. The Author wrote

the initial version of the paper. Prof. Reiner Creutzburg, Jarkko Niittylahti, Dr.Tech,

and Prof. Jarmo Takala helped in finalizing the paper.

1.3 Thesis Outline

Video coding systems and standards are briefly discussed in Chapter 2. The ba-

sic H.263 video encoding scheme is also introduced. Furthermore, complexity and

properties of the video coding operations are described. Chapter 3 discusses pro-

grammable processor enhancements for multimedia signal processing and points out

that this work is especially related to SIMD multiprocessing and subword parallelism.

In Chapter 4, an example block match operation from a video encoder motion estima-

tion function is shown to visualize the effect of efficient memory access to cycle and

instruction counts. Besides, some other methods to deal with memory access align-

ment and data reordering are briefly reviewed. In Chapter 5, the general construction

of parallel memory and related terminology are explained. In addition, plenty of

parallel memory references are classified according to their properties. Chapter 6

briefly describes how we ended up to the proposed parallel memory architectures

and discusses employed design and simulation methods. In Chapter 7, restrictions

of the research, parallel memory benefits, and drawbacks and limitations are sum-

marized. Finally, some possible future intentions are provided. Chapter 8 provides

conclusions.
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2. VIDEO CODING

In this Chapter, generic system configuration, video compression standards, and basic

video encoding scheme are introduced and analyzed.

2.1 Generic System Configuration

A generic compression system is shown in Fig. 1. The compression process is per-

formed by the source coder, which reduces the input data rate to a conventional level

for the storage or transmission. In a practical system, the source coder is usually fol-

lowed by the channel coder, which translates the compressed bit stream into a signal

suitable for the storage or transmission. To re-construct the image, video, or audio

signal, the process of channel and source coding need to be reversed. This is usually

done by the decoder [7].

Standards are vital for communication because without a common language that both

the transmitter and receiver understand, communication is impossible. In the case

of digital multimedia communication systems, this language is usually defined as a

standardized bit stream syntax format for sending data [8].

When compressed video data is transmitted over the network, also standards other

than video compression are needed. A generic configuration of the audiovisual com-

munication system with some supporting standards is shown in Fig. 2. Many kinds

of digital networks can be used for audiovisual communication. When the modems

are used, also analog channels can act as digital networks. For each type of network,

ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication Standardiza-

tion Sector) is standardizing the audiovisual communication system as an H.300 se-

ries Recommendation including, e.g., H.320 [9], H.323 [10], and H.324 [11, 12]. The

history of the development of the H.300 series system standards is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1. Generic compression system [7].

To enhance the system capabilities and to exploit new technologies, revision of each

standard is continuing [13].

2.2 Overview of Video Coding Standards

The standardization effort of the video coding algorithms is mainly taken care by two

standardization bodies, called ITU-T and ISO/IEC JTC1 (Joint Technical Commit-

tee number 1 of the International Standardization Organization and the International

Electrotechnical Commission). In the following, different video coding standards are

briefly introduced.

The ITU-T H.261 is a video coding standard for video telephony and videoconfer-

encing applications [14, 15]. It is targeted for low bit rate operation (64 to 1920

kbits/sec) with low coding delay. The H.261 standard framework is the basis for all

successive video coding standards. Thus, H.261 has a very significant effect on many

other existing and developing video coding standards [8].

The target bit rate for the ITU-T H.263 Version 1 standard [16] is up to 64 kbits/s and

especially below 28.8 kbits/s [17]. However, basically progressive-scanned video

content with any bit rate, picture resolution, and frame rate can be efficiently coded
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Fig. 3. Development of H.300-series recommendations for audiovisual communication sys-

tems [13].

with the H.263. Basic mode of the H.263 operation is called ”base-level” or ”base-

line” mode. In addition to the baseline mode, the H.263 includes several negotiable

coding modes to reduce the bit rate and / or to improve the image quality [8]. The

target application for the H.263 is visual telephony, and its target networks are low
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bit rate networks like the general switched telephone network (GSTN), integrated

services digital network (ISDN), and wireless networks [17].

The ITU-T H.263 Version 2 (alternatively called H.263v2 or H.263+) standard [18]

was developed to broaden the range of applications and to enhance the earlier H.263

standard [8, 19]. The enhancements provide improved quality, coding efficiency,

error resilience, and functionality. The H.263 Version 3 (H.263++) [20, 21, 22, 23]

provides further improved compression performance and enhanced error resilience.

The H.264/AVC [24] is the newest international video coding standard. It has been

approved by ITU-T as Recommendation H.264 [25] in May 2003 and published as In-

ternational Standard ISO/IEC 14496-10:2003 [26] in November 2003. The H.264 has

been alternatively called also to H.26L, JVT, MPEG-4 part 10, Advanced Video Cod-

ing, and AVC. The H.264/AVC was developed for various applications such as digital

storage media, television broadcasting, internet streaming, and real-time audiovisual

communication. It serves a wide range of applications, bit rates, resolutions, quali-

ties, and services. The H.264/AVC is designed to be used in a wide variety of network

environments. The H.264/AVC has improved compression performance and has sig-

nificantly better rate-distortion efficiency compared to other existing standards [27].

The MPEG-1 or ISO/IEC 11172 standard consists of five parts: Systems, Video [28],

Audio, Conformance, and Software. The MPEG-1 standard was originally targeted

for good-quality video and audio at about 1.4 Mbit/s for compact disc application [8].

The MPEG-1 video standard has been developed with respect to the JPEG and H.261

standards. A large degree of similarities with the H.261 standard was preserved to

make implementations supporting both standards possible. The MPEG-1 provides

important additional features for multimedia CD-ROM applications including frame-

based random access for video, fast forward / reverse searches through compressed

bit streams, reverse playback for video, and edit-ability for the compressed bit stream

[13].

The MPEG-2 or ISO/IEC 13818 standard consists of eleven parts. The video part is

referred to as ISO/IEC 13818-2 [29] (the latest edition) or ITU-T recommendation

H.262 [30]. The MPEG-2 video coding can be seen as an extension of the MPEG-1

video coding to code interlaced video efficiently. The original target for the MPEG-

2 standard was TV-resolution video and up to five-channel audio with very good

quality at about 4 to 15 Mbit/s for applications such as digital broadcast TV and
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digital versatile disk (DVD). Other applications include digital cable or satellite TV,

video on Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), networks, and high-definition TV

(HDTV) (at 15 to 30 Mbit/s) [8].

The MPEG-4 standardization phase was started in 1994 for the converging needs of

the telecommunications, computer, and TV / film industries. The target was to stan-

dardize algorithms and tools for coding and flexible representation of audiovisual

data for future multimedia applications and application environments [31, 32]. Par-

ticularly, the MPEG-4 targets for the universal accessibility and robustness in error

prone environments, high interactive functionality, coding of natural and synthetic

data, and coding efficiency. The addressed bit rates for the MPEG-4 video standard

range from 5 to 64 kbits/s for mobile or public switched telephone network (PSTN)

video applications [33], up to 4 Mbits/s for TV / film broadcast applications, and up

to 100 Mbits/s and more for SDTV / HDTV studio applications. With appropriate

video material, the MPEG-4 synthetic coding can operate at a rate as low as 2 kbits/s

[13]. Currently, the MPEG-4 or ISO/IEC 14496 standard has eleven parts. The video

part is referred to as ISO/IEC 14496-2 [34] (the latest edition). The MPEG-4 Ver-

sion 1 was available at the end of 1998 and Version 2 was ready about one year later

[35]. The additional tools of the MPEG-4 Version 2 provide improvement for cod-

ing efficiency, scalability, error resilience, and still texture coding, or provide new

functionalities [8]. The MPEG-4 profiles and levels give users a number of well-

defined and well-chosen conformance points. They ensure interoperability between

MPEG-4 implementations and allow conformance to the standard to be tested [36].

To define the required decoder capabilities, profiles and levels define subsets of the

syntax and semantics of MPEG-4 [37]. New profiles and levels are defined in subse-

quent Amendments [38, 39, 40].

2.3 Introduction to Basic Video Encoding Scheme

All these video coding standards have the same main principle to obtain a compressed

bit stream. The whole compression process is lossy and is mainly based on sub-

sampling of colour information, exploiting spatial redundancy among closely located

pixels inside a single frame using transform techniques (Discrete Cosine Transform

/ Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform, DCT / IDCT), and exploiting temporal redun-

dancy among closely located frames using motion estimation and compensation tech-
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niques. Both of these redundancy forms are exploited in the H.263 coding standard,

and it is called the hybrid coding scheme. In addition to these operations, the infor-

mation bit stream to be sent is coded using lossless compression method, which is

typically variable length coding (VLC). In the following, the baseline H.263 video

coding is considered as an example.

2.3.1 H.263 Frame Formats and Block Structure

Digital video is composed of a sequence of pictures, or frames that occur at a certain

rate, determined by the Picture Clock Frequency (PCF). For the H.263 the standard

PCF is specified to be 30000/1001 ≈ 29.97 pictures per second. It is also possible

to use custom PCF [18]. Each picture is composed of a number of samples. These

samples are often referred to as pixels (picture elements) or simply pels. Each pixel

contains a luminance component and two chrominance components. The values of

these components are derived from RGB (Red Green Blue) color space and are de-

fined in [41]. The resolutions for the different picture formats can be seen from Ta-

ble 1. Because the H.263 standard is typically used at low bit rates (below 64 kbit/s),

typical frame format is sub-QCIF or QCIF (Quarter Common Intermediate Format)

[7]. Currently, QCIF and CIF are maybe the most applied formats. However, larger

resolutions can be employed and also custom resolutions are possible.

The H.263 exploits block-based coding scheme. Luminance frame is divided into

16× 16 pixel blocks. Every 16× 16 block is further divided into four 8× 8 pixel

blocks. Chrominance frames have a smaller resolution and are divided into 8× 8

blocks. This frame structure is called 4:2:0 profile [7]. 16×16 pixel luminance block

and corresponding two 8×8 chrominance blocks form a macroblock. The encoding

Table 1. Picture formats supported by H.263.
Format Luminance frame size Chrominance frame size

(width×height) (width×height)
Sub-QCIF 128×96 64×48

QCIF 176×144 88×72
CIF 352×288 176×144
4CIF 704×576 352×288
16CIF 1408×1152 704×576
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is performed on macroblock by macroblock basis.

2.3.2 H.263 Video Encoding

A block diagram of the basic H.263 video encoder is shown in Fig. 4. The compres-

sion scheme utilizes the spatial redundancy or the similarity of the adjacent pixels by

using 8×8 DCT / IDCT transforms and quantisation (Q) / inverse quantisation (IQ)

functions. This is called INTRA coding. The first frame of the video sequence is al-

ways INTRA coded. The temporal redundancy or the similarity between the adjacent

frames is exploited by using the motion estimation (ME) and motion compensation

(MC) functions. INTER coding utilizes both, the spatial and temporal redundancies.

Besides exploiting these two redundancies, all data to be transmitted is always VLC

(or entropy) coded, so that frequently appearing binary combinations are replaced by

the shorter binary codes than less frequently occurring binary combinations.

The baseline H.263 employs two different frame types, I-frames and P-frames. I-

frame is INTRA coded and independent from other frames. It is used as a reference

frame for the INTER coding ME and MC functions. P-frame is INTER coded and

can be also used as reference frame in the coding of the following P-frame.

Summing of the decoded macroblock residues r′(n) with the found, best matching

macroblocks x′′(n) from the previous reconstructed frame x′(n−1), results the recon-

structed frame x′(n), which is used by the ME and MC functions for the following

frame. For the best picture quality, the encoder uses the same reconstructed reference

frame x′(n− 1) in the encoding as the decoder has to use for the decoding. As seen

in Fig. 4, the encoder (left side) actually contains the decoder (the framed area).

2.4 Analysis of Video Coding Functions

Multimedia signal processing covers many applications including audio and speech

processing, image and video processing, two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimen-

sional (3-D) graphics, etc. In general, multimedia signal processing applications

have very high data rates and demand for real-time processing capabilities. From an

algorithmic point of view, their important properties can be summarized as follows

[42, 43]:
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Fig. 4. Basic hybrid coding scheme adaptation of H.263 [13].

• small integer operands are frequently processed,

• highly regular, computationally demanding functions,

• intensive I/O and memory access rates, data reusability, and data locality,

• complex control operations in less computationally demanding functions.

2.4.1 Complexity

Complexities of the H.263 baseline video encoding and decoding functions are es-

timated. The estimations are calculated by hand (except for the VLC, VLD, and

Ctrl functions). The total MOPS (Million Operations Per Second) requirement might

be significantly reduced, since sometimes the functions can be interrupted (ME) or

skipped (HalfME, Ipol, MC, InvQuant, IDCT) during the coding. The total estima-
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tions presented here, are for the worst case, where each function is fully executed.

The function implementations are briefly described in Appendix A.

In the estimations, RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) operations with 16-bit

input operand widths are assumed. Instructions like absolute, add, add immediate,

sub, sub immediate, mul, mac, load, store, sign, min, max, shift left / right (1 or

several steps), and compare are employed. Each one is considered as a single op-

eration. Memory transfers between the internal and external memories are assumed

to fit behind the processing. Operation shares for the different encoding and decod-

ing functions are shown in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. Table 2 shows the total RISC

operation counts for the QCIF and CIF formats at frame rates of 15 and 30 fps.

2.4.2 Distinctive Computational Properties

The operations of the hybrid coding scheme can be divided into low-level, medium-

level, and high-level tasks [44]. The low-level tasks are computationally intensive,

regular operations with data-independent function [45], thus suitable for the SIMD

type of parallel processing. The low-level tasks have completely regular data and

control flow and they require more than 85% of the overall computational rate of the

RISC MOPS for H.263 enc CIF@30fps (3-step ME)

(Total: 965 MOPS)

ME 39 %

Ctrl 2 %

HalfME 13 %Mode 2 %
Ipol 7 %

DCT 10 %

MC 5 %

Quant 5 %

InvQuant 4 %

VLC 2 %

ZigZag 1 %

IDCT 10 %

Fig. 5. RISC MOPS for the baseline H.263 video encoding.
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RISC MOPS for H.263 decoding CIF@30fps

(Total: 231 MOPS)

Ctrl 4 %

IDCT 43 %

Ipol 12 %

MC 12 %

InvZigZag 6 %

VLD 7 %

InvQuant 16 %

Fig. 6. RISC MOPS for the baseline H.263 video decoding.

hybrid coding scheme [46].

2.4.3 Distinctive Memory Usage Properties

In general, the video coding has a very high memory access bandwidth requirement.

Thanks to the macroblock based processing scheme, where a frame can be processed

macroblock by macroblock, memory accesses have a high spatial locality and thus,

referred address space is relatively small for a single macroblock processing. Further-

more, memory accesses have a very good predictability and thus, shallow memory

hierarchy is possible [47]. We can employ a small and fast internal data memory close

to the processor and a larger memory for frame storage as an external data memory.

Table 2. Scaled RISC MOPS for different picture formats and frame rates.
RISC MOPS scaled for different resolutions and frame rates

(QCIF = 176×144, CIF = 352×288)
QCIF @ 15 fps QCIF @ 30 fps CIF @ 15 fps CIF @ 30 fps

H.263 enc 121 241 483 965
H.263 dec 29 58 116 231
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The direct memory access (DMA) controller can hide data transfers between these

two memories behind the actual processing. In this configuration, the external data

memory has a relatively low bandwidth requirement (at least for small frame resolu-

tions) and the internal data memory has a very high memory access bandwidth.

2.5 How This Work Is Related and Applicable

This work is applicable to the H.263 baseline video encoding, which is bit stream

compatible with the MPEG-4 Simple Profile. With the MPEG-4, we have considered

natural video coding using Version 1 visual tools. In [P1] and [P2], we deal with the

MPEG-4 Core Profile motion and texture encoding (i.e., excluding shape coding).

The example functions in [P2] could also be used in the H.263 processing. However,

the parallel memory access schemes are designed for macroblock processing and

could also be useful for other macroblock based coding standards such as H.261,

MPEG-1, and MPEG-2. Parallel memory can provide versatile access properties

and it could be designed for efficient use of the latest H.264/AVC standard as well.

Only the encoding process is considered, but also decoders could take advantage

over the proposed access schemes, because decoding is included into the encoding

loop. We propose parallel memory architectures for programmable processors. The

performance of the processor determines how demanding video coding applications

can be performed. A typical application could be, e.g., low bit rate video coding.

In this work, we concentrate on enhancing critical internal data memory access capa-

bilities using parallel memory techniques. We propose that parallel memory architec-

ture can be a viable design choice for the internal, small and fast memory architecture

closest to the processor core in the memory hierarchy. We consider several data path

and data bus widths, because the required computation power depends on the appli-

cation needs, and can be varied by changing the data path width in the design phase.

The needed processing power varies mainly according to the optimization level of

the code, picture resolution, frame rate, algorithms, and optional coding modes. The

same architecture can also be used for decoding and the application could be en-

coder, decoder, or both. For lower power consumption, the clock frequency can be

decreased by increasing the data parallelism exploitation.

The parallel memory access schemes, described in this work, are mainly intended for

the low-level operations. On the base-level H.263 encoding, without optional coding
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modes, we have considered nine functions that exploit the SIMD type of data paral-

lelism using parallel PEs or a wide data path capable of subword parallel processing

(Chapter 3). All the functions exploit parallel memory architecture and are performed

on a single macroblock before entering the next macroblock. The functions are the

sum of absolute value differences (SAD) calculations for the ME, INTRA / INTER

coding mode decision (Mode), interpolation (Ipol), SAD calculations for half-pixel

(half-pel) ME (HalfME), motion compensation (MC), DCT, quantization (Quant), in-

verse quantization (InvQuant), and IDCT. As seen in Section 2.4.1, these operations

consume most of the computation power. The implementation of these operations

was briefly described in [P4]. In [48, 49], the ZigZag operation was also taken into

account. In [P2], detailed implementation examples were shown for the full- and

half-pel motion estimation SAD operations, interpolation, overlapped block motion

compensation (OBMC), and IDCT. The parallel memory can provide memory access

features, which are especially useful for computationally demanding ME, half-pixel

ME, DCT, and IDCT operations.

There exist plenty of different motion estimation algorithms and block matching cri-

teria [50]. The motion estimation is typically the most demanding function in video

encoding in the computational and memory bandwidth sense. Our main interest is

in memory accesses. To demonstrate the proposed parallel memory architectures,

we have concentrated on well-known motion estimation techniques in the spatial

domain. Typical of spatial domain techniques is the high memory bandwidth re-

quirement. Many motion estimation techniques use similar block matching criteria,

e.g., SAD. Thus, we have concentrated on a block matching operation and a wide

variety of typical motion estimation algorithms can be supported. Block matching

operations also require the most bandwidth and computation power of the motion

estimation function. There exist fast motion estimation techniques in a transform do-

main (e.g., [51]), which require less memory bandwidth than the techniques in the

spatial domain. However, they are maybe less common and less suitable for soft-

ware implementations. Thus, transform domain techniques are not considered in this

work.

We consider a simple memory hierarchy with a small on-chip parallel data memory

(SRAM) and a larger external data memory (DRAM) for the frame storage. In [52],

we presented a simulator-based method to estimate the time required by the external

DRAM data memory accesses in the H.263 video encoding application. This method
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helps in scheduling the processing and memory transfer operations. Typically, the

direct memory access (DMA) controller takes care of the data traffic between the

internal (on-chip) and external (off-chip) memories. Ideally, the DMA controller

works in parallel with the processing unit(s) and keeps it (them) busy all the time.

This means that the input data is available in the internal memory whenever needed

by the processing unit(s) and the output data is saved to the external memory before

it is overwritten by the new data.

Many publications [53, 54, 55] discuss search-area reuse for dedicated motion es-

timation array processor architectures. With the search-area reuse, the required ex-

ternal memory bandwidth can be reduced. In [P3], we presented parallel memory

architecture for more generic programmable processors. With this data memory, the

search-area can be reused and the needed external memory bandwidth can be low-

ered, while preserving efficient memory access performance in the motion estimation

block matching operations. However, the most important feature of the proposed data

memory is the support for efficient unaligned memory accesses for the block match-

ing operations (Section 4.1).
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3. PROGRAMMABLE PROCESSOR ENHANCEMENTS FOR
MULTIMEDIA SIGNAL PROCESSING

The characteristics of the multimedia signal processing (Section 2.4) are not sup-

ported by conventional microprocessors and DSPs. To achieve the needed high

processing power with efficient use of hardware resources, special architectural ap-

proaches are employed [43]. This Chapter briefly reviews the methods used to gain

the execution power on programmable processor architectures for the video coding

and other multimedia signal processing tasks. All the methods are also applicable

for other application fields than multimedia. At the end of this Chapter, we describe

how the proposed use of parallel memory architecture is related to the presented ap-

proaches to improve the multimedia processing power.

3.1 Pipelining

In order to enable multiple instructions to overlap in execution, pipelining breaks

instruction execution into multiple pipeline stages. The pipelining utilizes parallelism

among the instructions in a sequence of instruction stream. It provides a reduction in

the average execution time per instruction [43]. In general, the processor can be made

to execute faster by employing a deeper pipeline. However, this makes the processor

harder to program [56]. The pipeline stages are created by separating them using

pipeline registers. A processor cycle is the time period required between moving an

instruction one step down the pipeline. The time required by the slowest pipeline

stage determines the length of a processor cycle. In a computer, this processor cycle

is usually set to one clock cycle [57].
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3.2 VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word)

Pipelining of a scalar processor utilizes instruction-level parallelism (ILP) by decom-

posing instruction execution into several stages. On the other hand, the multiple-issue

ILP method extends each of the pipeline stages so that several instructions can be

simultaneously executed during a pipeline stage. This requires multiple functional

units. Multiple-issue processors allow multiple instructions to be issued in a clock

cycle. Thus, the cycles per instruction (CPI) can be reduced to less than one [43].

Multiple-issue processors can be categorized into two main classes: superscalar and

very long instruction word (VLIW) processors. A fixed number of instructions is-

sued by the VLIW processors are formatted either as one wide instruction word or

as a fixed instruction packet. The parallelism among the instructions is explicitly

indicated by the instruction. Thus, VLIW architectures are also known as explic-

itly parallel instruction computers (EPIC). Inherently, VLIW or EPIC processors are

statically scheduled by the compiler. Superscalar processors issue varying numbers

of instructions per clock. They are statically or dynamically scheduled. Dynamically

scheduled processors use out-of-order execution and statically scheduled in-order ex-

ecution [57].

3.3 Multiprocessing

Single instruction - multiple data (SIMD) and multiple instructions - multiple data

(MIMD) are two common and traditional multiprocessor architecture classification

schemes. Traditionally they refer to parallel processors with multiple processors or

processing elements (PEs). In the SIMD scheme, the same instruction is executed

by all of the processors on different data. Naturally available data-level parallelism

of the application can be utilized by using the SIMD scheme. Several video cod-

ing functions (low-level functions) fit well for the SIMD processing. In the MIMD

scheme, multiple instruction streams can be executed by all of the processors on dif-

ferent data. A kind of MIMD processing can be also utilized in video coding. E.g.,

in addition to the SIMD processor for all the other functions, there might be a sep-

arate VLC / VLD processor for entropy coding. These two processors can then be

scheduled to run in parallel.

We are concentrating on the processing of a single macroblock at a time. However,
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the SIMD and MIMD schemes could be also used in simultaneous processing of

multiple macroblocks. E.g., multiple macroblocks are simultaneously processed on

the quad DSP system presented in [58].

3.4 Subword Parallelism

Powerful processors employ wide data paths (e.g., 32 or 64 bits) for applications

where improved accuracy is needed. For video coding application, wide data path

would be inefficiently exploited, since we operate on 8- and 16-bit operands. To

highly improve wide data path utilization with a very low hardware cost, a common

technique is to modify the data path so that multiple subwords can be simultaneously

processed in parallel. E.g., 64-bit data path supporting subword parallelism may

simultaneously operate on eight 8-bit, four 16-bit, two 32-bit, or one 64-bit operand.

This property is widely implemented on general purpose, DSP, and media processors

to significantly enhance their processing power for video coding and also for other

tasks operating on subword data types. Originally, the same operation is performed

for a set of subwords. This is similar to the SIMD principle used in parallel processor

architecture classifications.

3.5 More Complex Instructions / Special Instruction Sets

A commonly employed approach is to use specialized hardware and instruction set

for frequently occurring operations with relatively high complexity. Specialized

instructions significantly reduce cycle and instruction counts [43, 59]. Multiply-

accumulate (MAC) (with saturation / scaling and rounding) and sum of absolute value

differences (SAD) are examples of such specialized instructions.

3.6 Additional, Dedicated Execution Units / Co-Processors

A co-processor architecture typically consists of a processor core coupled with sev-

eral dedicated modules for application specific functions. One approach is to use a

RISC core for the execution of irregular, data-depended algorithms and dedicated

modules for regular and data-independent, computationally demanding functions.
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Another approach is to combine a powerful general purpose processor core and dedi-

cated execution units for specific functions. Co-processors result in higher efficiency

for specific algorithms [43].

In video encoding, the motion estimation is computationally the most demanding

function. Thus, it is a good idea to take this high computational load away from the

processor core by using a separate and efficient, dedicated execution unit for the mo-

tion estimation [60]. Another special execution unit is commonly used for entropy

coding (VLC / VLD). Most of the video coding functions are regular and contain well

exploitable data-level parallelism (DLP). These functions can be efficiently executed

using, e.g., programmable DSP or macroblock processing engine, which utilizes DLP

with multiple, SIMD connected PEs or a wide data path having subword processing

capability. However, these multiple PEs or a wide datapath would be inefficiently

utilized in entropy coding, which is irregular in nature. Separate VLC / VLD core

enables running the entropy coding simultaneously with the SIMD type of process-

ing.

3.7 How This Work Is Related and Applicable

Traditionally, parallel memory access schemes are employed by the SIMD paral-

lel processor architectures. To take the advantage over parallel memory benefits,

we consider the processor employing a SIMD type of multiprocessing scheme with

several PEs or subword parallelism with a wide data path. Naturally, all the other

listed methods can also be used to further increase the performance of the processor.

E.g., in [P2], we describe theoretical processor architecture for demonstration and

comparison purposes. The architecture employs pipelining, VLIW, parallel subword

processing, and complex instruction techniques. Data-level parallelism inside a sin-

gle macroblock processing is exploited by the parallel memory access schemes. We

consider several data path and data bus widths, most typically being 32, 64, and 128

bits.
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In this Chapter, an example block match operation from a video encoding motion

estimation function is shown to visualize the effect of efficient memory access to

cycle and instruction counts. Besides, some methods to deal with memory access

alignment and data reordering are briefly reviewed.

4.1 Need for Versatile Memory Addressing

Motion estimation is computationally the most demanding video coding operation

(Section 2.4.1) and employs unaligned word accesses. Demanding DCT / IDCT op-

erations are other examples having specific data accessing properties. Instructions

for subword rearrangement or data reordering are an important part of the instruction

set for subword parallel processor. However, they may not improve the cycle count

performance, when memory access becomes a limiting factor. This is the case with

the word-addressable memory when a word needs to be accessed from an address not

aligned according to word boundaries.

Unaligned word accesses to the motion estimation search-area are needed in the block

matching operations [P1, P2, P3]. Sum of absolute value differences (SAD) can be

used as an error criteria. Assembler instruction kernels for an 8×8 block match in an

unaligned location in the search-area for the word- and byte-addressable memories

are shown in Fig. 7. Byte-addressable memory means here that we can access the

data starting from any byte address having the rest of the bytes for the data path in

the order indicated by the subsequent byte addresses. Word-addressable memory can

access data only from word locations because memory contains word wide locations.

We consider dual data bus architecture. Data bus and data path width in bytes is given

by the parameter N = 4 (32 bits). An aligned reference block can be loaded through
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8x8 SAD function implementation with word-addressable

memory (N = 4)
Load / Store

via Bus X

Load / Store

via Bus Y

Data reordering Computation

ldy r1, 0, 0

ldy r3, 4, 0

ldx r0, 0, 0 ldy r1, 8, 0 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

ldx r0, 4, 0 ldy r1, 0, 1 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldy r3, 4, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldx r0, 0, 1 ldy r1, 8, 1 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

ldx r0, 4, 1 ldy r1, 0, 2 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldy r3, 4, 2 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldx r0, 0, 2 ldy r1, 8, 2 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

ldx r0, 4, 2 ldy r1, 0, 3 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldy r3, 4, 3 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldx r0, 0, 3 ldy r1, 8, 3 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

ldx r0, 4, 3 ldy r1, 0, 4 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldy r3, 4, 4 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldx r0, 0, 4 ldy r1, 8, 4 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

ldx r0, 4, 4 ldy r1, 0, 5 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldy r3, 4, 5 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldx r0, 0, 5 ldy r1, 8, 5 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

ldx r0, 4, 5 ldy r1, 0, 6 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldy r3, 4, 6 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldx r0, 0, 6 ldy r1, 8, 6 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

ldx r0, 4, 6 ldy r1, 0, 7 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldy r3, 4, 7 sad4b r2, r0, r4

ldx r0, 0, 7 ldy r1, 8, 7 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

ldx r0, 4, 7 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

sad4b r2, r0, r4

8x8 SAD function implementation with

byte-addressable memory (N = 4)
CC Load / Store

via Bus X

Load / Store

via Bus Y

Computation

0 ldx r0, 0, 0 ldy r1, 1, 0

1 ldx r0, 4, 0 ldy r1, 5, 0 sad4b r2, r0, r1

2 ldx r0, 0, 1 ldy r1, 1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r1

3 ldx r0, 4, 1 ldy r1, 5, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r1

4 ldx r0, 0, 2 ldy r1, 1, 2 sad4b r2, r0, r1

5 ldx r0, 4, 2 ldy r1, 5, 2 sad4b r2, r0, r1

6 ldx r0, 0, 3 ldy r1, 1, 3 sad4b r2, r0, r1

7 ldx r0, 4, 3 ldy r1, 5, 3 sad4b r2, r0, r1

8 ldx r0, 0, 4 ldy r1, 1, 4 sad4b r2, r0, r1

9 ldx r0, 4, 4 ldy r1, 5, 4 sad4b r2, r0, r1

10 ldx r0, 0, 5 ldy r1, 1, 5 sad4b r2, r0, r1

11 ldx r0, 4, 5 ldy r1, 5, 5 sad4b r2, r0, r1

12 ldx r0, 0, 6 ldy r1, 1, 6 sad4b r2, r0, r1

13 ldx r0, 4, 6 ldy r1, 5, 6 sad4b r2, r0, r1

14 ldx r0, 0, 7 ldy r1, 1, 7 sad4b r2, r0, r1

15 ldx r0, 4, 7 ldy r1, 5, 7 sad4b r2, r0, r1

16 sad4b r2, r0, r1
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Fig. 7. Assembler kernels for unaligned 8 × 8 SAD functions with the word- and byte-

addressable memory architectures with 32-bit data paths and buses. CC refers to

clock cycle.

X bus and a block from the search-area can be loaded through Y bus. Two memory

accesses together with two other operations can be executed in every cycle. This

can be realized using a very long instruction word (VLIW) architecture. The address

for the load word instruction is given two-dimensionally in horizontal and vertical

coordinates (hor coord, ver coord). Each coordinate point refers to a byte and the

address of the first byte is given in the load instruction. E.g., the load instruction

ldy r1, 0, 0 loads the bytes (0,0), (1,0), (2,0), (3,0) to the register r1 (when N = 4).

For the word-addressable memory, only horizontal coordinates divisible by four are

allowed (0,4,8,12,...). For the byte-addressable memory, all horizontal coordinates

are possible (0,1,2,3,4,...). The search-area is stored row by row in the Y memory

starting from the coordinate (0,0). Similarly, the reference block is stored row by row

in the X memory starting from the coordinate (0,0). The block match starts from the

location (1,0). We use sad4b instruction, which computes the SAD for 4 subwords

simultaneously. Align is an instruction for extracting an unaligned word from two
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aligned words [61]. Align performs two shift and one or operations in a single cycle.

A word extraction is directed with a shift amount given by a constant. In Fig. 7, the

first align instruction (CC = 2) gets the bytes (1,0), (2,0), (3,0), (4,0) to the register

r4. The next align (CC = 3) results the bytes (5,0), (6,0), (7,0), (8,0).

Differences in the cycle counts are mainly due to one extra memory load per each

row of the block in the case of word-addressable memory. In addition, a considerable

amount of align instructions are needed with the word-addressable memory. Two-

dimensionally visualized 32-bit (4-byte) memory accesses for an 8×8 block match in

an unaligned location in the search-area for the byte- and word-addressable memories

are shown in Fig. 8. The byte- and word-addressable memories require 16 and 24

memory accesses on the search-area, respectively.

In an aligned location the word- and byte-addressable architectures would perform

equally well. The motion estimation process likely consists of block match opera-

tions in aligned and unaligned locations. The number of the aligned and unaligned

locations in the search-area depend on the word width (every Nth location on a row

is aligned). However, the number of unaligned locations is high and byte-addressable

memory is desirable.

The extra memory loads and align (or other data reordering) instructions for motion

estimation (or for other functions) are not included in the RISC MOPS estimations in

Section 2.4.1. In Section 2.4.1, we do not consider data parallelism exploitation and

data reordering instructions are not needed.
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Fig. 8. Memory accesses are two-dimensionally visualized for a single, unaligned 8×8 block

match operation with the byte- and word-addressable memory architectures. 32-bit

memory accesses are considered and every square refers to a byte. The first byte of

every memory access is represented by a dotted square.
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When data parallelism utilization is increased with word-addressable memory ar-

chitecture, additional operations other than actual computation or the most optimal

memory access operations, are employed due to the needed data alignment or reorder-

ing tasks. Parallel memory (including byte-addressable memory) may significantly

help in reducing these additional overhead instructions, thus, reducing the necessary

total MOPS count.

4.2 Some Methods for Memory Access Alignment and Data Reordering

There exists a variety of publications about cache and memory performance in mul-

timedia (including video coding) applications [62, 63] or data and memory optimiza-

tions in embedded systems [64]. In [47], memory architecture designing for video

signal processors is considered. However, these publications do not specifically dis-

cuss the data alignment or data reordering issues. On the other hand, there are plenty

of papers about parallel memory architectures for different applications (Section 5.2),

but video coding is rarely considered even though some designs exist [65, 66, 67]. Be-

cause we propose parallel memory to be used as an internal memory architecture for

programmable processor for video coding application, existing processor and mem-

ory architectures suitable for the same application are logical comparison partners for

us.

As we have seen in Section 4.1, an efficient unaligned memory access capability is a

very useful property especially in the processing of motion estimation block matching

operations. The need for the byte-aligned or unaligned addressing is well recognized

and it is somehow solved in all major general-purpose and embedded processors

that employ multimedia extensions, as well as in high-performance DSP and media

processor architectures. The word-addressable memory architecture is many times

employed with subword parallel processors. With a word-addressable memory, all

memory word loads are word-aligned. When the wanted data is not word-aligned

and crosses the word boundaries, two memory loads are employed. In addition, two

shift and one or operations are needed to extract the wanted word. An instruction

called align (Section 4.1) can be provided to perform this extraction [61].

Next, we briefly describe some methods as to how the data alignment and reorder-

ing problems have been previously relieved with different processor architectures.
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Also, some of the different algorithm implementation ways to reduce or hide the data

alignment and reordering are discussed.

4.2.1 General Purpose Processors with Multimedia Extensions

A good, thorough overview on media instruction set architecture (ISA) extensions for

general purpose processors is given in [68]. In [68], a performance overhead resulting

from precise subword data alignment is considered to be one of the main problems

in subword parallel computation. In the following, we discuss how some processors

(mainly major processors) have approached the data alignment problem.

Intel Pentium MMX [69, 70] architecture provides no special support for unaligned

access. The addresses of all memory accesses must be naturally aligned, and the

byte-aligned data word extraction requires a combination of a left shift, right shift,

and bitwise or operations.

Sun UltraSparc VIS [71], Motorola PowerPC AltiVec [72], and Silicon Graphics

MIPS V ISA [73] extensions and SuperH SH-5 [74] architecture provide better sup-

port for unaligned access by allowing the use of unaligned addresses together with a

special instruction for extracting the desired byte-aligned data word.

Some of the architectures rely on data memory system support for misaligned access.

These architectures provide proper data alignment in hardware. For example, Intel

Pentium III processor with SSE [75] and ARMv6 [76] support unaligned access. The

disadvantage of these architectures is that a single misaligned access is slower than

an aligned access.

In [77], a memory architecture efficiently supporting non-aligned memory access is

presented. Its application area is in processing of network protocol headers.

Hewlett-Packard PA-RISC [78] architecture has native support for unaligned access.

Thus, there is no speed or bandwidth penalty for unaligned access. The unaligned

access capability was actually present before the introduction of subword parallelism

with MAX-1 and MAX-2 extensions [79].

MAX-2 is a very lean, RISC-like set of media acceleration primitives included in

the 64-bit general purpose PA-RISC 2.0 architecture. MAX-2 has mix and permute

instructions for subword rearrangement or data reordering. The mix instructions take
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subwords from two registers and interleave alternate subwords from each register in

the result register. The mix instructions can be used, e.g., to perform the required

transposition between the DCT / IDCT row and column transforms efficiently [79,

80]. Similar instructions than mix and permute are also common in other subword

parallel architectures.

4.2.2 DSPs and VSPs

Texas Instruments C62x [81] and StarCore [82] architectures provide no special sup-

port for unaligned access. The addresses of all memory accesses must be naturally

aligned, and the byte-aligned data word extraction requires a combination of assem-

bler instructions.

Analog Devices’ TigerSHARC [83] architecture handles the data alignment problem

with a dedicated hardware resource called a data alignment buffer (DAB) [84]. The

buffer holds the previously accessed data word which, in conjunction with the cur-

rently accessed data word, can form a byte-aligned data word. The first unaligned

access into a data buffer requires two accesses, of which the first one is needed to

load the DAB. Subsequent unaligned accesses to consecutive elements require one

access per word.

Texas Instruments C64x [81] supports unaligned memory access and circular ad-

dressing mode where unaligned data word can wrap around the boundary of the cir-

cular region [85]. One unaligned data access or two aligned data accesses are possible

per clock cycle. Thus, unaligned access has a bandwidth penalty.

A highly parallel single-chip video DSP [86] with four pipelined data processing

units has four banks of 16-bit dual-port data cache memory. An interbank paral-

lel addressing mode provides a 64 bits wide, 16-bit aligned memory access for one

port, which is helpful in motion estimation if the pixels are stored in 16-bit memory

locations.

A video signal processor [87] comprises of sixteen 16-bit on-chip memory modules,

16 processing units, and an arithmetic unit for integrating the partial results. The un-

aligned access and search-area reuse for motion estimation are achieved with the aid

of an interleaved memory organization, by rearranging the data flow from memory

modules to the processing units, and by redistributing the operations of the processing
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units.

A programmable video signal processor (PVSP) for motion estimation and motion

compensation [88] (also included in [89]) employs a parallel memory architecture

called D2M. Two-dimensional D2M contains 16 byte-wide memory modules and

supports byte-aligned and circular addressing. The parallel memory architecture de-

scribed in [P3] is similar to D2M. However, our memory is one-dimensional and

we use different address functions than in [88]. In general, we consider a parallel

memory with byte-aligned data access and circular addressing to be very useful for

subword parallel processors performing video coding with motion estimation. In

[P3], we try to emphasize its benefits and drawbacks through some examples and

comparisons to more conventional approaches.

In general, internal parallel memory architectures with versatile access schemes are

not widely used by processors. However, a highly parallel DSP (HiPAR-DSP) has

employed parallel memory architecture as an internal data memory with versatile

access formats [66, 90, 91, 92]. HiPAR-DSP is a VLIW-controlled ASIMD (au-

tonomous SIMD) RISC-architecture with four or sixteen data paths. Common data

access patterns for image processing algorithms are supported by use of a shared

on-chip memory, or matrix memory, with parallel matrix type access patterns and

a separate data-cache per data-path. We consider this kind of matrix memory as a

parallel memory. Our parallel memory differs from the matrix memory, because we

have concentrated only on video coding, and thus, access formats, parallel memory

sizes, and parallel memory areas are maybe more tailored to the needs of the video

coding.

4.2.3 Media Processors

TriMedia [93] architecture provides no special support for unaligned access. The

addresses of all memory accesses must be naturally aligned, and the byte-aligned

data word extraction requires a combination of assembler instructions.

Equator MAP-CA [94] architecture provides better support for unaligned access by

allowing the use of unaligned addresses together with a special instruction for ex-

tracting the desired byte-aligned data word. In addition, it contains a special register

that supports sum of absolute differences (SAD) computation and automatic search
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window sliding. When a SAD instruction is issued, a 16-pixel SAD computation is

performed and a new pixel is shifted into this special register from another register.

A low power media processor core presented in [95] consists of 8 PEs connected ac-

cording to the SIMD scheme, RISC-processor, VLC-processor, and intelligent DMA.

The SIMD processor has separate registers for efficient transposition operation be-

tween the DCT / IDCT row and column transforms. Thus, the cycle loss caused by

the transposition is eliminated. To obtain 128-bit, 8-bit aligned access, two 128-bit

memory banks are accessed and the data reordering is provided using the cross pass

unit.

An 8-way VLIW embedded multimedia processor [96, 97] has an advanced cache

mechanism with separate instruction and data caches. The data cache realizes un-

aligned access by calculating a second address from the given one and then by prop-

erly selecting one of these two addresses for each of the byte-wide memory banks.

The parallel memory described in [P3] is similar to this data cache. However, the sup-

port for modulo addressing with subword wrap-around is not mentioned in [96, 97].

In [98], a register file with transposed access mode is described. By the means of this

method, transposition steps, e.g., in 2-D DCT / IDCT processing, can be eliminated.

4.2.4 Vector and Stream ISAs

Vector instruction set architectures (ISAs) for multimedia applications have gained

plenty of interest [99, 100]. They provide a natural way to express data-level paral-

lelism and vector instructions express a program in a compact way. Also, accessing

data memory using vectors has many advantages. Further, vector architectures are

well scalable and have simple control logic. E.g., vector processor architectures like

[101] and VIRAM [102, 103], and additional vector coprocessor unit [104, 105] for

multimedia applications have been proposed. The MOM instruction set architecture

[106] combines good properties from the both subword and vector processing. Simi-

lar approach was also proposed in [107]. The eLite achitecture [108] is an innovative,

low-power, high-performance DSP for digital communications. It jointly exploits

instruction-level parallelism (ILP) and data-level parallelism (DLP) to achieve high

performance. The most salient computing resources within the eLite architecture are

the vector units.
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Stream processors extend vector processors’ capabilities. Stream processor architec-

tures like Imagine [109, 110] and a streaming execution unit [111] for the Complex

Stream Instruction (CSI) set [112] have been proposed for multimedia applications.

We have not considered parallel memory support for vector or stream architectures.

However, parallel memory architectures could also be useful for vector and stream

ISAs dealing with multimedia applications, because parallel memory architectures

have been previously used with vector processors to sustain a high memory access

bandwidth for different applications.

4.2.5 Different Algorithm Implementation Methods

Different implementation methods can reduce the transposition cost. In [113], one

transposition step for the IDCT was performed during the VLD process. Sometimes

transposition can be done implicitly during the DCT / IDCT processing without cycle

loss [114, 115].

The interpolation function can also be implemented differently for easier processing.

Interpolated data is handled in the interpolation, half-pixel motion estimation, and

motion compensation. Typically, the data is interleaved with assembler instructions

in the register file during the interpolation process. Furthermore, functions reading

a data from the interpolated area would need to load two words to obtain one word

(when every other pixel is wanted) and assembler instructions for extraction of the

wanted data. To avoid these overheads, data ordering can be changed by not inter-

leaving the interpolated data [P2].

4.3 How This Work Is Related and Applicable

Parallel memory architecture may provide unified solution (Section 5.3) for all data

alignment and reordering tasks. Alternatively, for simpler parallel memory architec-

ture and for simpler memory addressing, it could be combined with some other data

reordering approaches. E.g., a processor architecture providing the mentioned mix

and permute instructions could be used together with a parallel memory providing

efficient unaligned data word access.
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Parallel memory architecture can enable optimal memory accesses in terms of align-

ment and bandwidth. In some cases, reducing the needed memory operations is pos-

sible. Further, no excessive reordering in the register file with assembler commands

is needed, because the data reordering is mainly included into load and store instruc-

tions. Thus, processing becomes faster and requires fewer instructions. A reduced

number of instructions may ease the programming work and could make instruction

scheduling easier. Thus, algorithm implementation for the processor becomes more

straightforward. Parallel memory architecture can also help to obtain full utiliza-

tion of the computation resources and to reduce the required data transfer bandwidth

between the internal and external memories.

On the other hand, enhanced memory access capabilities are more or less applica-

tion specific. Finding the most suitable access formats for the application requires a

throughout study of the application. Further, designing the parallel memory architec-

ture with the conflict-free, application specific access formats is a more complex task

than employing conventional memory architecture. However, an application specific

parallel memory architecture might be used as a capsulated module to hide its com-

plexity and to favor reusable and modular designing for faster system design.

Parallel memory with a large number of memory modules requires more area and

power compared to the conventional, single module word-addressable memory. Ad-

ditional crossbar connections and address computation circuits are needed. They

further increase the needed silicon area, power consumption, and total memory ac-

cess delay. Careful trade-off planning might be needed in comparing the obtained

benefits and increased cost. The above mentioned and some other parallel memory

properties are summarized in Chapter 7.

The usage of the proposed parallel memory architectures is not only restricted for a

certain processor architecture. However, we do not consider any cache functionality,

which may restrict its direct use to the DSP based architectures and algorithms, where

the data transfers between the internal and external memories are highly predictable

and thus, manual DMA control can be easily obtained. We assume that we have a

typical register file based load / store processor architecture, where the data path reads

the operands from the register file and stores the result into the register file. The data

can be moved between the register file and internal data memory using the register

load and store instructions.
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In [P3], we concentrate especially on the unaligned access and modulo addressing

mode. In [P1, P2, P3], we compare our parallel memories to the word-addressable

memories. In [P1, P2], the proposed parallel memory is compared also to the byte-

addressable memory. Several of the mentioned methods in Section 4.2 are used with

the word-addressable memory: align instruction is used for unaligned word extrac-

tion, mix instructions are used for transposition, for better access performance, in-

terpolated data is not interleaved, and additional execution unit only for align and

mix instructions is considered. The additional execution unit can be employed us-

ing VLIW architecture. It makes simultaneous data reordering and data processing

possible.
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5. PARALLEL MEMORY ARCHITECTURES

In this Chapter, the general construction of parallel memory and related terminology

are explained. Besides, plenty of parallel memory references are classified accord-

ing to their properties. The solution for the data-alignment problem originated from

the past multiprocessor systems where parallel memories were used to solve similar

kinds of problems in different application fields. Parallel memory storage schemes

have been under active research for a long time [116, 117]. Skewed array storage

is employed in storage allocation for the ILLIAC IV system [118]. ILLIAC IV is

an array of 256 coupled computers driven by instructions from a common control

unit. STARAN has a number of array modules, each with a multidimensional ac-

cess (MDA) memory [119]. Parallel memory architectures have been mainly used

as data memories for array, parallel, and vector processors to provide high band-

width for challenging applications, such as scientific computations [118, 120], image

processing [121, 122, 123], and volume rendering [124]. Parallel data memory ar-

chitectures fit especially well for the SIMD parallel processing scheme. Sohi [125]

distinguished the following between parallel and interleaved memories. The mem-

ory modules of an SIMD array processor are parallel memories. In the SIMD array

processing paradigm, each processing element (PE) processes on a different element

of the same vector in the same cycle. The memory modules of an SIMD vector

processor are interleaved memories. In the SIMD vector processing paradigm, a

single PE operates on the elements of a single vector, one at a time. By following

this definition, parallel memory architectures for SIMD array processors have our

main interest. Alternatively, Seznec [126] used the terms space-multiplexed memory

and time-multiplexed memory for the parallel and interleaved memory, respectively.

Block diagrams for these two memory systems are shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Memory system classifications. (a) Parallel or space-multiplexed memory (M ≥ N)
(b) Interleaved or time-multiplexed memory. Mk: Memory module. PEk: Processing

element.

5.1 Example Parallel Memory Architecture

There is a large variety of synonyms and presentation styles in parallel memory pub-

lications. However, the naming convention and 2-D presentation style of parallel

memory organization used in this work are mainly adapted from the book summa-

rizing many earlier achievements in parallel memory research [127]. In our case,

because of variety of memory access possibilities and because of the processing of

2-D frames, it is more illustrative to use 2-D addressing to present memory access

properties than a conventional 1-D addressing. Two-dimensional addressing mode

for multimedia applications was also proposed in [128].

In our 2-D addressing, memory locations are in 2-D coordinate area and can be re-

ferred by figures or shapes determined a priori. E.g., we may access partial row,

partial column, or a block of pixels stored into memory locations. We call these

figures or shapes access formats. Placement of these access formats inside the coor-

dinate area can be restricted or unrestricted (UR). Restrictions are given by modulo

conditions. E.g., conditions jmod4 = 0 and imod2 = 0 mean that the allowed values

for j and i are j = 0,4,8,12, ... and i = 0,2,4,6, ..., respectively. In the unrestricted

case, all values (0,1,2,3,4,...) are allowed for both coordinates. The general restric-

tion applies that all access formats stay fully inside the specified memory areas. We

can access the memory by specifying the access format and its coordinate. The coor-

dinate refers to the dotted square of the access format.
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Basically, a parallel memory architecture has to take care of four tasks. The tasks are

given below.

• A parallel memory architecture should provide the conflict-free access formats

required by the application. The conflict-free access means that only one access

per memory module port is requested at a time.

• We have to find out in which memory module the data is located. This is deter-

mined by the module assignment function S(·). In general, several synonyms

exist for the module assignment function, e.g., memory organization, skewing

scheme, and storage scheme.

• We need to know the address inside the memory module. This is determined

by the address assignment function or address function a(·).

• Before storing the data in or reading the data out from the parallel memory

modules, we may need to reorder it according to the used module assignment

function. This reordering is done by a permutation network.

The main parts of the parallel memory architecture are the memory modules, address

calculation circuitry, and permutation network.

Fig. 10 illustrates the storage of a small section of a binary raster image in a parallel

memory, which has four memory modules S0, S1, S2, and S3 [127]. Units A0, A1,

A2, and A3 implement module assignment and address functions. The permutation

network is marked by the symbol π. In Fig. 10, horizontal and vertical axes are

represented by i and j, respectively. Pixels are represented by the squares inside

the coordinate area or scanning field. A shaded square means that the corresponding

pixel has a value 1, otherwise the pixel value is 0. The upper number inside the square

expresses the memory module, where the corresponding pixel is located. The lower

number is the address inside the memory module. The memory module number is

specified by the module assignment function S(i, j). The address is specified by the

address function a(i, j). S(i, j) and a(i, j) are defined as

S(i, j) = (i+2 j)mod4 and a(i, j) = (i+8 j)/4,
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Fig. 10. Parallel memory architecture with peripherals [127]. Inside a square, in the coordi-

nate area (scanning field), the upper number refers to the memory module where the

corresponding data is located and the lower number is the address of the memory

module.

where the division is division by truncation. The access format determines which

pixels are to be accessed simultaneously. In Fig. 10, 2× 2 square is marked as an

access format covering the pixels (3,1), (4,1), (3,2), and (4,2). The signal F selects

the access format, and the signal r the place (i, j) for the access format.

The goal of the module assignment function is simply to provide conflict-free access

for the given access formats, specified by the application. Conflict-free locations of

the access format form a placement set. If the access format is conflict-free every-

where inside the coordinate area, the placement set is unrestricted (UR). Otherwise,

it is restricted. E.g., in Fig. 10, the 2× 2 square access format has an unrestricted

placement set. On the other hand, the column access format is not conflict-free in

any place. This is visualized in Fig. 10 by marking pixels (6,0), (6,1), (6,2), and (6,3)
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with crosses. The pixels are stored in the memory modules 2, 0, 2, and 0 and would

require sequential accesses, which decreases the memory bandwidth. In general, hav-

ing parallel access to an access format at any position (UR) puts strong limits on the

variety of shapes of access formats [129].

A proper address function has to take care of that each of the pixels stored in the same

memory module is stored under a different address. Otherwise, the data is corrupted.

In other words, for correct functionality there should not be squares with the same

upper and lower numbers.

Let us say that we want the pixels inside the 2×2 square access format in order (3,1),

(4,1), (3,2), and (4,2). Since the physical locations of the memory modules are fixed,

the permutation network π is needed to switch the data from the memory modules in

the order S1, S2, S3, and S0.

5.2 Short Overview of Parallel Memories

A parallel memory architecture should provide the needed access capabilities. In ad-

dition, it should have reasonable low cost for the implementation. Many publications

describe how data permutation and addressing problems could be efficiently solved,

even if the main focus is typically on new module assignment functions. Usually,

certain access formats are set and a new conflict-free module assignment function

is proposed. Typically, the new solution provides more conflict-free access formats,

uses less memory modules to implement the desirable access formats, or makes sim-

pler and faster address generation or data permutation possible. Ideally, the number

of memory modules is the same as the number of elements inside the access formats.

In this case, the parallel memory modules have maximum utilization rate. However,

to enhance the conflict-free memory access capabilities, a larger number of memory

modules than is simultaneously accessed can be employed. The linear module as-

signment functions and XOR-schemes (non-linear dyadic schemes) are perhaps the

most frequently used module assignment functions. To give an overview of the par-

allel memory research, many references are categorized according to their properties

in Appendix B. In Section 4.2, we briefly discussed some designs that are related to

our approach. Some additional references from Appendix B, which are related to our

work, are next placed in perspective.
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In [130], a novel approach to the parallel memory system synthesis that is especially

suited for application-specific systems is presented. The method can automatically

find periodic, conflict-free mappings for applications by using the exhaustive search

of the pruned design space. Experimental results for the Monte Carlo simulation

of sintering are shown. The memory model includes all the components of a parallel

memory system including address generation and data alignment. We employ similar,

lookup table-based address computing hardware, which allows unrestricted access

format placement.

In [131], configurable parallel memory architecture (CPMA) and concept is presented

for multimedia and general purpose computers. The CPMA enables multiple access

formats and module assignment functions to be used within a single hardware im-

plementation. To demonstrate the configurability, separate parallel memory access

schemes for motion estimation algorithms and zigzag scanning are employed. Sim-

ulations and comparisons are performed for a cache-less, high speed parallel DRAM

memory system.

In [132], a design framework and HW/SW co-design method is presented for in-

terleaved memory system designing. The method uses memory interleaving and

code modifications to improve memory access performance. A simplified architec-

ture model consists of the processor, cache, address generator, and interleaved main

memory. Simulation results are shown for DCT, motion estimation, and matrix mul-

tiplication functions.

In contrast to [131, 132], we are considering video coding specific memory architec-

ture designing, simulation, and comparison for a data memory closest to the processor

(corresponding to the first level cache) and subword parallel processing exploitation.

In [133], multimedia and video coding are also considered among other applications.

However, the main emphasis of the paper is in exploiting compiler predicted data ac-

cess patterns and optimizing the storage scheme using constructive heuristics, neural

methods, and genetic algorithms.

In [134], a memory and compiler co-optimization method for reducing memory ac-

cesses using software and hardware locality optimizations is presented. A compiler

strategy for finding storage schemes for streamed applications, for which the data

access patterns are predictable at compile-time, is described. This approach auto-

mates the major steps of synthesizing the dynamic storage matrix. The performance
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and scalability of the proposed parallel memory are estimated using numerical and

multimedia algorithms.

Parallel memory schemes for SIMD processors performing two dimensional trans-

forms like FFT, DCT, Gaussian Pyramid, and especially, wavelets are proposed in

[135].

Parallel memory architectures have also been applied in some dedicated and function

(DCT [136], ME [137, 138]) specific video coding architectures. However, we have

concentrated more on programmable processors and full video coding applications.

We have considered parallel memory architectures, where parallel memory modules

can be normal, standard memory modules. This way regular memory modules could

be applied from design libraries. There exist designs (e.g., [139, 140]) where mem-

ory module internals, e.g., address decoding, memory array, and / or memory cell

structure are modified to provide memory access for certain memory array regions.

We have not considered this implementation method, because it likely requires full-

custom and memory module generator designing. In addition, it might not be certain

as to which kind of access formats and their placements can be supported. However,

this approach might lead to faster design with lower power consumption and smaller

silicon area and thus, could be considered a topic for future research (Section 7.4).

5.3 How This Work Is Related and Applicable

In order to obtain a high-bandwidth internal data memory architecture for single chip

design, this work proposes scalable parallel memory access formats for a whole video

coding application. Existing parallel memory theory is referred and it is proven with

examples that it can be used to provide conflict-free, scalable access formats for video

coding functions. In other words, existing techniques are applied to a relatively new

application area. Detailed application examples are worked out to show how some

demanding video coding functions can be implemented using the proposed parallel

memory. Performance and cost analysis are provided for several function kernels and

parallel memory architecture, respectively. In addition, comparison of the parallel

memory against some current approaches is provided. The results improve the un-

derstanding of design trade-offs related to video codecs. Furthermore, they provide

the implementors quantitative data on the gate counts, silicon area, power consump-
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tion, cycle times, and other performance figures of parallel memory solutions.

To obtain conflict-free parallel memory access for video coding functions, we have

exploited several different, existing module assignment functions including linear

functions, XOR-schemes, and multiperiodic functions. The crossbar interconnection

network provides all the possible connections and is simple, but it is quite often con-

sidered to be a too expensive choice, especially when the number of memory modules

(or nodes of the network) is high. For lower cost, recirculating and multistage net-

works can be employed. In general, plenty of interconnection network topologies

with different properties have been proposed [141, 142, 143]. However, we employ

networks with a relatively low number of nodes and variety of permutation needs.

Thus, we have used crossbar interconnection networks. Encouraging results for dif-

ferent sized crossbars for single-chip designs are also reported in [144, 145].

The parallel memory architecture can offer a unified solution for byte addressing,

transposing, and variety of other possible memory access problems. Byte-address-

able memory is useful in inter frame video coding, and its benefits can be difficult to

obtain using other techniques, which do not change the memory access itself. The di-

vision of the memory address space between several parallel memory modules opens

a possibility to exploit the existing research results to obtain much more enhanced

memory access properties than just a byte-addressable memory. A lot of research

work have been done during decades to efficiently exploit the parallel memory ac-

cess. With enhanced memory access properties we mean that bytes in a word do

not need to come from subsequent byte addresses. Instead, e.g., the bytes can be

separated by a stride, which determines the constant address increment between the

simultaneously accessed bytes.

The proposed parallel memory architectures support several access format properties

for the video encoding data accesses.

• Access formats can provide support for functions dealing with 8-bit and 16-bit

data [P1, P2].

• Unaligned access (or 8-bit aligned) is especially useful in the motion estima-

tion and compensation. This feature is supported in all our parallel memory

proposals.

• A special modulo addressing, which allows part of the bytes in a word to be
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accessed simultaneously from the both ends of a circular buffer, helps in reduc-

ing the external memory bandwidth, while preserving efficient memory access

performance in block matching operations [P3].

• Memory access support for accessing the interpolated data [48, 49, P1, P2,

P4, P5] is beneficial in the motion estimation and compensation performed in

half-pixel accuracy.

• Memory access formats supporting transpositions in the DCT / IDCT trans-

forms can provide some speed-up, compared to the case, where the transposi-

tion is performed in the register file with the data reordering commands. Paral-

lel memory architecture can provide supporting access formats for this purpose

[48, 49, P1, P2, P4, P5].

• When the data path width N exceeds the 8 × 8 block width (N > 8 bytes),

the performance of the functions processing 8× 8 pixel blocks can be signifi-

cantly degraded or / and the implementation becomes more complex with the

byte- and word-addressable memory architectures. Parallel memory architec-

ture supporting access format fitting inside the 8×8 block [48, 49, P1, P2, P3,

P4, P5] can overcome this problem. Even thought we did not consider smaller

block sizes than 8× 8 in our work, it is obvious that parallel memory could

be helpful also in those cases. 8×8 and smaller block sizes are needed in the

processing of the following cases, among others:

– Macroblock consists of 8×8 blocks.

– Advanced prediction mode in the H.263 and MPEG-4 standards exploit

8×8 block sizes.

– Faster motion estimation algorithms than the conventional full-search can

use resolution down sampling, which effects to the used block sizes in the

block-matching.

– H.264/AVC standard employs many different block sizes (e.g., 4×4, 8×
4, 4×8, 8×8, 8×16, 16×8, 16×16).
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6. DESIGN AND SIMULATION METHODS

This Chapter shortly describes how we ended up to the proposed parallel memory

architectures and what kind of design and simulation methods were employed.

6.1 How We Ended Up with the Proposed Systems

We have approached parallel memory architecture designing for video encoding ap-

plication from two different directions [P2].

• In the first approach, we closely studied the video coding standard, reference

C software for the standard, simulated and profiled the reference software, and

studied publications dealing with the video coding implementations. This way

we found the tasks, where most of the execution time was spent and which

functions contain SIMD type of data-level parallelism (DLP). We concentrated

on these functions. Typically, these functions have tight for or while loops

where most of the execution time is spent. From these loops, memory refer-

encing of the function can be extracted. This memory referencing behaviour

states the access formats for the parallel memory architecture. In this approach,

information for parallel memory designing can be obtained from the high-level

standard reference software descriptions in the design phase of the processor.

However, it can be difficult to see if the memory architecture really needs to

support some access format or if the code could be modified to change the

memory access behaviour so that particular memory access enhancement is

no longer needed. As a result, a larger number of needed memory access en-

hancements might be detected that are actually needed. The following second

approach can lead to simpler parallel memory architecture design.

• In the second approach, parallel memory access schemes could be seen as a
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tool to solve memory access and bandwidth restrictions for an existing proces-

sor design. When we already have a fixed instruction set, processor model,

and software simulator for the processor architecture, we can implement video

coding functions. With a software simulator, it is easier to find optimization

possibilities and different implementation ways for the functions. At least, the

parts where most of the time is spent can be written manually using assem-

bler language. In this phase, we must closely go through the functions and we

may detect that some memory access restriction in the current architecture is

difficult to overcome. It can be detected that some particular memory access

enhancement could significantly ease the programming work and / or improve

the execution speed and code density of the application. Then, the memory

access enhancement could be implemented using parallel memory techniques.

With this method we can also find a more compact parallel memory architec-

ture for our design, since the parallel memory architecture is used only to solve

our identified, real problems, which may not be solved efficiently using current

resources of the processor.

We used the first approach to find the parallel memory access schemes presented in

[49, P1, P2, P4, P5]. In [6], we describe our H.263 encoder implementation on BOPS

Manta processor [146]. Even if we did not closely consider memory access issues in

the paper, the second approach became familiar to us through this implementation.

It became obvious to us that our application could especially benefit from unaligned

memory access [P3]. The importance of the unaligned access was already well rec-

ognized by the BOPS team and optionally supported by the software simulator.

6.2 Employed Design and Simulation Methods

The Author’s work with the H.263 encoding was started in [48] by closely going

through and profiling the H.263 reference software (in C language) [3] and by study-

ing the standard documentation [16]. After that the reference code was modified

to describe the considered parallel processor architecture [49, 52, P4, P5] at a high

level. The reference code was modified by removing unnecessary parts for the base-

line implementation and by changing floating point variables to integer variables.

Furthermore, two dimensional tables were created to describe the internal parallel
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data memory architecture and separate functions were created for parallel process-

ing, VLC coding, and DMA calls. Scheduling of these operations is described in [52,

P4]. To verify the proposed parallel architecture at some level and to have a cycle

count performance estimation using a real DSP processor as a processing element,

assembler implementation for the H.263 encoder for VS DSP [4, 5] was created.

The VS DSP is a powerful low power DSP / RISC processor. Parallel processing

functions were coded by hand and sequential parts were compiled from the modified

C model and partly optimized by hand. This work and the performance results are

described in detail in [2].

We have implemented the H.263 encoder on a BOPS Manta processor [6]. The en-

coder was manually coded by assembler. Manta DSP efficiently utilizes three lev-

els of parallelism: instruction-level parallelism (ILP) with indirect VLIW architec-

ture, data-level parallelism (DLP) with subword parallel processing architecture, and

SIMD type multiprocessing with 4 PEs. The purpose was to study and learn how

to efficiently exploit the various available parallel processing resources on a video

encoding application and to have a comparison partner for our parallel architecture

design. For simulations we used a software simulator and evaluation board.

The work with the MPEG-4 encoding was started by closely studying the standard

specification [34] and by going through and profiling the reference software (avail-

able in C or C++ program) [147, 148]. After that the useful parallel memory access

formats were identified and conflict-free module assignment functions were founded

[P1]. In order to demonstrate the usage of the proposed parallel memory architecture,

to obtain a performance estimate, and to compare it to more conventional memory

architectures, theoretical instruction set was defined. This instruction set was cre-

ated for the efficient execution of the considered MPEG-4 video encoding functions.

The selected functions (SAD, interpolation, overlapped block motion compensation

(OBMC), and IDCT) for the considered processor and memory architectures were

implemented with the pencil and paper method using the defined instruction set [P2].

In order to find the conflict-free module assignment functions and correct address

functions for the needed access formats, the existing parallel memory research results

were employed in [49, P1, P3, P4, P5]. In addition to the pencil and paper method,

short computer programs were written in C language to find the conflict-free linear

and dyadic (XOR-schemes) module assignment functions. These programs easily

checked a large number of memory permutations.
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In [52], we presented the simulator-based method to estimate the time required by

the external DRAM data memory accesses in the H.263 video encoding applica-

tion. RasCas [149] DRAM memory simulator was employed. This method helps to

schedule the processing functions and memory transfer operations. In [6], we manu-

ally programmed and scheduled the DMA controller functions and scheduled them to

proceed mostly simultaneously with the processing functions. In [P3], we discussed

the reuse of the motion estimation search-area, which significantly helps in reducing

the data traffic between the internal and external memories. This search-area reuse

without parallel memory support was implemented in [6].

To verify the functionality of the parallel memory architectures in [P1, P2, P3], high-

level C models were built for them. VHDL models were written for the parallel

memory address computation and interconnection circuits in [P1, P2, P3]. These

models were verified against the verified C models. The VHDL models were syn-

thesized, place and route operations were done, and layouts were generated to take

the effect of the wiring into account. The wiring has a significant effect to the area

and power figures especially in large crossbar interconnection network designs. The

area, delay, and power information was obtained from the generated layout netlists.

The information for the parallel memory modules was obtained using the memory

module simulation tool from a silicon vendor. Different (but similar) technology was

used for the memory modules than was used for the address computation and in-

terconnection networks. We used this approach because we had a working layout

generation flow for a certain technology and a very useful memory module tool for

another technology. Results from these two technologies were combined to obtain

the estimates for the area, delay, and power consumption for the considered parallel

memory architectures in [P1, P2, P3].
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In this Chapter, the restrictions of our research and parallel memory benefits, draw-

backs, and limitations are summarized [P1, P2, P3]. Finally, future work is consid-

ered.

7.1 Limitations of Presented Research

We only consider the video coding application field and more specifically, the H.263

and MPEG-4 standards. Newer standards, like the H.264/AVC, employ new func-

tions and likely, different access formats would be useful for the efficient execution.

The usage of the proposed parallel memory architectures is not only restricted for a

certain processor architecture. However, we do not consider any cache functionality,

which may restrict their direct use to the DSP based architectures and algorithms,

where the data transfers between the internal and external memories are highly pre-

dictable and thus, manual DMA control can be easily done.

7.2 Parallel Memory Benefits [P1, P2, P3]

Parallel memory architecture can enable optimal memory accesses in terms of align-

ment and bandwidth. In some cases, reducing the needed memory operations is pos-

sible. Further, no excessive reordering in the register file with assembler commands

is needed, because the data reordering is mainly included into load and store instruc-

tions. Thus, processing becomes faster and requires fewer instructions. E.g., based on

the analysis of the key functions of a video codec, a conventional word-addressable

memory requires an average cycle count higher by a factor of 1.44-1.98 and an av-

erage instruction count higher by a factor of 1.22-1.62 than the proposed parallel

memory [P2].
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The reduced number of instructions may ease the programming work and can make

instruction scheduling easier. Further, the load of the VLIW unit performing the

data reordering is significantly lowered (in case the VLIW architecture is employed).

Some algorithm implementations may use less registers, since the data need not to

be gathered into the register file for reordering. Thus, algorithm implementation for

the processor becomes more straightforward. In other words, part of the complexity

of the processor architecture and application algorithm implementation is moved into

the internal data memory architecture. Parallel memory architecture can also help to

obtain full utilization of the computation resources and to reduce the required data

transfer bandwidth between the internal and external memories. With the modulo-

addressable memory, the external memory bandwidth can be decreased by about a

factor of 1.6, while preserving efficient memory access performance in block match-

ing operations [P3].

Power consumption of the core is decreased, when the number of instructions is re-

duced. In some cases, the processor core may need fewer instruction slots (in VLIW)

and thus, fewer register file ports, resulting in smaller silicon area and lower power

consumption of the core. The memory space is divided into smaller memory modules

having shorter access delay. When memory architecture is pipelined, a shorter time

period per stage may be employed.

7.3 Parallel Memory Drawbacks and Limitations [P1, P2, P3]

Enhanced memory access capabilities are more or less application specific. Finding

the most suitable access formats for the application requires a thorough study of the

application. Further, designing the parallel memory architecture with the conflict-

free, application specific access formats is a more complex task than employing con-

ventional memory architecture.

Parallel memory with a large number of memory modules requires more area and

power compared to the conventional, single module word-addressable memory. Ad-

ditional crossbar connections and address computation circuits are needed. They

further increase the needed silicon area, power consumption, and total memory ac-

cess delay. When compared to a conventional word-addressable memory, the par-

allel memories studied required larger silicon area (1.14-1.93), had higher power

consumption per memory access (1.30-2.77), and longer total memory access delay
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(1.16-2.36) [P1,P2,P3]. Careful trade-off planning might be needed in comparing the

obtained benefits and increased cost.

7.4 Future Work

It would be ideal for the second approach in Section 6.1, if we could start applica-

tions (e.g., various video and image coding standards) programming with a certain

initial processor and memory architecture and during the programming, iteratively

improve the architecture for better performance and programmability. For this pur-

pose, tools like LISATek embedded processor design tools could be very useful.

With LISA (Language for Instruction Set Architectures) [150, 151], an instruction

set or processor architecture could be easily described and modified during the de-

sign iteration. The software tools, including instruction set simulator are obtained by

compiling the LISA language description of the processor. Actually, in [152, 153]

parallel memory architecture and LISA description are already applied together. A

novel co-simulation methodology to couple Configurable Parallel Memory Architec-

ture (CPMA) with a LISA processor is presented. The methodology enables parallel

development of CPMA with a LISA processor.

Current FPGAs may contain a large amount of internal block RAM, which can be

configured for the application needs. This could provide an easy and interesting

approach for video coding application, parallel memory, and processor architecture

simulation and testing on hardware. E.g., Xilinx provides Virtex-II Pro platform

FPGAs [154] with large amount of configurable logic, block RAM, multipliers, and

even several PowerPC processors on a single chip.

As mentioned in Section 7.3, parallel memory architectures are typically more or

less application specific. We could employ configurable parallel memory [131, 152,

155, 156] techniques to make the architecture less video coding standard and / or

application specific.

In Section 7.3, it was also mentioned that parallel memory architecture requires more

area and power compared to the conventional, single module memory. Thus, devel-

oping methods to improve the area and power consumption figures could be another

problem for further research. Internal memory module structure modifications could

be one possible approach, as was briefly mentioned in Section 5.2.
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Finally, we could consider cache mechanism support for parallel memory architec-

ture, e.g., as provided in [67]. Traditionally, caches have been employed by general

purpose processor architectures. However, they have become more popular also with

DSP and media processor architectures [157, 158].
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This thesis provides new insight into the design of internal on-chip data memory

architectures for standards based video compression and shows that internal paral-

lel data memory can be a viable design choice for the subword parallel and SIMD

parallel processors performing video coding applications.

Based on our application (H.263, MPEG-4) function implementation examples and

on comparison of more conventional approaches, several benefits were detected. Par-

allel memory architecture can make possible optimal memory accesses in terms of

alignment and bandwidth, leading to the full usage of the available computation re-

sources in computationally demanding application function kernels. It can ease the

application programming work and lower the needed cycle count, instruction count,

and external memory bandwidth.

On the other hand, enhanced memory access capabilities of the parallel memory are

more or less application specific. Parallel memory with a large number of mem-

ory modules requires a larger silicon area, has a higher power consumption and

longer total memory access delay compared to the conventional, single module word-

addressable memory. Thus, careful trade-off planning might be needed to compare

the obtained benefits and increased cost.

Designing the parallel memory architecture is more complex task than employing

conventional memory architecture. However, an application specific parallel mem-

ory architecture might be used as an capsulated module to hide its complexity and

to favor reusable and modular designing for faster system design. The results of

this work improve the understanding of design trade-offs related to video codecs.

Furthermore, they provide the implementors quantitative data on the gate counts, sil-

icon area, power consumption, cycle times, and other performance figures of parallel

memory solutions.
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Abstract

Some of the modern powerful digital signal processors (DSPs) have byte-addressable internal data 

memory. This property is valuable especially in computationally demanding inter frame video 

encoding, where data accesses are typically unaligned according to word boundaries. The byte-

addressable memory allows load or store command to start accessing from any byte-address,

providing at most as many successive bytes from subsequent addresses as data bus can handle in 

parallel. Maybe the simplest way to construct such a byte-addressable memory is to use N 8-bit 

memory modules or banks to be accessed in parallel, when N is data bus width in bytes. However,

in addition to byte-addressable subsequent bytes, memory consisting of parallel memory modules

can provide much more versatile addressing capabilities with reasonable implementation cost.

Versatile access formats can significantly reduce the need for data reordering in the register file. At

first, we provide motivation for using parallel memory architecture with versatile access formats as

an internal on-chip data memory of modern DSP. After this, notations are described and general 

view of parallel memory design is given. We propose some example parallel data memory

architecture designs with data access formats especially helpful in H.263 encoding and MPEG-4

core profile motion and texture encoding. The examples are given for different data bus widths (16, 

32, 64, and 128 bits). Finally, performance is shortly compared to other memory architectures and 

area, delay, and power figures are estimated.

Keywords: parallel memory access, storage scheme, conflict-free access, skewing scheme, SIMD 

memory architecture, data alignment, subword parallelism, video coding, MPEG-4, H.263 

1. Introduction

New video coding standards have been developed in a high pace during last decade. Traditionally

their implementation has required application specific integrated circuits. However, thanks to the

advancements in technology, modern media processors, DSPs, and general purpose processors are 

able to partially or fully perform challenging video coding tasks.

Powerful processors employ wide data paths (e.g., 32 or 64 bits) for applications where improved

accuracy is needed. For video coding application, wide data path would be inefficiently exploited,

since we operate on 8- and 16-bit operands. To highly improve wide data path utilization with a 

very low hardware cost, a widely spread technique is to modify the data path so that multiple

subwords can be simultaneously processed in parallel. Due to its low hardware cost this property is

implemented on various general purpose processors to significantly enhance their processing power 

for video coding and also for other tasks operating on subword data types. Not only general purpose 

processors, but also DSPs and media processors widely exploit subword processing capability.

Originally, the same operation is performed for a set of subwords. This is similar to a single

instruction – multiple data principle (SIMD) used in parallel processor architecture classifications.

Several processors have further enhanced subword processing capability with conditional execution

of subwords. 
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In general, video coding has a very high memory access bandwidth requirement. Thanks to the 

macroblock based processing scheme, where a frame can be processed macroblock by macroblock,

memory accesses have a high spatial locality and thus, referred address space is relatively small for 

a single macroblock processing. Furthermore, memory accesses have a good predictability and 

shallow memory hierarchy is possible. We can employ a small and fast internal data memory close

to the processor and a larger memory for frame storage as an external data memory. Direct memory

access (DMA) controller can hide data transfers between these two memories behind the actual 

processing. In this configuration, external data memory has a relatively low bandwidth requirement

(at least for small frame resolutions) and internal data memory a very high memory access 

bandwidth.

Internal data memory can consist of a single memory module, where the data is accessed in word

locations. Distinct memory address refers to a word location and thus, we call this kind of memory

word-addressable. Word-addressable memory works perfectly and data path resources can be fully 

utilized, when the data need to be accessed is always aligned according to word locations.

Unfortunately, in video coding this is not always the case. There we are processing 8-bit pixels and

16-bit coefficients, which are not necessarily accessed according to word boundaries from 

subsequent byte addresses. This becomes a problem for efficient utilization of subword parallelism. 

In other words, the processing capabilities are very well enhanced with subword parallel data path, 

but conventional word-addressable memory can not always provide the needed operands as fast as 

data path would be able to process them, thus decreasing the data path utilization and total

performance.

In this paper, we concentrate on enhancing critical internal data memory access capabilities using

parallel memory techniques. We assume that we have a register file based load / store processor 

architecture, where the data path reads the operands from the register file and stores the result into 

the register file. The data can be moved between the register file and internal data memory using the

register load and store instructions. 

1.1 Need for versatile memory addressing

Motion estimation is computationally the most demanding video coding operation and employs

unaligned word accesses. Demanding DCT / IDCT operations are another examples having specific 

data accessing properties. Instructions for subword rearrangement or data reordering are important

part of instruction set for subword parallel processor. However, they may not improve the cycle 

count performance, when memory access becomes a limiting factor. This is the case with word-

addressable memory when a word need to be accessed from an address not aligned according to 

word boundaries. 

1.1.1 Example case: Motion estimation block matching operation 

Unaligned word accesses to the motion estimation search-area are needed in block matching

operations. Sum of absolute differences (SAD) can be used as error criteria. Assembler instruction

kernels for 8x8 block match in an unaligned location in the search-area for word-addressable and 

byte-addressable memories are shown in Figure 1. Byte-addressable memory means here that we

can access our data starting from any byte address having the rest of the bytes for the data path in

the order indicated by the subsequent byte addresses. Word-addressable memory can access data 

only from word locations, because memory contains word wide locations.

We consider dual data bus architecture. Data bus and data path width in bytes are given by a 

parameter N = 4 (32 bits). An aligned reference block can be loaded through X bus and a block 

from the search-area can be loaded through Y bus. Two memory accesses together with two other 

operations can be executed in every cycle. This can be realized using very long instruction word 

(VLIW) architecture. An address for the load word instruction is given two-dimensionally in 

horizontal and vertical coordinates (hor_coord, ver_coord). Each coordinate point refers to a byte
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and the address of the first byte is given in the load instruction. E.g., the load instruction ldy r1, 0, 0 

loads the bytes (0,0), (1,0), (2,0), (3,0) to the register r1 (when N = 4). For word-addressable 

memory, only horizontal coordinates divisible by four are allowed (0,4,8,12,…). For byte-

addressable memory, all horizontal coordinates are possible (0,1,2,3,4,…). The search-area is stored 

row by row in the Y memory starting from the coordinate (0,0). Similarly, the reference block is 

stored row by row in the X memory starting from the coordinate (0,0). The block match starts from

the location (1,0). We use SAD instruction, which computes SAD for 4 subwords simultaneously. 

Align is an instruction for extracting an unaligned word from two aligned words. Align performs

two shift and one or operations in a single cycle. A word extraction is directed with a shift amount

given by a constant. In Figure 1, the first align instruction (CC = 2) gets the bytes (1,0), (2,0), (3,0), 

(4,0) to the register r4. The next align (CC = 3) results the bytes (5,0), (6,0), (7,0), (8,0). 

Differences in cycle counts are considerable and are mainly due to one extra memory load per each 

row of the block in the case of word-addressable memory. In addition, considerable amount of align

instructions is needed with the word-addressable memory. In an aligned location word- and byte-

addressable architectures would perform equally well. The motion estimation process likely consists 

of block match operations in aligned and unaligned locations. The relation between them in the 

search-area depends on the word width (every Nth location on a row is aligned). However, the 

number of unaligned locations is high and the byte-addressable memory is desirable. 

8x8 SAD function implementation with word-addressable

memory (N = 4)
CC Load / Store

via Bus X

Load / Store

via Bus Y

Data reordering Computation

0 ldy r1, 0, 0

1 ldy r3, 4, 0

2 ldx r0, 0, 0 ldy r1, 8, 0 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

3 ldx r0, 4, 0 ldy r1, 0, 1 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

4 ldy r3, 4, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

5 ldx r0, 0, 1 ldy r1, 8, 1 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

6 ldx r0, 4, 1 ldy r1, 0, 2 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

7 ldy r3, 4, 2 sad4b r2, r0, r4

8 ldx r0, 0, 2 ldy r1, 8, 2 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

9 ldx r0, 4, 2 ldy r1, 0, 3 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

10 ldy r3, 4, 3 sad4b r2, r0, r4

11 ldx r0, 0, 3 ldy r1, 8, 3 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

12 ldx r0, 4, 3 ldy r1, 0, 4 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

13 ldy r3, 4, 4 sad4b r2, r0, r4

14 ldx r0, 0, 4 ldy r1, 8, 4 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

15 ldx r0, 4, 4 ldy r1, 0, 5 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

16 ldy r3, 4, 5 sad4b r2, r0, r4

17 ldx r0, 0, 5 ldy r1, 8, 5 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

18 ldx r0, 4, 5 ldy r1, 0, 6 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

19 ldy r3, 4, 6 sad4b r2, r0, r4

20 ldx r0, 0, 6 ldy r1, 8, 6 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

21 ldx r0, 4, 6 ldy r1, 0, 7 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

22 ldy r3, 4, 7 sad4b r2, r0, r4

23 ldx r0, 0, 7 ldy r1, 8, 7 align4b r4, r1, r3, 1

24 ldx r0, 4, 7 align4b r4, r3, r1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r4

25 sad4b r2, r0, r4

8x8 SAD function implementation with

byte-addressable memory (N = 4)
CC Load / Store

via Bus X

Load / Store

via Bus Y

Computation

0 ldx r0, 0, 0 ldy r1, 1, 0

1 ldx r0, 4, 0 ldy r1, 5, 0 sad4b r2, r0, r1

2 ldx r0, 0, 1 ldy r1, 1, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r1

3 ldx r0, 4, 1 ldy r1, 5, 1 sad4b r2, r0, r1

4 ldx r0, 0, 2 ldy r1, 1, 2 sad4b r2, r0, r1

5 ldx r0, 4, 2 ldy r1, 5, 2 sad4b r2, r0, r1

6 ldx r0, 0, 3 ldy r1, 1, 3 sad4b r2, r0, r1

7 ldx r0, 4, 3 ldy r1, 5, 3 sad4b r2, r0, r1

8 ldx r0, 0, 4 ldy r1, 1, 4 sad4b r2, r0, r1

9 ldx r0, 4, 4 ldy r1, 5, 4 sad4b r2, r0, r1

10 ldx r0, 0, 5 ldy r1, 1, 5 sad4b r2, r0, r1

11 ldx r0, 4, 5 ldy r1, 5, 5 sad4b r2, r0, r1

12 ldx r0, 0, 6 ldy r1, 1, 6 sad4b r2, r0, r1

13 ldx r0, 4, 6 ldy r1, 5, 6 sad4b r2, r0, r1

14 ldx r0, 0, 7 ldy r1, 1, 7 sad4b r2, r0, r1

15 ldx r0, 4, 7 ldy r1, 5, 7 sad4b r2, r0, r1

16 sad4b r2, r0, r1

17

Figure 1. Assembler kernels for 8 8 SAD functions with the word- and byte-addressable memory

architectures with 32-bit data paths and busses. CC refers to clock cycle. 

1.2 Parallel memory solution 

The parallel memory architecture can offer a unified solution for byte addressing, transposing, and 

variety of other possible memory access problems. Byte-addressable memory is useful in inter 

coding, and its benefits can be difficult to obtain using other techniques, which do not change the 
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memory access itself. Dividing memory address space between several parallel memory modules 

opens the possibility for much more enhanced memory access properties than just a byte-

addressable memory, because a lot of research work have been done during decades to efficiently 

exploit parallel memory access. With enhanced memory access properties we mean that bytes in a 

word do not need to come from subsequent byte addresses. Instead, e.g., the bytes can be separated 

by a stride, which determines the constant address increment between the simultaneously accessed

bytes.

In general, internal parallel memory architectures with versatile access schemes are not widely used

by processors. However, a highly parallel DSP (HiPAR-DSP) has employed parallel memory

architecture as an internal data memory with versatile access formats [1-3]. HiPAR-DSP is a 

VLIW-controlled ASIMD RISC-architecture with four or sixteen data paths. Common data access 

patterns for image processing algorithms are supported by use of a shared on-chip memory, or

matrix memory, with parallel matrix type access patterns and a separate data-cache per data-path. In 

this paper, we consider this kind of matrix memory as a parallel memory. Our parallel memory

differs from the matrix memory, because we have concentrated only to video coding, and thus,

access formats, parallel memory sizes, and parallel memory areas are perhaps more tailored for the 

needs of the video coding. 

1.3 Other methods 

Next, we shortly describe some methods how the data alignment and reordering problems have 

been previously relieved on different processor architectures.

The word-addressable memory architecture is many times employed with subword parallel

processors. It is simple and has low implementation cost. With a word-addressable memory, all 

memory word loads are word-aligned. When the wanted data is not word-aligned and crosses the

word boundaries, two memory loads are needed. In addition, 2 shifts and 1 or operations are needed 

to extract the wanted word. An instruction called align is typically provided to perform this

extraction [4].

Some processors support also a very useful unaligned addressing. E.g., TMS320C64x fixed-point 

DSP can execute two aligned data transfers each having a length of eight bytes in parallel by 

executing two load / store instructions. The CPU can also execute a single unaligned data transfer 

having a length of eight bytes by executing an unaligned load / store instruction [5].

MAX-2 is a very lean, RISC-like set of media acceleration primitives included in the 64-bit general

purpose PA-RISC 2.0 architecture. MAX-2 has mix and permute instructions for subword 

rearrangement or data reordering. The mix instructions take subwords from two registers and 

interleave alternate subwords from each register in the result register. The mix instructions can be 

used, e.g., to perform the required transposition between the DCT / IDCT row and column 

transforms efficiently [6]. 

1.4 Rest of the paper 

In this paper, we use already known parallel memory module assignment functions to provide 

versatile set of access formats, which are useful for H.263 and MPEG-4 video core profile motion

and texture coding. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The general construction of the

parallel memory and related terminology are explained in Section 2. In addition to this, different

classes of memory module assignment functions are presented. Section 3 deals with parallel 

memory designing for video coding. We discuss what access formats parallel memory architecture

should support in MPEG-4 video core profile motion and texture coding and how we ended up to 

the scalable designs for load-store dual data bus architecture we have shown in Section 4. A 

performance comparison is given in Section 5. The area, delay, and power estimations for the

discussed memory architectures are provided in Section 6. Properties of the parallel memory are 

summarized in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 provides conclusions. 
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2. Parallel memory architectures

In this section, the general construction of the parallel memory and related terminology are 

explained. Further, many of the existing module assignment functions are discussed.

Parallel memory storage schemes have been under active research for a long time [7], [8]. Skewed 

array storage was employed in storage allocation for the ILLIAC IV system [9]. ILLIAC IV is an

array of 256 coupled computers driven by instructions from a common control unit. STARAN has a 

number of array modules, each with a multidimensional access (MDA) memory [10]. Parallel 

memory architectures have been mainly used as data memories for array, parallel, and vector 

processors to provide high bandwidth for challenging applications, such as scientific computations

[9], [11], image processing [12-14], and volume rendering [15]. Parallel data memory architectures 

fit especially well for the SIMD parallel processing scheme. Sohi [16] distinguished the following 

between parallel and interleaved memories. The memory modules of a SIMD array processor are

parallel memories. In the SIMD array processing paradigm, each processing element (PE) processes

on a different element of the same vector in the same cycle. The memory modules of a SIMD vector 

processor are interleaved memories. In the SIMD vector processing paradigm, a single PE operates 

on the elements of a single vector, one at a time. By following this definition, in this paper, parallel 

memory architectures for SIMD array processors have our main interest. 

2.1 Example parallel memory architecture

In our case, because of variety of memory access possibilities and because of processing of 2-D

frames, it is more illustrative to use 2-D addressing to present memory access properties than

conventional one dimensional addressing. In 2-D addressing, memory locations are in 2-D 

coordinate area and can be referred by column and row coordinates i  and , respectively. Because 

of enhanced memory access properties, we can access some figures or shapes determined a priori. 

E.g., we may access partial row, partial column, or a block of pixels stored into memory locations. 

We call these figures or shapes as access formats. Placement of these access formats inside the 

coordinate area can be restricted or unrestricted (UR).

j

Basically, a parallel memory architecture has to take care of four tasks. The tasks are given below.

A parallel memory architecture should provide the conflict-free access formats required by the

application.

We have to find out in which memory module the data is located. This is determined by the 

module assignment function. In general, several synonyms exist for the module assignment

function, e.g., memory organization, skewing scheme, and storage scheme.

We need to know the address inside the memory module. This is determined by the address 

assignment function or address function.

Before storing the data in or reading the data out from the parallel memory modules, we may

need to reorder it according to the used module assignment function. This reordering is done by 

a permutation network. 

In other words, the main parts of the parallel memory architecture are the memory modules, the 

address calculation circuitry, and the permutation network.

Figure 2 illustrates the storage of a small section of a binary raster image in a parallel memory,

which has four memory modules S0, S1, S2, and S3 [17]. Units A0, A1, A2, and A3 implement module

assignment and address functions. The permutation network is marked by a symbol . In Figure 2, 

horizontal and vertical axes are represented by i and j, respectively. Pixels are represented by the 

squares inside the coordinate area, or scanning field. A shaded block means that the corresponding 

pixel has a value 1, otherwise the pixel value is 0. The upper number inside the square expresses the 

memory module, where the corresponding pixel is located. The lower number is the address inside 
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the memory module. A memory module number is specified by the module assignment function S(i,

j). An address is specified by the address function jia , . The )(S  and )(a  are defined as 

4mod2, jijiS
4

8
,

ji
jia  , 

where the division is division by truncation. The access format determines which pixels are to be 

accessed simultaneously. In Figure 2, 2 2 square is marked as an access format covering the pixels

(3, 1), (4, 1), (3, 2), and (4, 2). The signal  selects the access format, and the signalF r  the place

 for the access format.ji,
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Figure 2. Parallel memory architecture with peripherals [17]. Inside a square, in the coordinate area

(scanning field), upper number refers to the memory module where the corresponding data is 

located and lower number is the address of the memory module.

The goal of the module assignment function is simply to provide conflict-free access for the given 

access formats, specified by the application. Conflict-free locations of the access format form the 

placement set. If the access format is conflict-free everywhere inside the coordinate area, the 

placement set is unrestricted (UR). Otherwise, it is restricted. E.g., in Figure 2, the 2 2 square 
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access format has an unrestricted placement set. On the other hand, the column access format is not

conflict-free in any place. This is visualized in Figure 2 by marking pixels (6, 0), (6, 1), (6, 2), and 

(6, 3) with crosses. The pixels are stored in the memory modules 2, 0, 2, and 0 and would require 

sequential accesses. A proper address function has to take care of that each of the pixels stored in 

the same memory module is stored under different address. Otherwise, the data is corrupted. In 

other words, for correct functionality there should not be squares with the same upper and lower 

numbers.

Let’s say that we want the pixels inside the 2 2 square access format in order (3, 1), (4, 1), (3, 2),

and (4, 2). Since the physical locations of the memory modules are fixed, the permutation network 

is needed to switch the data from the memory modules in the order S1, S2, S3, and S0. The crossbar

network provides all possible connections, but is quite often considered to be too expensive choice,

especially when the number of memory modules (or nodes of the network) is high. For lower cost, 

multistage networks have been analyzed with respect to their permissible permutations [8], [18]. In

general, plenty of interconnection network topologies with different properties have been proposed.

A parallel memory architecture should provide the needed access capabilities. In addition to this, it 

should have reasonable low cost for the implementation. Many publications describe how data 

permutation and addressing problems could be efficiently solved, even if the main focus is usually

on new module assignment functions. Usually, certain access formats are set and the new conflict-

free module assignment function is proposed. Typically, the new solution provides more conflict-

free access formats [19-22], uses less memory modules to implement desirable access formats, or 

makes simpler and faster address generation [23], [24] or data permutation possible [25], [26]. 

Ideally, the number of memory modules is the same as the number of elements inside the access 

formats. This way, the parallel memory modules have maximum utilization rate. Next, linear

module assignment functions [7], [8], [19], [27], XOR-schemes (non-linear dyadic schemes) [10], 

[20], [22], Latin squares [23], [28], and diamond schemes [17], [29] are to be discussed more 

closely. The linear module assignment functions and XOR-schemes are perhaps the most frequently

used module assignment functions. 

2.2 Linear module assignment functions

2D linear module assignment functions have a form of Equation (1),

MbjaijiS mod)(, ,            (1) 

where a and b are constants and M is the number of memory modules. Linear module assignment 

functions were first introduced by Budnik and Kuck [7] and their theory has been studied by several 

researchers [8], [27], [30]. As an example, part of the scanning field for a linear function, when a =

b = 1 and M = 8, is presented in Figure 3(a). An important property of linear functions is that they

are isotropic [17]. This means that when two data items are stored in the same memory module,

then their corresponding neighbors are also stored in the same memory modules. E.g., in Figure 

3(a), number 3 is always above and left to number 4, and number 5 is always below and right to 

number 4. This isotropic property reduces the number of memory module permutations inside the

access formats and simplifies the address computation circuitry and the interconnection network.

Budnik and Kuck [7] developed a module assignment function, where a prime number of memory

modules M is used and , when nNM 2 N  is the number of processors or the number of

memory modules to be accessed in parallel. Their scheme allows parallel access to rows, columns,

diagonals, backward diagonals, and  blocks of an 2/12/1 NN NN  matrix. However, the problem

of addressing this type of memory turns out to be difficult due to the need to do integer divisions 

and modulo operations in the addressing hardware. In [31], these problems are discussed in more 

detail and feasible implementation of the prime memory system is presented.
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d)  Multiperiodic diamond scheme
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Module assignment function for the basic
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Figure 3. Examples for different module assignment functions. The numbers inside the coordinate 

area refer to the memory module in which the corresponding data is located. 

It has been proven that it is not possible for linear function to obtain conflict-free access for rows,

columns, and forward and backward diagonals, when M = N and M is even [8]. Lawrie presented a 

scheme [8], where rows, columns, diagonals, backward diagonals, and  blocks can be 

accessed in parallel. For an 

2/12/1 NN

NN  matrix, 2N memory modules are needed, and N must be an even 

power of two. When compared to the case with the prime number of memory modules [7], simpler

address computation and data permutation can be possible. 

Deb [19] proposed multiskewing method, where several linear module assignment functions are

employed to store NN  matrix in N = M memory modules, so that conflict-free access for various

access formats is possible. Multiskewing allows optimal )( NM  parallel accessing of varieties of

8



submatrices including rows, columns, diagonals, co-diagonals (backward diagonals), and more

exotic access formats like coils, co-coils, banded (co)diagonals, banded (co)coils, blocked 

(co)diagonals, blocked (co)coils, banded block (co)diagonals, etc.  An example of the multiskewed

matrix is shown in Figure 3(b).

2.3 XOR-scheme based module assignment functions

Frailong et al. [22] presented a general framework for describing a range of module assignment

functions, called XOR-schemes. XOR-schemes can be presented in form of Equation (2).

, when BJAIjiS , 22mod uiI , 22mod vjJ ,            (2) 

where the number of memory modules is nM 2 , and A  and B  are  and un vn binary

matrices, respectively. Addition and multiplication operations of binary matrix multiplications in

Equation (2) are simply bitwise XOR- and AND-operations, respectively. Furthermore,

corresponds to XOR-operation. STARAN computer architecture employed an XOR-scheme to store 

an  element of ),( ji NN  matrix to module ji  when the number of memory modules is M = N

[10]. This corresponds to Equation (2) with A and B being identity matrices. E.g., rows and columns

were conflict-free for parallel access. In [22], an XOR-scheme was proposed, where rows, columns,

some chessboards, squares, and rectangles of various shapes are conflict-free for parallel access,

when the number of memory modules M = N is even power of two. Since then, a number of XOR-

type module assignment functions have been proposed. Norton and Melton proposed a scheme

based on linear transformations for access to strides [32]. Stride n means accessing element n,

followed by element 2n, 3n, and so on. E.g., the sequence of addresses of stride n can be given by 

, for some starting address a. Harper proposed dynamic

storage schemes for strides, blocks, and FFT accesses, based on linear address transformations

using XOR-schemes [33]. An example using XOR-scheme is shown in Figure 3(c). The

permutation matrix A has been constructed according to Modified-Gray (MG) scheme by Liu and Li 

[20]. XOR-schemes are not typically isotropic. When unrestricted access over periodic basic 

domains is required, address computation circuit and interconnection network has to deal with 

larger amount of possible permutations than in the case of isotropic functions. However, in many

designs access formats are not allowed to cross the periodic boundaries, since the considered 

applications do not need that kind of property, and address computation becomes very simple.

nnanananaa )1(,...,3,2,,

To achieve conflict-free access to various subsets of an array, Kim and Prasanna Kumar proposed to 

use Latin squares, which are well known combinatorial objects for centuries [23], [28]. They 

introduced a new Latin square, the perfect Latin square. The resulting module assignment function 

provides conflict-free access to rows, columns, diagonals, and  subarrays of an 2/12/1 NN NN

array using N  memory modules. Furthermore, the address generation is fast and can be performed

in constant time with a simple circuit consisting of XOR gates, when the number of memory

modules is an even power of two. 

2.4 Multiperiodic module assignment functions

In Figures 3(a), (b), and (c), only  area is shown. However, this area, or basic domain, is

repeated continuously in horizontal and vertical directions. Thus, these functions are periodic 

functions. Multiperiodic diamond schemes can be described through Equations (3) and (4) [17]. The

multiperiodic functions have the following general form:

88

,                                                           (3) )()( 2121 rSlvkvrS lk
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where the basic domain (spanned by the vectors  and ) is permutated by the functions  and 

 along the i-axis and j-axis, respectively. The exponents  and  are functions of  and 

coordinates of the point 

1v 2v k

1

l

2 k l i j

r . These two permutations,  and , are commuting, i.e.,

. The above described modulo assignment function can also be modified to the 

following form:

k

1

l

2

kllk

1221

,            (4)),(),,,( 21 jiSlkjiS lk

where  and  run only through the basic domain specified by the 1  and 2v . Thus, the memory

mapping of the basic domain is determined by 

i j v

),( jiS . For example, in Figure 3(d), the basic 

domain is the upper-left  block, and the other blocks are permutations of that block. Well-

chosen permutations enable the conflict-free accesses with the needed access formats. In video 

coding, diamond schemes could be especially helpful, when access formats are spread over the

 basic domain. This could be the case, when the number of subword units exceeds the natural

parallelism provided by the implementation of the algorithm. E.g., DCT / IDCT functions for

88

88

88

block can be implemented through row-column decompositions. Suitable number of 16-bit 

subwords in a data path for efficient implementation could be 1, 2, 4, or 8. If we have 16 subwords, 

then two adjacent  blocks could be processed in parallel, when supporting access formats are 

provided.

88

2.5 Relations between the module assignment functions

In Figure 4, the relationship between different classes of module assignment functions is shown 

[17]. The module assignment function inside the smaller box is a sub-class of the module

assignment function of the larger box containing the smaller one. Linear functions are sub-class of 

isotropic functions and isotropic and dyadic functions (XOR-schemes) both belong to the periodic 

functions. The periodic functions are sub-class of the multiperiodic diamond schemes. Wijshoff,

van Leeuwen [34] and Shapiro [30] have investigated periodic module assignment functions. Tel 

and Wijshoff [35]

Linear functions

General module assignment functions

Diamond schemes

Periodic functions

Dyadic functions

Isotropic ~ regular functions

Figure 4. Relations between the different module assignment functions [17]. 
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provide theoretical base for multiperiodic module assignment functions. They showed that 

multiperiodic module assignment functions are an extension of both the periodic module

assignment functions and the diamond schemes. Diamond schemes belong to general module

assignment functions. Completely general module assignment functions are considered to have a 

little use in practice, since they don’t follow any function and might thus be cumbersome to 

implement [17]. After valuable access formats have been detected for the application, at least the

llowing ways described below can be used to find out conflict-free module assignment functions. 

e art as well as on their own research work and 

r of the memory modules is high and the address space (or coordinate area) to be checked is 

en by employing genetic algorithm to find an 

calculation, and data 

nment functions could be used, so that each of them could implement some of 

fo

2.6 Finding of conflict-free module assignment functions

Sometimes the easiest way is just to take a cross-ruled paper and sketch the module assignment by 

intuition. The result can be checked by sliding transparency with the figure of wanted access format

over the module assignment. However, a lot of publications and patents have been made

considering designs which support conventional access formats like, e.g., rows, columns, different 

sized blocks, forward and backward diagonals. Book by Gössel, Rebel, and Creutzburg provides an 

actual review based on the international state of th

developments concerning parallel memories [17]. 

Writing a short computer program, which checks for the conflict-free module assignment functions, 

does not take a lot of time. That kind of program can quickly check conflict-freeness for the number

of module assignment functions. However, checking the whole design space is still simply

impossible and it is a good idea to check for the published module assignment functions, which are 

easy to implement. E.g., linear and XOR module assignment functions are well known and have 

provided module assignment functions with versatile access capabilities. Especially fast to check 

are the linear schemes (only 2N  schemes to check). The XOR-schemes provide a lot more

possibilities. Thus, checking all the cases might be slow or even impossible, especially when the 

numbe

large.

Also, other more scientific approaches have been proposed. It has been shown that the problem of 

finding an XOR-scheme, which allows conflict-free and network-contention-free access for a given

set of templates (or access formats), is tractable for N = 2, but NP-complete for N > 2 [21]. A 

heuristic algorithm was proposed for finding storage schemes for accessing an arbitrary set of data 

templates. In [36], an interesting approach was tak

XOR-scheme based module assignment functions.

Increasing the number of memory modules over what is simultaneously accessed might help in

founding conflict-free module assignment functions. Especially, for linear module assignment

functions, it has been proven that using prime number of memory modules enhances access 

capabilities [17]. However, if the number of memory modules is not power of two, the memory

module index (or module assignment function) calculation, address

permutation may become more complex, difficult to implement, and slower.

If increasing the memory module number is not considered, some access format combinations are 

simply impossible for a single module assignment function. For example, it has been proven that 

having an unrestricted placement for all rectangular blocks is not possible [17]. However, solutions

might be found, if the placement for some of the access formats can be restricted, since having 

parallel access to an access format at any position puts strong limits on the variety of shapes of 

access formats [30]. Placement restrictions depend on the requirements of the application. Further, 

several module assig

the access formats.

In this section, the general construction of the parallel memory and related terminology were 

explained. Further, many of the existing module assignment functions were discussed and short 
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literature survey was provided. The next section discusses the requirements of the video coding for 

basis for our parallel memory architecture designing. 

y

r th

the parallel memory architecture and gives the

3. Parallel memory design for video coding 

This section deals with parallel memory designing for video coding. Spatial locality is typical

property for many of the generally proposed parallel memory access formats (such as row, column,

forward and backward diagonals, square, and block). In video coding, similar spatial locality can be 

found in macroblock processing, since the coding process typically proceeds macroblock b

macroblock. This implies that all the needed coding operations can be done fo e certain

macroblock before continuing to the next macroblock. Macroblock is further constructed of 88

pixel blocks. Thus, we propose conflict-free access formats suitable for processing 88  block of

pixels and coefficients. In Figure 5, we provide access formats for 16-, 32-, 64-, 128-bit data paths.

Power of two data path widths fit well for the 88  block processing and are typical for DSPs.

Because the byte-addressable memory is desirable especially for inter frame coding and pixel 

values are typically presented by 8-bit numbers, 8 bits wide memory modules are to be used. We

assume that the processor has two data busses and it is thus able to make two memory accesses per 

clock cycle. E.g., two data loads or one load and one store operation are possible. Data busses are

med as bus X and bus Y. However, by modifying address function offsets, the same module

s can be employed for the processor having a single data bus. 

llowed pla of the acc

na

assignment and address function

3.1 Proposed access formats

In Figure 5, a single square of an access format presents an 8-bit value and memory module to be 

accessed in 2-D scanning field. The pointed square presents the scanning point coordinate given

along load or store command. Above the point, the a cement ess format is given. 

UR is an acronym for unrestricted and it means that the access format is conflict-free everywhere

inside the scanning field. Correspondingly, e.g., 02modj  and 2modi 0  mean that access

rmat is accessible only in locations satisfying e conditions. Thus, the allowed values

r the scanning point coordinates with the above restrictions are even values, 

fo  both of thes

,...8,6,4,2,0, ji .fo
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Supported access formats for different module assignment functions 

N Connected to bus X (S0) Connected to bus Y (S1) Connected to bus X (S2)

2 UR
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UR UR
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4 UR
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j
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i
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j
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 0  1 7

…
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16
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j
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i

j

016modi

 0  1  15

…

02mod

08mod

i

j

UR
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0

1

15

…

UR

…

 0

 1

 15

UR

Figure 5. Supported access formats for the proposed parallel memory architectures, when the data 

bus widths are 16, 32, 64, and 128 bits (N = 2, 4, 8, 16). A single square of an access format refers

to one memory module (or byte in this case). 

3.2 Proposed module assignment function structure 

As shown in Figure 5, we propose three module assignment functions , and . Data bus

width

10, SS 2S

N  is expressed in bytes. Actually, N  is also the number of 8-bit parallel memory modules

per data bus and the number of 8-bit subwords in the data path. Functions S0 and S2 are 

implemented for the memory modules  and connected to the bus X. Similarly, function 

S

10... NMM

1 is implemented for the memory modules  and connected to the bus Y. Several 

module assignment functions ( , and ) have two purposes here.

12... NN MM

10, SS 2S
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First, all the proposed access formats are simply impossible to implement by using a single module

assignment function. We can not find a module assignment function for row and sparse row (every 

other element accessed in a row) unrestricted access formats length of N using only N memory

modules. Thus, access formats are divided between the several module assignment functions (

and ).

0S

2S

Second, we exploit efficiently two data busses of the processor. We allocate memory modules under 

the module assignment functions in a way that simultaneous usage of them is possible according to

the application needs. When we have two data busses and both of them are connected to distinct 

parallel memory modules, organized according to separate module assignment functions, both of 

the data busses can be accessed separately and simultaneously. Module assignment functions for the 

busses X and Y can be the same or not. Simultaneous usage is beneficial when a task reads two 

operands simultaneously or reads input data and writes output data simultaneously. E.g., part of the 

current block and part of the candidate block in the motion estimation can be simultaneously read, 

and similarly cosine coefficient and pixel / transformed coefficient data can be simultaneously read 

in the DCT / IDCT functions. Correspondingly, input data can be read and output data can be 

simultaneously written in the interpolation operation.

3.3 Properties of the proposed parallel memory architecture

The selected access formats provide support at least for H.263 and MPEG-4 core profile motion and

texture coding. Also other standards containing similar operations can benefit the proposed parallel 

memory access schemes. Since the decoding is included in the encoding loop, also decoders can 

take advantage over the access schemes. For simplicity, we exclude here shape coding. Binary

shape coding would take advantage over parallel memory having support for bit addressing. The

access formats support the following coding operations: DCT, IDCT, H.263 / MPEG quantisation / 

dequantisation, addition and subtraction of macroblocks, INTRA/INTER mode selection, 

interpolation, AC-prediction, prediction for B-VOP, padding process (, i.e., horizontal, vertical,

extended, chrominance, and low pass extrapolation (LPE) padding), full-pixel polygon matching

(full-pixel motion estimation for  and 88 1616  blocks), half-pixel search, decision on 1616  or 

 prediction mode, unrestricted motion estimation, and advanced prediction mode. The DCT / 

IDCT algorithms are considered to be implemented using row column decompositions. The full-

pixel motion estimation algorithm can be a fast algorithm, which reduces the block matching

locations in the search-area. More detailed description of some algorithm implementations and 

performance analysis is given in another paper [37]. In the following, we summarize the properties, 

which build up the access formats shown in Figure 5: 

88

Support for 8- and 16-bit data types is needed. It is assumed that 16-bit location occupies two 

successive 8-bit locations in horizontal direction (i-direction), when starting from .0i

To ease the module assignment function design, we can restrict the placement of the access 

formats when unrestricted placement is not necessary. Unlimited placement of access format

tends to limit the number of different conflict-free access formats. Restricted placement of the 

access format simplifies also the address calculation and data permutation tasks. 

Access formats should support tiling to cover 88 -block area without overlapping.

Depending on the intended usage of module assignment function, the -block to be tiled 

may have restricted or unrestricted placement (UR).

88

The  block may consist of 8- or 16-bit values. 88

The  block might be non-interpolated or interpolated. 88

Transposition operations need to be supported for DCT / IDCT and padding operations. 

Module assignment functions provide access formats, which match together in processing of

different video coding operations. E.g., current block and candidate block data are taken from

14



relative locations for block motion estimation using access formats with similar shapes. Input

data for interpolation can be read using solid access formats and written using sparse access 

formats.

Depending on the coding task, both of the data busses are used efficiently in a single cycle; two

operands can be loaded or single input operand can be loaded and single result can be stored. 

The result of the coding task is directly stored so that the following coding task can immediately 

efficiently use it, i.e., after the coding task, the data does not need to be reordered or stored (or 

moved) under another module assignment function.

In this section, we proposed useful access formats and discussed about advantageous properties of 

the parallel memory architecture for video coding. In the next section, we exploit the information

gathered from the previous sections and propose several example parallel memory architecture 

designs for different data path widths.

4. Parallel memory architecture examples for several data path widths

In this section, we propose several example parallel memory architecture designs for different data 

path widths. We provide the module assignment functions, address functions, and show the address

calculation hardware in detail. 

4.1 Module assignment functions

To keep the implementation simple and memory module usage optimal, we set the number of 

memory modules to the power of two, according to the width of the data path. The module

assignment functions , and , which provide conflict-free access for the access formats

shown in Figure 5, are shown in Figure 6. All functions are XOR-schemes having the general form 

of the Equation (2). In binary matrix multiplication, multiplications and additions correspond to 

binary AND- and XOR-operations, respectively. Operation  between the permuted - and -

coordinates corresponds to the binary XOR-operation. Lower parts of the coordinates  and  are 

represented as binary vectors so that the subscript 0 represents the less significant bit. Module

assignment functions  for the case 

10, SS 2S

i j

i j

10, SS 2N  are the same as in the STARAN computer [10]. To 

have conflict-free access formats for handling interpolated image areas (stored under ), we

simply divide coordinates by two and employ the same scheme as for  to get . (In

interpolated areas, every other or alternate pixels are accessed simultaneously.) This way, we can

save the ROM-locations in address calculation units and use the same values for both of the module

assignment functions (  and ). For all the module assignment functions in the cases 

2S

10, SS 2S

0S 2S 8,4N

and for  in the case , we use permutation matrix (matrix0S 16N B  in Equation (2)), which 

reverses less significant bits (  or Nj mod N
j

mod
2

 (for )) of the vertical -coordinate. This

coordinate reversing scheme has been described in [17], [20], and in [38]. In our case, lower part of 

the horizontal i -coordinate (  or 

2S j

Ni mod N
i

mod
2

 (for )) has been multiplied by identity matrix

(matrix

2S

A  in the Equation (2)) resulting unchanged bit ordering for i before mutual XOR-operation 

between - and -coordinates. The conflict-free modulo assignment functions  for the case 

 were founded by a simple computer program, which permuted matrices A and B and 

checked for access formats shown in Figure 5.

i j 21, SS

16N
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N Module assignment functions
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Figure 6. Module assignment functions for the proposed parallel memory architectures. N refers to

the number of parallel memory modules per data bus and is also the data bus width in bytes. 
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Figure 7. Address functions for the proposed parallel memory architectures. 

For  and  ( ) we ended up with the solution where horizontal i -coordinate was 

permuted (by matrix
1S 2S 16N

A  in Equation (2)) and -coordinate kept unchanged. Several possible 

solutions were found (96 matrix permutations out of 65536) for the permutation matrix

j

A  and the 

one shown in Figure 6 was selected.

4.2 Address functions 

The corresponding address functions jia , , where 
N

i
 denotes the greatest integer less than or 

equal to 
N

i
, are shown in Figure 7. The module specific address jia ,  is determined as a function

of the coordinate, which refers to the memory module. An address function is valid only if it gives 

different address for the same memory module everywhere inside the scanning field. Of course, it is 

also desirable that all the addresses are in use and there are no holes in the memory module address

space. One way to find a correct address function is to take conflict-free access format and cover (or

tile), without overlapping, the whole scanning field with it. Then the same address is given for 

every element inside the single access tile, and different address for every tile. For the module

assignment functions  of the cases 10, SS 8,4,2N  and for the function  in the case 0S 16N , row 

access format was used for this purpose, and the address was incremented row by row from left to

right, starting from the upper left corner of the scanning field. The general form of these address 

functions is shown in Equation (5).

j
N

L

N

i

N

jLi
jia ii, ,                                                           (5) 

in which the parameter  defines the width of the scanning field. This form has been widely used 

in many designs [17]. For the address function 

iL

jia ,1  in the case 16N , 8 2 block access format

was used for tiling. Address function jia ,2  for the cases 8,4,2N  was founded following sparse 
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row access format and for the case 16N  following sparse 8 2 block access format. For the 

purpose of video coding, we propose 64 64 (for  and ) and 64 128 (for ) scanning field

areas. The scanning field permuted by  can contain the whole 48 48 search-area for the motion

estimation, which is enough for finding the motion vectors in the range [-16,16]. In general, when 

the scanning field width is power of two, the division operation in Equation (5) can be easily done.

Since in all cases address functions 

0S 2S 1S

1S

jia ,0  and jia ,2  refer to the same memory modules, they

have to have separated address spaces. Because of this, we add offset into  functions (the 

last term in the functions), as shown in the address function Figure 7. Even if the address functions

seem complicated, they can be implemented without gate costs using hard-wiring. This can be done 

because addition, division, modulo, and multiplication operations are performed with power of two 

constants. The access formats, module assignment functions, and memory module numberings for 

part of the scanning fields for the case 

jia ,2

8N  are presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Access formats and module assignment functions for 64-bit wide data path. Number

inside the coordinate area refers to the memory module, where the data is located. 
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Since the module specific address  is determined as a function of the coordinate, which refers 

to the memory module, a specific coordinate value has to be specified for every memory module

inside the access format. However, only the coordinate of the scanning point is passed along load or 

store command and the rest of the coordinates have to be generated by incrementing the scanning

point with memory module specific increments stored in the ROMs. In this case, the ROMs are 

reasonably small and thus, a synthesis tool can efficiently construct them with logic gates. The

number of the ROM-locations could be still reduced if we managed to find isotropic module

assignment functions. A block diagram of the proposed parallel memory architecture is shown in 

Figure 9. Parallel memory modules are represented by blocks … . Each port of every 

memory module has its own address calculation unit named as … . For simplicity, read,

write, and enable lines are not shown in Figure 9. The ROM-address generation and address 

calculation units for Figure 9 are shown in details in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. Additional

information on bus width markings and construction of ROM addresses is given in Figure 12. 

jia ,

0M 12NM

0A 12NA
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Figure 9. Block diagram of the proposed parallel memory architecture. Stages represented by the 

arrows on the right refer to 1. Memory module address calculation, 2. Parallel memory access, and

3. Data permutation. 
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Figure 10. ROM-addr generation modules for a) bus X and b) bus Y.

4.3 Usage of the second memory module port 

Memory modules are assumed to be dual-port SRAM modules. However, for simplicity, only one 

port is shown in Figure 9. Another memory module port is reserved for the background DMA-

operations. If the parallel access is needed also for the second port, similar address computation and 

interconnection circuitry have to be employed. Since the DMA-operations need to support 

efficiently only the block transfers, this circuitry does not need to support as many access formats as 

are planned for the port supporting the processing. Thus, address computation for the second port 

can be simpler and have smaller ROMs. Alternatively, memory accesses for the second port of the

parallel memory could be interleaved (module by module access) and the costs of the address

computation and interconnection network circuitry reduced further. 
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Figure 11. Address calculation modules a)  for bus X and b)  for bus Y. Stages

refer to 1. Memory module increment vector generation, 2. Memory module increment vector 

addition to the coordinates, and 3. Hard-wired address function. 
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Coefficients used in bus width markings 
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Figure 12. Additional information for clarifying the parallel memory architecture block diagram. 

Bits , , and  refer to the signals which select the access format (F) or the module assignment

function (S), and to the memory module index coming from the module assignment function block, 

respectively.

nf nS ns

In this section, we proposed several example parallel memory architecture designs for different data 

path widths and provided the access formats, module assignment functions, address functions, and 

showed the address calculation hardware in detail.

5. Performance comparison of the memory architectures

We shortly compare the parallel memory architecture to the byte- and word-addressable memories

in terms of cycle, total instruction, and memory instruction counts. The 8x8 SAD, 16x16 SAD, 

interpolation of 43x43 area, 8x8 OBMC, and 8x8 IDCT functions were studied. 

5.1 Four data reordering methods used with byte- and word-addressable memories

We change the conventional storage scheme (described in the standards) of the interpolated data for 

the byte- and word-addressable memories. The scheme is changed so that we do not interleave the 

interpolated pixels, but keep similarly interpolated pixels in consecutive memory locations. This

way, we do not need to interleave the pixels during the interpolation process or extract the wanted 

pixels during the processing of the interpolated data.

With word-addressable memory all memory word loads are word-aligned. When the wanted data is 

not word-aligned and crosses the word boundaries, two memory loads are needed. In addition, 2 

shifts and 1 or operations are needed to extract the wanted word. An instruction called align is 

typically provided to perform this extraction [4]. We employ a single cycle align instruction in the

case of word-addressable memory.

A mix instruction picks alternating subwords from two source registers and places them into the 

target register [6]. We employ single cycle mix instructions for 16-, 32- and 64-bit subwords in the 

case of byte- and word-addressable memories to perform transposition steps in the IDCT function

implementation.

We consider additional execution unit for data align and mix instructions to move the data

reordering load away from the actual computation unit. This addition would cause the increase in

instruction word width and the increase in register file port numbers. Possibly, VLIW technique 

could be used. With this additional unit, two memory accesses, one computation instruction, and 

one data reordering instruction can be executed in every cycle (4 instructions per cycle). We employ

the additional execution unit in the case of byte- and word-addressable memories to see its effect to

cycle count numbers.

In Table 1, the byte- and word-addressable memories are compared to the parallel memory

architecture. More detailed description of these function implementations for the parallel memory

architecture and this comparison can be found in [37]. 
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Performance factors for the byte- and word-addressable memories when compared to the 

parallel memory
Datapath

width in 

bytes

Byte-addressable memory

min-max (avg)

Word-addressable memory

min-max (avg)

N 1 execution unit 2 execution units 1 execution unit 2 execution units

2 1.00 - 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 - 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 - 1.99 (1.44) 1.00 - 1.26 (1.10)

4 1.00 - 1.19 (1.05) 1.00 - 1.01 (1.00) 1.10 - 1.98 (1.53) 1.00 - 1.50 (1.20)

8 1.00 - 1.39 (1.10) 1.00 - 1.07 (1.01) 1.19 - 1.97 (1.59) 1.01 - 1.90 (1.38)

Cycle

counts

16 1.00 - 1.77 (1.42) 1.00 - 1.77 (1.35) 1.26 - 3.17 (1.98) 1.10 - 3.17 (1.77)

2 1.00 - 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 - 1.42 (1.22)

4 1.00 - 1.09 (1.02) 1.05 - 1.50 (1.29)

8 1.00 - 1.17 (1.04) 1.08 - 1.67 (1.38)

Total

inst

counts

16 0.97 - 1.33 (1.14) 1.05 - 2.67 (1.62)

2 1.00 - 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 - 1.13 (1.05)

4 1.00 - 1.00 (1.00) 1.00 - 1.25 (1.10)

8 0.98 - 1.00 (0.99) 0.98 - 1.50 (1.19)

Mem

inst

counts

16 0.83 – 1.50 (1.10) 0.83 - 2.50 (1.35)

Table 1. Performance factors. Corresponding parallel memory performance equals to 1. Less than 1 

is better and more than 1 is worse.

6. Area, delay, and power consumption estimations 

Area, delay, and power consumption estimations for the parallel, byte- and word-addressable

memories are discussed in this section.

6.1 Implementation details 

Information for the memory modules is obtained using a simulation tool from a silicon vendor. 

Memory module information is based on 0.35 m CMOS process. The simulation parameters are:

temperature 25 C, production spread typical (from slow, typical, fast), and power supply voltage 

3.3 V. For power estimations, 100 MHz memory access frequency is considered. Memory modules 

are dual port static RAMs with macrocell capability for embedded applications, and support design 

using 3 and 4 layer metal. Address computation and interconnection circuits for the second port 

(DMA) are not considered in this study. In power simulations, only one port of every memory

module is accessed. 

Total memory capacity remains the same for all memory architectures and all data path widths 

(8192 bytes per bus (X/Y), 16384 bytes totally). In the parallel memory cases, we simply multiplied

the obtained area and the power figures for the byte wide memory module with the number of the

memory modules per bus ( N ). The word-addressable memory consists of one memory module per 

data bus, except in the case . In this case, two memory modules were employed, because 

modules only up to  word width were available.

16N

8N

Address computation circuits and crossbar interconnection networks for the parallel memory were

synthesized from VHDL descriptions for 0.35 m, 5 metal layer CMOS process. Different process 

was employed than for the memory modules. Layouts were generated and 3 metal layers were used 

for routings. Area figures are taken from the layouts. Delays and power consumption estimations

are based on the netlists generated from the layouts. Power supply voltage is 3.3 V. In power 

simulations, new input vector is applied after every 10 ns (100 MHz). Random, valid input vectors 

were employed.

Area, delay, and power information for the parallel and word-addressable memory architectures is

shown in Table 2. The parallel memory, area, delay, and power figures are corresponding summed 

values of address computation, crossbar networks, and memory modules. Information for the word-

addressable memory is based only on memory module data. 
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6.2 Comparison and analysis of different data memory architectures

When compared to the word-addressable memory, the parallel memory requires an area larger by a 

factor of 1.14 to 1.93. The parallel memory has a longer delay than the word-addressable memory

by a factor of 1.22 to 2.36. Pipelining techniques for the parallel memory could be used to increase

the throughput, but are not considered here. Furthermore, the parallel memory has considerable 

higher read (write) power consumption by a factor of 1.51 (1.30) to 2.77 (2.49) than the word-

addressable memory.

Larger area and higher power figures of the parallel memory are mainly caused by the fragmented

memory structure. High number of small, simultaneously accessed memory modules require 

considerably more area and power than a single (or few) larger memory module(s). The delay of the 

parallel memory consists mainly on address computation and memory module access. However,

area, delay, and power figures for the crossbar interconnections become increasingly higher, when 

N is increased.

In Table 3, area, delay, and power figures for the memory modules, address computation, and 

crossbar interconnections for the parallel memory are shown. Instead of bi-directional crossbars 

(shown in Figure 9.), we employed separate read and write crossbars. The power consumption for 

the crossbar is the sum of two values. The first value is the power for the crossbar itself and the 

second value is the power caused by driving its input capacitance. Actually, the latter power is 

drawn from the circuit driving the crossbar (memory modules or register file). Our memory

modules have buffers and are able to drive these loads.

Area, delay, and power figures for the byte-addressable memory are not shown here. However, they

can be roughly estimated from the information for the parallel memory. When the byte-addressable

memory is implemented using byte wide memory modules, the memory module structure is the 

same than in the parallel memory case. Similar crossbar interconnection networks can be employed

also for the byte-addressable memory. At least, their control circuitry can be somewhat simpler,

which lowers the area and power cost. Also, the needed address computation logic can be simpler

and somewhat faster.

Parallel memory functions and access schemes for video coding can be found also for larger 

numbers of N [39]. However especially, increasing memory module and crossbar area and power 

figures can make them less feasible. A variety of different sized crossbar designs are discussed in 

detail in [40], [41]. 

Parallel Memory N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16 

Bus / Memory X Y X Y X Y X Y

Area / mm
2 5.32 5.32 6.05 6.04 7.63 7.62 11.15 10.92

Delay / ns 6.38 6.38 6.43 6.43 7.73 7.73 9.61 9.61

ReadPower / mW 91.1 90.5 141.2 139.4 274.5 271.1 661.0 630.9

WritePower / mW 93.1 92.5 155.9 154.0 279.1 275.7 656.3 639.2

Word Addr.

Memory

N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16 

Bus / Memory X Y X Y X Y X Y

Area / mm
2 4.67 4.67 4.72 4.72 5.06 5.06 5.78 5.78

Delay / ns 5.21 5.21 5.28 5.28 5.33 5.33 4.07 4.07

ReadPower / mW 59.8 59.8 83.2 83.2 142.7 142.7 238.4 238.4

WritePower / mW 71.1 71.1 107.1 107.1 151.8 151.8 263.4 263.4

Table 2. Parallel and word-addressable memory area, delay, and power consumption.
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Parallel Memory 

Addr.

Computation

N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16 

Bus / Memory X Y X Y X Y X Y

Area / mm
2 0.0115 0.0071 0.0291 0.0214 0.0717 0.0607 0.278 0.145

#Transistors 666 394 1758 1240 4350 3382 11214 6067

Delay / ns 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.5 3.4 3.4 4.6 4.6

Power / mW 1.13 0.53 4.66 2.79 10.90 7.48 37.61 21.85

Parallel Memory 

Read Crossbars 

N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16 

Bus / Memory X Y X Y X Y X Y

Area / mm
2 0.0051 0.0051 0.0318 0.0318 0.124 0.124 0.882 0.846

#Transistors 194 194 1184 1184 4752 4752 25470 24795

Delay / ns 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 1.1 1.1 2.0 2.0

Power / mW 0.34+

0.41

0.34+

0.41

3.37+

2.40

3.37+

2.40

23.28+

4.34

23.28+

4.34

118.88+

78.93

106.62+

76.78

Parallel Memory 

Write Crossbars 

N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16 

Bus / Memory X Y X Y X Y X Y

Area / mm
2 0.0051 0.0051 0.0300 0.0300 0.1371 0.1371 0.8531 0.8023

#Transistors 194 194 1106 1106 5008 5008 24186 23277

I/O Delay / ns 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 1.1 1.1 2.0 2.0

Power / mW 0.34+

0.41

0.34+

0.41

3.56+

2.11

3.56+

2.11

23.02+

4.41

23.02+

4.41

109.26+

75.85

107.80+

75.95

Parallel memory

(modules only)

N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16 

Bus / Memory X Y X Y X Y X Y

Area / mm
2 5.30 5.30 5.96 5.96 7.30 7.30 9.13 9.13

Delay / ns 4.08 4.08 3.53 3.53 3.23 3.23 3.01 3.01

ReadPower / mW 89.2 89.2 130.8 130.8 236.0 236.0 425.6 425.6

WritePower / mW 91.2 91.2 145.6 145.6 240.8 240.8 433.6 433.6

Table 3. Detailed address calculation, interconnection circuitry, and memory module information

for the proposed parallel memory architecture. 

7. Parallel memory summary

In this section, parallel memory benefits, drawbacks, and limitations are summarized.

7.1 Parallel memory benefits 

Parallel memory architecture can make possible optimal memory accesses in terms of alignment

and bandwidth. In some cases, reducing the needed memory operations is possible. Further, no 

excessive reordering in the register file with assembler commands is needed, because the data 

reordering is mainly included into load and store instructions. Thus, processing becomes faster and

requires less of instructions. Reduced number of instructions may ease the programming work and 

can make instruction scheduling easier. Further, the load of the VLIW unit performing the data 
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reordering is significantly lowered (in case VLIW architecture is employed). Some algorithm

implementations may use less of registers, since the data need not to be gathered into the register 

file for reordering. Thus, algorithm implementation for the processor becomes more 

straightforward. In other words, part of the complexity of the processor architecture and application

algorithm implementation is moved into the internal data memory architecture. Power consumption

of the core is decreased, when the number of memory operations and the number of instructions are 

reduced. In some cases, the processor core may need fewer instruction slots (in VLIW) and thus, 

fewer register file ports, leading to smaller silicon area, and lower power consumption of the core. 

Memory space is divided into smaller memory modules having smaller access delay. When memory

architecture is pipelined, smaller time period may be employed per stage. 

7.2 Parallel memory drawbacks and limitations

Enhanced memory access capabilities are more or less application specific. Finding the most 

suitable access formats for the application requires a throughout study of the application. Further, 

designing the parallel memory architecture with the conflict-free, application specific access

formats is more complex task than employing conventional memory architecture. 

Parallel memory with a large number of memory modules can require considerable more area and 

power when compared to the conventional, single module word-addressable memory. Additional 

crossbar connections and address computation circuits are needed. These increase further the

needed silicon area, power consumption, and total memory access delay. Careful trade-off planning 

might be needed to compare the obtained benefits and increased cost.

8. Conclusion 

In this paper, we first provided general view over parallel memory architecture and related

functions for it. After that, a parallel memory architecture with versatile access formats was 

presented as internal data memory for load-store dual data bus DSP architecture. Parallel memory

designs were proposed for several data bus widths (16, 32, 64, and 128 bits). The presented parallel 

memory access formats support efficiently MPEG-4 video core profile motion and texture coding. 

Significantly lower cycle and instruction counts are possible, especially, when compared to the 

conventional word-addressable memory, because of the reduced number of memory and data 

reordering instructions. However, due to a higher cost in area, delay, and power, careful trade-off 

planning might be necessary to compare the obtained benefits and increased cost of the parallel

memory. Modern video compression and other multimedia standards provide interesting challenges

for parallel memory access scheme designing. 
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Abstract. Current video compression standards, which process frames macroblock by macroblock, employ several
processing functions to achieve the compression. These functions refer to data memory address space in different
ways. E.g., performing motion estimation and motion compensation functions requires many times data accesses
unaligned to word boundaries. On the other hand, Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) and inverse of it (IDCT)
for 8 × 8 block can be performed first for rows and then for columns. Thus, transposition is needed between these
two stages. Among other things, parallel memory architecture can provide a solution for these tasks. In our other
paper, we shortly surveyed parallel memory architectures and proposed parallel memory architecture designs for
different data path widths for video coding applications. In this paper, we construct video coding function examples
by using the proposed parallel data memory efficiently. Furthermore, performance and implementation cost of the
parallel memory architecture are estimated and compared to more conventional memory architectures. The examples
are given for different data bus widths (16, 32, 64, and 128 bits). We show that the parallel memory can keep the
data path fully utilized in many video coding function implementations. This ensures high-speed operation and full
utilization of the processing resources.

Keywords: parallel memory access, data alignment, subword parallelism, video coding, MPEG-4, H.263

1. Introduction

Thanks to the advancements in technology, modern
media processors, digital signal processors (DSPs),
and general purpose processors are able to partially
or fully perform challenging video coding tasks.
Powerful processors employ wide data paths (e.g., 32
or 64 bits) for applications where improved accuracy is
needed. For video coding application, wide data path
would be inefficiently exploited, since we operate on
8- and 16-bit operands. To highly improve wide data
path utilization with a very low hardware cost, a widely
spread technique is to modify the data path so that
multiple subwords can be simultaneously processed in
parallel. Not only general purpose processors, but also
DSPs and media processors widely exploit subword
processing capability. Originally, the same operation
is performed for a set of subwords. This is similar to

a single instruction—multiple data principle (SIMD)
used in parallel processor architecture classifications.

Internal data memory can consist of a single memory
module, where the data is accessed in word locations.
Distinct memory address refers to a word location and
thus, we call this kind of memory word-addressable.
Word-addressable memory works perfectly and data
path resources can be fully utilized, when the data need
to be accessed is aligned according to word locations.
Unfortunately, in video coding this is not always the
case. There we are processing 8-bit pixels and 16-bit co-
efficients, which are not always accessed according to
word boundaries from subsequent byte addresses. This
becomes a problem for efficient utilization of subword
parallelism. In other words, the processing capabili-
ties are very well enhanced with subword parallel data
path, but conventional word-addressable memory can
not always provide the needed operands as fast as data
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path would be able to process them, thus decreasing
the data path utilization and total performance.

1.1. Example Case: Motion Estimation Block
Matching Operation

Motion estimation is computationally the most de-
manding video coding operation and employs un-
aligned word accesses. Unaligned word accesses to
the motion estimation search-area are needed in block
matching operations.

Two-dimensionally visualized 32-bit (4 bytes) mem-
ory accesses for an 8 × 8 block match in an un-
aligned location in the search-area for byte- and word-
addressable memories are shown in Fig. 1. Byte-
addressable memory means here that we can access our
data starting from any byte address having the rest of
the bytes for the data path in the order indicated by the
subsequent byte addresses. Word-addressable memory
can access data only from word locations.

The address for the load word instruction is given
two-dimensionally in horizontal and vertical coordi-
nates (i , j). Each coordinate point refers to a byte
and the address of the first byte (dotted square) is
given in the load instruction. E.g., when (i, j) = (0, 0)
the load instruction ldy r1, i, j loads the bytes (0, 0),
(1, 0), (2, 0), (3, 0) to the register r1. For the word-
addressable memory, only horizontal coordinates divis-
ible by four are allowed (0, 4, 8, 12, . . .). For the byte-
addressable memory, all horizontal coordinates are
possible (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .). The search-area is stored
row by row in the memory starting from the coordinate
(0, 0). The 8 × 8 block match starts from the location
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Figure 1. Memory accesses are two-dimensionally visualized for a single 8 × 8 block match operation with the byte- and word-addressable
memory architectures. 32-bit memory accesses are considered and every square refers to a byte. The first byte of every memory access is
represented by a dotted square.

(1, 0). For block match, we consider sum of absolute
differences (SAD) instruction, which computes SAD
for 4 subwords simultaneously.

As we can see from Fig. 1, the byte- and word-
addressable memories require 16 and 24 memory ac-
cesses on the search-area, respectively. In addition,
word extraction is needed in the case of word-
addressable memory. Because of these additional op-
erations, differences in cycle counts between the byte-
and word-addressable memories can be considerable.

In aligned location the byte- and word-addressable
architectures would perform equally well. The motion
estimation process likely consists of block match oper-
ations in aligned and unaligned locations. The relation
between aligned and unaligned locations in the search-
area depends on the word width. When the word width
is expressed by parameter N in bytes, every N th lo-
cation on a row is aligned. However, the number of
unaligned locations is high and the byte-addressable
memory is desirable.

1.2. Parallel Memory Solution

The parallel memory architecture can offer a unified
solution for byte addressing, transposing, and vari-
ety of other possible memory access problems. Byte-
addressable memory is useful in inter coding, and its
benefits can be difficult to obtain using other tech-
niques, which do not change the memory access itself.
Dividing memory address space between several par-
allel memory modules opens the possibility to exploit
existing theory to enhance memory access properties.
With enhanced memory access properties we mean that
bytes in a word do not need to come from subsequent
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byte addresses. Instead, e.g., the bytes can be separated
by a stride, which determines the constant address
increment between the simultaneously accessed
bytes.

1.3. Other Methods

Next, we shortly describe some methods how the data
alignment and reordering problems have been previ-
ously relieved on different processor architectures.

The word-addressable memory architecture is many
times employed with subword parallel processors. It is
simple and has low implementation cost. With a word-
addressable memory, all memory word loads are word-
aligned. When the wanted data is not word-aligned
and crosses the word boundaries, two memory loads
are needed. In addition, 2 shifts and 1 or operations
are needed to extract the wanted word. An instruc-
tion called align is typically provided to perform this
extraction [1].

Some processors support also a very useful un-
aligned addressing. E.g., TMS320C64x fixed-point
DSP can execute two aligned data transfers each
having a length of eight bytes in parallel by executing
two load / store instructions. The CPU can also execute
a single unaligned data transfer having a length of eight
bytes by executing an unaligned load / store instruction
[2].

MAX-2 is a very lean, RISC-like set of media ac-
celeration primitives included in the 64-bit general
purpose PA-RISC 2.0 architecture. MAX-2 has mix
and permute instructions for subword rearrangement
or data reordering. The mix instructions take subwords
from two registers and interleave alternate subwords
from each register in the result register. The mix in-
structions can be used, e.g., to perform the required
transposition between the DCT/IDCT row and column
transforms efficiently [3].

A low power media processor core presented in [4]
consists of 8 PEs connected according to the SIMD
scheme, RISC-processor, VLC-processor, and intelli-
gent DMA. The SIMD processor has separate regis-
ters for efficient transposition operation between the
DCT/IDCT row and column transformations. Thus, the
cycle loss caused by the transposition is eliminated. To
obtain 128-bit, 8-bit aligned access, two 128-bit mem-
ory banks are accessed and the data reordering is pro-
vided using the cross pass unit.

In [5], a register file with transposed access mode is
described. By the means of this method, transposition

steps, e.g., in 2D DCT/IDCT processing, can be
eliminated.

Different implementation methods can reduce the
transposition cost. In [6], one transposition step
for the IDCT was performed during VLD process.
Sometimes transposition can be done implicitly dur-
ing the DCT/IDCT processing without cycle loss
[7, 8].

In a highly parallel single-chip video DSP [9], four
pipeline processing units are controlled by the new
VLIW control technique and the adaptive SIMD con-
trol technique is employed. The data to be processed
in the four data processing units (DPU’s) are held in
five banks of dual-port data memories. Processors can
use four 16-bit memory banks according to many data
memory addressing modes provided with the intercon-
nection bus structure between the processor and the
memories. An interbank parallel addressing mode pro-
vides totally 64-bit, 16-bit aligned memory access per
port, which is helpful in the motion estimation, among
other things.

A new solution to data alignment problem of sub-
word parallel computation was provided in [10]. The
solution to alignment relies on Data Alignment Buffer
(DAB). The buffer holds the last accessed quad-word
(128-bit), which, in conjunction with a second quad-
word access, forms a unaligned quad-word delivered
to the register file. The first unaligned access into a
data buffer requires two accesses, of which the first
one is needed to load the DAB. Subsequent unaligned
accesses to consecutive elements require one access per
quad-word.

In general, parallel memory architectures with
versatile access capabilities are not widely used by
processors. However, a highly parallel DSP (HiPAR-
DSP) has employed parallel memory architecture
as an internal data memory with versatile access
formats[11–13]. HiPAR-DSP is a VLIW-controlled
ASIMD RISC-architecture with four or sixteen data
paths. Common data access patterns for image process-
ing algorithms are supported by use of a shared on-chip
memory or a matrix memory, with parallel matrix type
access patterns and a separate data-cache per data-path.
In this paper, we consider this kind of matrix memory
as a parallel memory. Our parallel memory differs
from the matrix memory, because we have concen-
trated only to video coding, and thus, access formats,
parallel memory sizes, and parallel memory areas
are perhaps more tailored for the needs of the video
coding.
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1.4. Rest of the Paper

In Section 2, the considered memory and processor
architectures are described. Section 3 describes the us-
age of the memory architectures. Application example
functions, assembler kernels, and parallel memory us-
age are discussed in Section 4. A performance compar-
ison is given in Section 5. The area, delay, and power
estimations of the discussed memory architectures are
provided in Section 6. Properties of the parallel mem-
ory are summarized in Section 7. Finally, Section 8
provides conclusions.

2. Considered Memory
and Processor Architecture

The parallel, byte- and word-addressable memory ar-
chitectures are used as an internal data memory for
efficient, theoretical processor core with scalable data
path width. The required computation power depends
on the application needs, and can be varied by changing
the data path width N (in bytes) in the design phase.
In this study, we consider four data path widths N =
2, 4, 8, 16. The needed processing power varies mainly
according to the optimization level of the code, pic-
ture resolution, frame rate, the algorithms, and optional
coding modes. The same architecture can also be used
for decoding and the application could be encoder, de-
coder, or both of them. For lower power consumption,
the clock frequency can be decreased by increas-
ing the data parallelism exploitation. In this section,
the processor core and memory architectures are
described.

2.1. Processor Architecture

The considered theoretical processor core has many
typical DSP properties [14] including fast multiply-
accumulate operation (MAC), multiple-access memory
architecture, specialized addressing modes, specialized
program control, and input/output interfaces. In addi-
tion to these features, the data path supports SIMD type
subword parallelism.

The processor has a fixed-point data path. One pro-
gram memory and two data memories (X and Y )
with distinct address and data busses make one pro-
gram instruction fetch, one X memory data access,
and one Y memory data access possible per instruc-
tion cycle (modified Harvard architecture). Typical

DSP addressing modes, like register-indirect address-
ing with pre- and post-increment, are supported. Sep-
arate register files for arithmetic and address computa-
tions are employed. Both data busses have their own ad-
dress generation units (AGUs). Thus, address modifica-
tions are done in parallel with arithmetic computation.
Efficient loop controlling is supported by hardware. A
direct memory access (DMA) controller takes care of
data transfers between internal and external memories
and can hide them behind the actual computation. Some
additional, essential processor core information regard-
ing to our example kernel implementations is listed
below:

• Computation instructions read their operands from
the register file and write their results back to the reg-
ister file. In addition, few wider accumulation regis-
ters are employed and short immediate data can be
included in to the instruction words when mentioned.

• The processor employs load/store architecture,
where the data is transferred between the register
file and internal data memory by using load/store in-
structions. A maximum data width for the load/store
instruction is N bytes. Several widths are considered
(N = 2, 4, 8, or 16 bytes).

• Two load/store and one computation instructions can
be executed in every cycle (3 instructions per cycle).

• When the load and computation instructions are ex-
ecuted in the same cycle and they use the same
register, input operand for the computation is read
from the register before it is overwritten by the load
instruction.

• The data bus, memory, and computation register
widths are equal to the data path width. The data
path width in bytes is expressed by the parameter N .
Several widths are considered (N = 2, 4, 8, or 16
bytes).

• The data path has a subword processing capability.
All computation instructions in our example ker-
nels use subword instructions and thus, SIMD par-
allelism. A subword width in the computation oper-
ations is 8 or 16 bits. N or N /2 subwords are pro-
cessed in parallel in a single cycle, when subword
width equals to 8 or 16 bits, respectively. This data
path construction is similar to microSIMD subword
parallel data path [15].

• The multiplication, MAC, and SAD instructions
have a latency of two cycles, but the units are
pipelined so that a new instruction can be issued on
every cycle. All other instructions are single cycle
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instructions. Instructions used in the example kernels
are described in Section 4.

• The processor is pipelined in three stages with in-
struction fetch, decode, and execute.

• The internal data memories are dual-ported. One
port is reserved for the processor core load/store
instructions and the other port for the DMA trans-
fers and possibly for some other needed data trans-
fer operations (e.g., for communication with a VLC
processor).

2.2. Internal Data Memory Architectures

In this section, the word-addressable, byte-addressable,
and parallel memory architectures are described. The
word width equals to N and is expressed in bytes.
The data bus and the data path have equal word width
N .

2.2.1. Word-Addressable Memory. The word-add-
ressable memory means here that the load/store com-
mands can access only the data aligned according to the
word boundaries. The word-addressable memory con-
sists of a single memory module per data bus. There
is no need for additional address calculation or data
permutation and the implementation cost is low. How-
ever, the motion estimation, motion compensation, and
related functions require typically unaligned or 8-bit
aligned memory accesses. When the memory archi-
tecture does not support this feature, the number of
load operations is easily increased, because the needed
data can be located in two subsequent data words in-
stead of one data word. Furthermore, the accessed data
need to be reordered in the register file with the as-
sembler instructions in order to extract the wanted data
word.

2.2.2. Byte-Addressable Memory. With an 8-bit
aligned access, we mean the memory access start-
ing from any byte address, having the rest of the
bytes (e.g., totally 8 bytes in the case of 64-bit wide
data path) for the data path in the order indicated
by the subsequent byte addresses. Alternatively, we
call the 8-bit aligned access as an unaligned or un-
restricted access (UR), since the 8-bit pixel row can
be freely accessed. We call the memory support-
ing the 8-bit aligned access to the byte-addressable
memory.

The byte-addressable memory can access a data
word starting from any byte address. The byte-

addressable memory can be implemented employing
N byte-wide memory modules per data bus. Addi-
tional hardware is required for every memory module
address calculation and for the permutation network.
However, since the data can be accessed only from
the subsequent byte addresses, the number of possible
memory module permutations is low and the permuta-
tion network might be simpler than a crossbar network
(at least the control logic can be simpler). The byte-
addressable memory provides 8-bit aligned access and
likely performs much better in the video encoding ap-
plications than the word-addressable memory. A per-
formance may decrease when the word width is larger
than the data block row width, when the data is stored in
row order. In some of our example function studies, we
are processing 8 × 8 pixel blocks and the case N = 16
has a decreased performance with the byte-addressable
memory. Further, the byte-addressable memory does
not support transposition operations, which can provide
some speed-up for the DCT/IDCT operations. Now, the
transposition operation may need to be done in the reg-
ister file using data reordering assembler commands
and may require some extra clock cycles.

2.2.3. Parallel Memory. The proposed parallel mem-
ory architecture employs N byte wide memory mod-
ules per data bus. Hardware cost for the address com-
putation and the permutation network is higher than
for the byte-addressable memory, because the paral-
lel memory architecture employs several access for-
mats. The address computation becomes more com-
plex, and the permutation network has to deal with
larger number of combinations. Because of this, we
use a crossbar interconnection network as a permu-
tation network. However, the parallel memory archi-
tecture can overcome the memory access limitations
described in the word- and byte-addressable memory
cases.

The idea is to map the data in such a way that the
operands to be accessed in parallel are stored to differ-
ent memory modules. This leads to only one access per
memory module at a time, thus conflict-free access can
be achieved. It is necessary to store operands in such a
way that the most common operations can be executed
efficiently.

High-level block diagram of the memory and proces-
sor architectures is shown in Fig. 2. Only the connec-
tion between the processor core and internal data mem-
ory is shown. Figure 2(a) describes the processor with
the word-addressable memory and Fig. 2(b) with the
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Figure 2. Memory architecture block diagrams: (a) word-
addressable memory, and (b) byte-addressable and parallel memory.
Address computation circuits and memory modules are denoted by
An and Mn blocks, respectively. AGU refers to the address generation
unit of the processor.

byte-addressable and parallel memory. Bi-directional
interconnection networks are shown in Fig. 2. How-
ever, we use separate, multiplexer based read and
write crossbar connections between the processor and
memory modules. Detailed structure of the address
calculation and module assignment circuits and func-
tions for the proposed parallel memory design are
shown in [16]. The number of memory modules and
their sizes for different architectures and data path
widths are shown in Table 1. In the following sec-
tion, we shortly describe the usage of the memory
architectures.

3. Usage of the Memory Architectures

In this section, the usage of the memory architectures
is explained. Access formats, load/store instructions,
and an example memory layout for MPEG-4 video
motion and texture coding application are shown.

Table 1. The number of the memory modules and their sizes for
different memory architectures and data path widths.

Data path Number of Width of
width in modules per Size of a module
bytes N data bus (X/Y ) a module in bits

Parallel and byte-addressable memory architectures

2 2 4096 8

4 4 2048 8

8 8 1024 8

16 16 512 8

Word-addressable memory architecture

2 1 4096 16

4 1 2048 32

8 1 1024 64

16 1 512 128
∗16 2 512 64

∗Used in our area, delay, and power simulations, because our RAM
macrocell model has the maximum width of 64 bits.

3.1. 2-D Memory Addressing

In our case, because of variety of memory access pos-
sibilities and because of processing of 2-D frames, it is
more illustrative to use 2-D addressing to present mem-
ory access properties than a conventional 1-D address-
ing. In 2-D addressing, memory locations are in 2-D
coordinate area and can be referred by figures or shapes
determined a priori. E.g., we may access partial row,
partial column, or a block of pixels stored into mem-
ory locations. We call these figures or shapes as access
formats. Placement of these access formats inside the
coordinate area can be restricted or unrestricted (UR).
Restrictions are given by modulo conditions. E.g., con-
ditions j mod 4 = 0 and i mod 2 = 0 mean that the
allowed values for i and j are j = 0, 4, 8, 12, . . . and
i = 0, 2, 4, 6, . . ., respectively. In the unrestricted case,
all values (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .) are allowed for both coor-
dinates. The general restriction applies that all access
formats stay fully inside the specified memory areas.
We can access the memory by specifying the access
format and its coordinate. The coordinate refers to the
pointed square of the access format.

The data memory address space is divided into three
areas. Two of them are connected to the data bus X and
one of them to the data bus Y . In each of the areas, the
data is stored in the memory modules according to the
separate module assignment functions, making certain
access formats possible. These access formats for the
different data path widths for the parallel memory are
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shown in Fig. 3. To visualize, how the byte- and word-
addressable memories can be used according to 2-D
addressing, their access formats are shown in Fig. 4.
The byte- and word-addressable memories have only
one access format per memory area and per every data
path width N .

Supported access formats for the parallel memory

N Memory area 0, (S0),

Bus X

Memory area 1, (S1),

Bus Y

Memory area 2, (S2),

Bus X
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=
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…
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=
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j
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…

0

1
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Figure 3. The supported access formats for the proposed parallel memory architectures, when the data bus widths are 16, 32, 64, and 128
bits (N = 2, 4, 8, 16). A single square of an access format refers to one memory module (or byte in this case). UR refers to the unrestricted
placement and modulo operations to the restricted placement. The pointed square presents the coordinate given along load or store command.

The access formats can be employed using the
following load/store instructions. For clarity, in
our example kernels we employ memory-direct
addressing where coordinate (i , j) (or address)
is included in the instruction word. In practice,
typical DSP addressing modes like register-indirect
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Supported access formats for the byte- and word-addressable memories

N Memory area 0, (S0),

Bus X

Memory area 1, (S1),

Bus Y

Memory area 2, (S2),

Bus X

2

4

8

16

UR 12×

02mod =i
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UR 18 ×
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0 1 15

016mod =i

…

116×
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0 1 15

016mod =i

…

116×
UR

0 1 15

016mod =i

…

116×
UR

Figure 4. The byte- and word-addressable memory access formats. Access restrictions are marked above (UR for byte-addressable) and below
(word-addressable) the access formats.

addressing with pre- and post-increment could be
employed.

Load register R from X -memory = ldx R, S, F, i, j
Store register R in X -memory = stx R, S, F, i, j
Load register R from Y -memory = ldy R, F, i, j
Store register R in Y -memory = sty R, F, i, j

R = 8 · N -bit register; S = S0 or S2 (Selects the
module assignment function or the memory area); F =
F0, F1, F2, or F3 (Selects the access format or shape
to be accessed); i = 0 ≤ i ≤ 63 (i-coordinate); j =
0 ≤ j ≤ 63 (j-coordinate for the memory area 0 or 2);
and j = 0 ≤ j ≤ 127 (j-coordinate for the memory
area 1).

3.2. Example Memory Content

An example of a data memory content for inter frame
processing is shown in Fig. 5. In the example, texture
and motion coding for MPEG-4 core profile are con-
sidered. Memory contains data for a single macroblock
processing at a time. In the memory area 0, connected to
the bus X , the space is reserved for three macroblocks.
One of them is processed while other one is loaded
in. The third macroblock is reserved for the quantised

coefficients, which will be read out from the memory
for zigzag and VLC operations. E.g., the DCT/IDCT
and quantisation/dequantisation are performed in this
memory area. Thus, to meet the accuracy requirement,
space for 16-bit macroblock data is reserved. How-
ever, the incoming macroblock and the quantised mac-
roblock consist of 8-bit data. In the memory area 1,
connected to the bus Y , space is reserved for the mo-
tion estimation search-area (48 × 48 bytes) and for a
row of quantised coefficients from the luminance and
the chrominance frames for AC-prediction. The mem-
ory area 1 contains also inverses of the quantisation pa-
rameters, the inter/intra quantisation matrices and their
inverse matrices, the weighting matrices for the over-
lapped block motion compensation (OBMC), the best
matched chrominance blocks, and the current macro
block. The memory area 2 is connected to the bus X and
contains part of the interpolated search-area (42 × 42
bytes) for half-pixel motion estimation and for mo-
tion prediction. Also, interpolated half-pixel accurate
chrominance blocks are stored in this area.

The memory areas 0 and 2 are stored to the same
memory module(s). To support efficient exploitation
of both data busses with different functions, a copy
of the current macroblock is stored also to the mem-
ory area 1. Each of the memory areas contains some
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Figure 5. Data memory layouts.

free space. These data layouts are applied in the next
section, where the application example functions are
studied.

4. Application Example Functions, Assembler
Kernels, and Parallel Memory Usage

To study the video encoding function implementations
for the parallel memory architecture, four functions
were selected. The functions are SAD block-match
functions (8 × 8 and 16 × 16 block full- and half-pixel
motion estimations), interpolation, OBMC for 8 × 8
luminance block in the advanced prediction mode,
and 8 × 8 Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT).
These functions were selected, because they are
computationally demanding and address data memory

differently. The functions are described partly, and
only definitions related closely to our example kernel
implementations are explained. An interested reader
can find more comprehensive definitions for the
functions in the MPEG-4 standard video verifica-
tion model [17] and from the reference software
[18].

Some efficient special instructions were applied to
help in the actual computation. This way, we can make
sure that the parallel memory architecture can keep
up with the efficient data path. In the following sub-
sections, the used assembler instructions are explained
and each of the functions is shortly introduced. Further,
function implementations for the parallel memory are
explained. Depending on the size of the function, mem-
ory accesses and assembler kernel instructions for the
function are partly or fully shown. For simplicity, the
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assembler instruction loops are unrolled. Only the data
path width N = 16 is considered in the example fig-
ures. However, in Section 5 we show the performance
tables for all the considered functions and data path
widths.

4.1. Instructions Explained

In this subsection, the instructions used in the follow-
ing function examples are described. In the instruc-
tion name, after the actual instruction acronym, the
number of subwords and the subword width are de-
termined. E.g., in the example kernels we have instruc-
tions with suffixes 16 b or 8 h, which mean that wide
input operands are considered as 16 bytes or 8 16-bit
subwords, respectively. For all data path widths the cor-
responding suffixes are 2 b, 4 b, 8 b, 16 b and 1 h, 2 h,
4 h, 8 h, when N is 2, 4, 8, 16, respectively.

ldx r0, S, F, i, j Load register r0 from X-memory. Pa-
rameter S selects the memory area S0 or S2. Param-
eter F selects the access format. We use the access
formats 8 × 2, 2 × 8, 16 × 1 in area S0 and 8 × 2s
in area S2. Coordinates i and j specify the location
of the access format in the selected memory area.

stx r0, S, F, i, j Store register r0 in X-memory. Param-
eter S selects the memory area S0 or S2. Parameter
F selects the access format. We use the access for-
mats 8 × 2 and 2 × 8 in area S0 and 8 × 2s in area
S2. Coordinates i and j specify the location of the
access format in the selected memory area.

ldy r0, F, i, j Load register r0 from Y-memory (area
S1). Parameter F selects the access format. We use
the access formats 8 × 2 and 2 × 1. Coordinates i
and j specify the location of the access format in the
memory area.

sad16b r0, r1, r2, const At maximum, sum of 16 ab-
solute differences between the registers r1 and r2 is
calculated, accumulated with the r0 and stored into
the r0. The parameter const is the field in the shape
memory, which decides the subwords participating
into the computation.

ipolb16b r0, acc0, r1, r2, const Interpolates 16 b-
pixels, i.e., averages the subwords in the registers
r1 and r2 with rounding and stores the result into
the r0. Furthermore, stores the intermediate addition
result of the average operation into the wider ac-
cumulation register acc0. The parameter const is a
rounding control parameter. When the register r0 is
omitted, only acc0 is updated.

ipolc16b r0, r1, r2, const Interpolates 16 c-pixels,
i.e., averages the subwords in the registers r1 and
r2 with rounding and stores the result into the
r0. The parameter const is a rounding control
parameter.

ipold16b r0, acc0, acc1, const Interpolates 16 d-pixels,
i.e., sums the accumulator registers and divides the
result by four with rounding and stores the result into
the r0. The parameter const is a rounding control
parameter.

mul16b r0,r1 Makes 16 subword multiplications be-
tween the bytes from the registers r0 and r1, and
stores the result into the wider multiplier accumula-
tor.

maclr16b r0, r1, r2, const Makes 16 8-bit subword
multiplications between the registers r1 and r2 and
accumulates the result into the wider multiplier ac-
cumulator. The subword results from the multiplier
accumulator are divided by the parameter const,
rounded, and stored to the r0. When the register
r0 and the parameter const are omitted, the re-
sult is just accumulated into the wider multiplier
accumulator.

mac8h r0,r1,r2 Makes 8 multiplications between the
16-bit subwords in the registers r1 and r2. The result
is rounded into 16-bit accuracy, accumulated with
the r0 subword fields and stored to the r0.

add8h r0,r1,r2 Calculates 8 16-bit subword additions
between the registers r1 and r2. The result is stored
into the r0.

sub8h r0,r1,r2 Calculates 8 16-bit subword subtrac-
tions between the registers r1 and r2. The result is
stored into the r0.

4.2. Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD)

In this example study, we consider the SAD computa-
tion only for a single 8 × 8 or 16 × 16 block. However,
this kernel can be used, when the search locations in-
side the search-area are varied according to a certain
motion estimation algorithm. E.g., logarithmic search
algorithm, such as the 3-step search, can be employed.

According to the MPEG-4 video verification model
[17], the original alpha plane for the VOP is used to
exclude the pixels outside of the VOP from the SAD
computation. Thus, the SAD is computed only for
the pixels with nonzero alpha value, i.e., only for the
opaque pixels. This forms a polygon for the macroblock
that includes the VOP boundary. A luminance block is
taken from the restricted search-area of the previously
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reconstructed luminance picture and subtracted from
the luminance part of the current macroblock and the
SAD is calculated as follows.

SAD(i, j) =
M−1∑
k=0

M−1∑
l=0

|Curr(x + k, y + l)

− Prev(x + i + k, y + j + l)|
· (!(Alphaorig(x + k, y + l) == 0)),

where Curr(·) and Prev(·) denote the pixel intensity in
the current frame and in the previously reconstructed
frame, respectively; (x, y) is the coordinates of the top
left corner pixel of the current block; and (i, j) repre-
sents the displacement in pixels which is relative to the
position of the current block.

In integer pixel motion estimation, both 8 × 8 and
16×16 vectors are obtained from the search algorithm.
In the first step (M = 16), the 16 × 16 motion vector
is determined. In the successive step (M = 8), the four
8 × 8 motion vectors are searched in a [−2, 2] pixel
search range around the founded 16×16 motion vector.

In our study, the current macroblock is stored to the
memory area 0, and the search-area is stored to the
area 1. Thus, both operands for the SAD can be read
in parallel and all memory blocks are accessed at the
same time. The access formats 2×1, 4×1, 8×1, 8×2
are used in both of the memory areas 0 and 1, when
N is 2, 4, 8, 16, respectively. The goal is to keep the
computation unit busy in every clock cycle.

Important properties of the parallel memory are
the unaligned access capability and the access format
shapes, which fit well for the 16×16 and the 8×8 block
SAD calculations. The computation unit can be fully
employed. The parallel memory usage and the assem-
bler kernel of the 16 × 16 SAD operation for N = 16
are shown in Fig. 6.

4.3. Interpolation

When the inter mode is chosen, the bilinear interpo-
lation is done to help the half-pixel motion estimation
and the motion compensation. The area to be inter-
polated is taken around the founded full-pixel position
from the search-area stored in the memory area 1. Also,
the corresponding chrominance blocks are interpolated
(not considered here). The interpolation is performed
according to the standard, like shown in Fig. 7.

Input values are read from the memory area 1 using
the access formats 2×1, 4×1, 8×1, 8×2, when N is 2,

4, 8, 16, respectively. Interpolated values are stored to
the memory area 2 using access formats 2×1s, 4×1s,
8 × 1s, 8 × 2s (s refers to sparse access format), when
N is 2, 4, 8, 16, respectively. The starting point coor-
dinates are calculated from the best match coordinates
founded in the full-pixel motion estimation. The goal
is to store maximum number (N ) of interpolated pixel
values in every cycle.

The input pixels for interpolation operation are
loaded so that each load is considered to contain only
A, B, C , or D pixels, named according to Fig. 7. Re-
dundant pixels are loaded to avoid the reordering (shift-
ing and copying). Unaligned access property is impor-
tant also in this case, since the interpolation can start
from any location in the search-area. Capability to store
every other pixel is useful in storing the output. After
the initial delay, interpolated pixels are stored in every
cycle. The parallel memory usage and the assembler
kernel of the interpolation operation for N = 16 are
shown in Fig. 8.

4.4. Half-Pixel SAD

The half-sample search is performed for 16×16 (MV0)
and for 8 × 8 (MV1, MV2, MV3, MV4) vectors. It
is done using the previous reconstructed VOP, on the
luminance component of the macroblock. The search-
area is ±1 half-sample around the target block pointed
by the MV0, MV1, MV2, MV3, and MV4. The half-
sample values are found using the interpolation scheme
described in the previous subsection.

In the half-pixel motion estimation, SAD is cal-
culated in the eight locations ((i, j) �= (0, 0)) around
the full-pixel locations according to the following
equation.

S AD(i, j) =
M−1∑
k=0

M−1∑
l=0

|Curr(x + k, y + l)

− Prev (2x + i + 2k, 2y + j + 2l)|
· (!(Alphaorig(x + k, y + l) == 0)),

− 1 ≤ i ≤ 1, −1 ≤ j ≤ 1

where Curr(·) and Prev(·) denote the pixel intensity in
the current frame and the previously processed inter-
polated part of the frame, respectively; (x, y) is the
coordinates of the top left corner pixel of the cur-
rent block; and (i, j) represents the displacement in
pixels which is relative to the position of the current
block.
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16x16 SAD function implementation (N =16)
Load / Store via Bus X Load / Store via Bus Y Computation

0 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 32, 0 ldy r1, 8x2, 3, 5

1 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 32, 2 ldy r1, 8x2, 3, 7 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 0

2 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 32, 4 ldy r1, 8x2, 3, 9 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 1

3 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 32, 6 ldy r1, 8x2, 3, 11 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 2

4 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 32, 8 ldy r1, 8x2, 3, 13 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 3

5 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 32, 10 ldy r1, 8x2, 3, 15 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 4

6 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 32, 12 ldy r1, 8x2, 3, 17 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 5

7 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 32, 14 ldy r1, 8x2, 3, 19 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 6

8 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 40, 0 ldy r1, 8x2, 11, 5 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 7

9 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 40, 2 ldy r1, 8x2, 11, 7 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 8

10 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 40, 4 ldy r1, 8x2, 11, 9 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 9

11 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 40, 6 ldy r1, 8x2, 11, 11 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 10

12 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 40, 8 ldy r1, 8x2, 11, 13 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 11

13 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 40, 10 ldy r1, 8x2, 11, 15 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 12

14 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 40, 12 ldy r1, 8x2, 11, 17 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 13

15 ldx r0, s0, 8x2, 40, 14 ldy r1, 8x2, 11, 19 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 14

16 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 15

Figure 6. Assembler instruction kernel for 16 × 16 SAD with related parallel memory accesses (N = 16).
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Figure 7. Bilinear interpolation.
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Interpolation function implementation (N = 16)
Load / Store via Bus X Load / Store via Bus Y Computation

0 ldy r0, 8x2, 1, 1 !A

1 ldy r1, 8x2, 2, 1 !B

2 ldy r2, 8x2, 1, 2 !C ipolb16b r4, t0, r0, r1 !b

3 stx r0, s2, 8x2s, 0, 0 !a ldy r3, 8x2, 2, 2 !D ipolc16b r5, r0, r2 !c

4 stx r4, s2, 8x2s, 1, 0 !b ldy r0, 8x2, 1, 3 !A ipolb16b t1, r2,r3 !tmp

5 stx r5, s2, 8x2s, 0, 1 !c ldy r1, 8x2, 2, 3 !B ipold16b r6, t0, t1 !d

6 stx r6, s2, 8x2s, 1, 1 !d ldy r2, 8x2, 1, 4 !C ipolb16b r4, t0, r0, r1 !b

7 stx r0, s2, 8x2s, 0, 4 !a ldy r3, 8x2, 2, 4 !D ipolc16b r5, r0, r2 !c

8 stx r4, s2, 8x2s, 1, 4 !b ldy r0, 8x2, 1, 5 !A ipolb16b t1, r2,r3 !tmp

9 stx r5, s2, 8x2s, 0, 5 !c ldy r1, 8x2, 2, 5 !B ipold16b r6, t0, t1 !d

10 stx r6, s2, 8x2s, 1, 5 !d ldy r2, 8x2, 1, 6 !C ipolb16b r4, t0, r0, r1 !b

11 stx r0, s2, 8x2s, 0, 8 !a ldy r3, 8x2, 2, 6 !D ipolc16b r5, r0, r2 !c

12 stx r4, s2, 8x2s, 1, 8 !b ldy r0, 8x2, 1, 7 !A ipolb16b t1, r2,r3 !tmp

13 stx r5, s2, 8x2s, 0, 9 !c ldy r1, 8x2, 2, 7 !B ipold16b r6, t0, t1 !d

14 stx r6, s2, 8x2s, 1, 9 !d ldy r2, 8x2, 1, 8 !C ipolb16b r4, t0, r0, r1 !b

15 stx r0, s2, 8x2s, 0, 12 !a ldy r3, 8x2, 2, 8 !D ipolc16b r5, r0, r2 !c

16 stx r4, s2, 8x2s, 1, 12 !b . ipolb16b t1, r2,r3 !tmp

17 stx r5, s2, 8x2s, 0, 13 !c . ipold16b r6, t0, t1 !d

18 stx r6, s2, 8x2s, 1, 13 !d . .

. . .

. . .

. .

Figure 8. Assembler instruction kernel for interpolation with related parallel memory accesses (N = 16).

The current macroblock is stored to the memory
area 1, and the part of the interpolated search-area is
stored to the memory area 2. Thus, both operands of
the subtraction can be read in parallel and all mem-
ory blocks are accessed at the same time. The current

block data is loaded into registers using the access for-
mats 2 × 1, 4 × 1, 8 × 1, 8 × 2 in the memory area 1,
when N is 2, 4, 8, 16, respectively. The previous block
data from the interpolated search-area is loaded using
the access formats 2 × 1s, 4 × 1s, 8 × 1s, 8 × 2s in the
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memory area 2, when N is 2, 4, 8, 16, respectively. The
goal is to keep the computation unit busy in every cycle.

Important properties of the parallel memory are
the unaligned access, the every other pixel access,
and the access format shapes which fit well for the
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16x16 Half-pixel SAD function implementation (N = 16)
Load / Store via Bus X Load / Store via Bus Y Computation

0 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 5 ldy r0, 8x2, 48, 24

1 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 9 ldy r0, 8x2, 48, 26 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 0

2 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 13 ldy r0, 8x2, 48, 28 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 1

3 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 17 ldy r0, 8x2, 48, 30 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 2

4 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 21 ldy r0, 8x2, 48, 32 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 3

5 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 25 ldy r0, 8x2, 48, 34 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 4

6 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 29 ldy r0, 8x2, 48, 36 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 5

7 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 33 ldy r0, 8x2, 48, 38 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 6

8 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 19, 5 ldy r0, 8x2, 56, 24 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 7

9 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 19, 9 ldy r0, 8x2, 56, 26 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 8

10 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 19, 13 ldy r0, 8x2, 56, 28 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 9

11 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 19, 17 ldy r0, 8x2, 56, 30 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 10

12 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 19, 21 ldy r0, 8x2, 56, 32 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 11

13 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 19, 25 ldy r0, 8x2, 56, 34 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 12

14 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 19, 29 ldy r0, 8x2, 56, 36 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 13

15 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 19, 33 ldy r0, 8x2, 56, 38 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 14

16 sad16b r2, r0, r1, 15

Figure 9. Assembler instruction kernel for 16 × 16 half-pixel SAD with related parallel memory accesses (N = 16).

16 × 16 and the 8 × 8 block SAD computations. The
computation unit can be fully employed. The parallel
memory usage and the assembler kernel of the 16× 16
half-pixel SAD operation for N = 16 are shown in
Fig. 9.
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4.5. Overlapped Block Motion Compensation
(OBMC) for Luminance

For H.263 [19] and MPEG-4 [17], an advanced pre-
diction mode exists, where the four motion vectors
are found for the four 8 × 8 blocks. The SAD re-
sults of the four 8 × 8 blocks are summed and com-
pared with the SAD for the 16 × 16 block. The smaller
SAD value decides, whether this displaced MB is
coded either by MV0 or by MV1, MV2, MV3, MV4.
The creation of each pixel p(i, j), in an 8 × 8 lumi-
nance prediction block is governed by the following
equation:

p(i, j) = (q(i, j) · H0(i, j) + r (i, j) · H1(i, j)

+ s(i, j) · H2(i, j) + 4)/8,

where q(i, j), r (i, j), and s(i, j) are the pixels from the
referenced picture as defined by

q(i, j) = p
(
i + MV 0

x , j + MV 0
y

)
,

r (i, j) = p
(
i + MV 1

x , j + MV 1
y

)
,

s(i, j) = p
(
i + MV 2

x , j + MV 2
y

)
.

Here, (MV 0
x , MV 0

y ) denotes the motion vector for the
current block, (MV 1

x , MV 1
y ) denotes the motion vector

of the block either above or below, and (MV 2
x , MV 2

y )
denotes the motion vector either to the left or right
of the current block. If MV j

i points to a sub sam-
ple position, the respective interpolated pixel values
are employed. The weighting values for the predic-
tion are given by the matrices H0, H1, H2 [17, 19].
However, we follow the principle used in H.263 and
MPEG-4 reference software implementations where
five weighting value matrices (Mc (current), Mt (top),
Mb (bottom), Ml (left), Mr (right)) are employed
[18, 20].

The weighting value matrices are located in the
memory area 1 and the interpolated search-area in the
memory area 2. The resulted 8 × 8 block is stored
into the memory area 0. The access formats 2 × 1,
4×1, 8×1, 8×2 are used to read the weighting value
matrices and to write the resulted 8 × 8 block, when
the N is 2, 4, 8, 16, respectively. The block pixels from
the interpolated area are read using the access formats
2 × 1s, 4 × 1s, 8 × 1s, 8 × 2s, when the N is 2, 4, 8, 16,
respectively. The goal is to keep the actual computation
unit busy in every cycle.

The computation unit can be kept busy, except dur-
ing writing the result into the memory. During the
computation, both of the busses are needed for load-
ing the input operands. Writing the result requires one
bus, thus delaying the computation task. The paral-
lel memory usage and the assembler kernel of the
8 × 8 OBMC operation for N = 16 are shown in
Fig. 10.

4.6. IDCT

The 2D DCT and the 2D IDCT are used to exploit
the spatial correlation. Their generally used property
is that they can be computed by first performing 1D
transformation for the rows of 8 × 8 block and after
that for the columns of the resulting 8 × 8 block. The
N × N two-dimensional IDCT is defined as:

f (x, y) = 2

N

N−1∑
u=0

N−1∑
v=0

C(u)C(v)F(u, v)

· cos
(2x + 1)uπ

2N
cos

(2y + 1)vπ

2N

with u, v, x, y = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, where x, y are
spatial coordinates in the sample domain, and u, v are
coordinates in the transform domain. Furthermore, the
scaling factor is given by

C(u), C(v) =
⎧⎨
⎩

1√
2

for u, v = 0

1 otherwise

We employ the symmetric 1×8 IDCT signal flow graph
shown in Fig. 11.

When the 8 × 8 block is stored to the memory area
0 and the cosine coefficients to the memory area 1,
they can be accessed in parallel. The access formats
2×1, 2×2, 2×4, 2×8 are used for the row transforms
and the access formats 2 × 1, 4 × 1, 8 × 1, 16 × 1
for the column transforms, when the N is 2, 4, 8, 16,
respectively. The cosine coefficients can be accessed
using the 2×1 access format, since only one coefficient
is needed at a time. This coefficient can be broadcasted
through the interconnection network to all subwords.

The access formats support the transposition opera-
tion between the row and the column transformations.
A 16-bit value occupies two subsequent 8-bit loca-
tions in i-direction, when starting from i = 0. The
unaligned access property is not necessary. The par-
allel memory usage and the assembler kernel of the
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8x8 OBMC function implementation (N =16)
Load / Store via Bus X Load / Store via Bus Y Computation

0 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 4 ldy r0, 8x2, 0, 56  !Mc
1 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 7, 3 ldy r0, 8x2, 8, 56  !Mt mul16b r0, r1
2 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 2, 7 ldy r0, 8x2, 16, 56  !Mb maclr16b r0, r1
3 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 2, 0 ldy r0, 8x2, 24, 56  !Mr maclr16b r0, r1
4 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 6, 8 ldy r0, 8x2, 32, 56  !Ml maclr16b r0, r1
5 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 8 ldy r0, 8x2, 0, 58  !Mc maclr16b r2, r0, r1, 8
6 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 7, 7 ldy r0, 8x2, 8, 58  !Mt mul16b r0, r1
7 stx r2, s0, 8x2, 0, 0
8 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s,  2,11 ldy r0, 8x2, 16, 58  !Mb maclr16b r0, r1
9 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 2, 4 ldy r0, 8x2, 24, 58  !Mr maclr16b r0 ,r1

10 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s,6, 12 ldy r0, 8x2, 32, 58  !Ml maclr16b r0, r1
11 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 12 ldy r0, 8x2, 0, 60  !Mc maclr16b r2, r0, r1, 8
12 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 7, 11 ldy r0, 8x2, 8, 60  !Mt mul16b r0, r1
13 stx r2, s0, 8x2, 0, 2
14 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 2, 15 ldy r0, 8x2, 16, 60  !Mb maclr16b r0, r1
15 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 2, 8 ldy r0, 8x2, 24, 60  !Mr maclr16b r0, r1
16 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s ,6, 16 ldy r0, 8x2, 32, 60  !Ml maclr16b r0, r1
17 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 3, 16 ldy r0, 8x2, 0, 62  !Mc maclr16b r2, r0, r1, 8
18 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 7, 15 ldy r0, 8x2, 8, 62  !Mt mul16b r0, r1
19 stx r2, s0, 8x2, 0, 4
20 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 2, 19 ldy r0, 8x2, 16, 62  !Mb maclr16b r0, r1
21 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 2, 12 ldy r0, 8x2, 24, 62  !Mr maclr16b r0, r1
22 ldx r1, s2, 8x2s, 6, 20 ldy r0, 8x2, 32, 62  !Ml maclr16b r0, r1
23 maclr16b r2, r0, r1, 8
24

25 stxr2,s0,8x2,0,6

Figure 10. Assembler instruction kernel for 8 × 8 OBMC with related parallel memory accesses (N = 16).
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Figure 11. 1 × 8 IDCT flow.

8 × 8 IDCT row transforms for N = 16 are shown in
Fig. 12.

5. Performance Comparison
of the Memory Architectures

In this section, performances of the parallel memory,
byte- and word-addressable memories are compared in
terms of cycle and instruction counts. We shortly de-
scribe how data reordering is done with byte- and word-
addressable architectures. Then performance tables are
shown and analyzed function by function. Finally, short
comparison is given.

5.1. Data Reordering Methods Used with Byte-
and Word-Addressable Memories

We use four different methods to deal with data reorder-
ing problem efficiently. Namely, interpolated data is not

interleaved, align instruction is used, mix instructions
are used, and additional execution unit only for align
and mix instructions is considered.

In our parallel memory case we have sparse access
formats, which can efficiently access every other pix-
els. This property is useful in interpolated image area
processing. Without these sparse access formats data
would need to be interleaved with assembler instruc-
tions in register file during interpolation process. Fur-
thermore, functions reading a data from the interpo-
lated area would need to load 2 words to obtain 1 word
(when every other pixels are wanted) and assembler
instructions for extraction of the wanted data. In our
example cases, additional overhead would be needed
for half-pel SADs, interpolation, and OBMC func-
tions, when byte- and word-addressable memory ar-
chitectures are employed. However, to avoid this over-
head, we change the storage scheme of the interpolated
data for the byte- and word-addressable memories. In
Fig. 13, a conventional and a modified interpolated
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8x8 IDCT function row transforms implementation (N = 16)
Load / Store via Bus X Load / Store via Bus Y Computation

0 ldx r0, s0, 2x8, 0, 0 !(N,0) ldy r4, 2x1, 48, 20 !pc0
1 ldx r1, s0, 2x8, 4, 0 !(N,2) ldy r4, 2x1, 50, 20 !pc2 mac8h r5,r0,r4 !A
2 ldx r2, s0, 2x8, 8, 0 !(N,4) ldy r4, 2x1, 52, 20 !pc4 mac8h r5,r1,r4
3 ldx r3, s0, 2x8, 12, 0 !(N,6) ldy r4, 2x1, 54, 20 !pc6 mac8h r5,r2,r4
4 ldy r4, 2x1, 56, 20 !pc0 mac8h r5,r3,r4
5 ldy r4, 2x1, 58, 20 !pc6 mac8h r6,r0,r4 !B
6 ldy r4, 2x1, 60, 20 !mc4 mac8h r6,r1,r4
7 ldy r4, 2x1, 62, 20 !mc2 mac8h r6,r2,r4
8 ldy r4, 2x1, 48, 21 !pc0 mac8h r6,r3,r4
9 ldy r4, 2x1, 50, 21 !mc6 mac8h r7,r0,r4 !C

10 ldy r4, 2x1, 52, 21 !mc4 mac8h r7,r1,r4
11 ldy r4, 2x1, 54, 21 !pc2 mac8h r7,r2,r4
12 ldy r4, 2x1, 56, 21 !pc0 mac8h r7,r3,r4
13 ldy r4, 2x1, 58, 21 !mc2 mac8h r8,r0,r4 !D
14 ldy r4, 2x1, 60, 21 !pc4 mac8h r8,r1,r4
15 ldy r4, 2x1, 62, 21 !mc6 mac8h r8,r2,r4
16 ldx r0, s0, 2x8, 2, 0 !(N,1) ldy r4, 2x1, 48, 22 !pc7 mac8h r8,r3,r4
17 ldx r1, s0, 2x8, 6, 0 !(N,3) ldy r4, 2x1, 50, 22 !mc5 mac8h r9,r0,r4 !E
18 ldx r2, s0, 2x8, 10, 0 !(N,5) ldy r4, 2x1, 52, 22 !pc3 mac8h r9,r1,r4
19 ldx r3, s0, 2x8, 14, 0 !(N,7) ldy r4, 2x1, 54, 22 !mc1 mac8h r9,r2,r4
20 ldy r4, 2x1, 56, 22 !pc5 mac8h r9,r3,r4
21 ldy r4, 2x1, 58, 22 !mc1 mac8h r10,r0,r4 !F
22 ldy r4, 2x1, 60, 22 !pc7 mac8h r10,r1,r4
23 ldy r4, 2x1, 62, 22 !pc3 mac8h r10,r2,r4
24 ldy r4, 2x1, 48, 23 !pc3 mac8h r10,r3,r4
25 ldy r4, 2x1, 50, 23 !mc7 mac8h r11,r0,r4 !G
26 ldy r4, 2x1, 52, 23 !mc1 mac8h r11,r1,r4
27 ldy r4, 2x1, 54, 23 !mc5 mac8h r11,r2,r4
28 ldy r4, 2x1, 56, 23 !pc1 mac8h r11,r3,r4
29 ldy r4, 2x1, 58, 23 !pc3 mac8h r12,r0,r4 !H
30 ldy r4, 2x1, 60, 23 !pc5 mac8h r12,r1,r4
31 ldy r4, 2x1, 62, 23 !pc7 mac8h r12,r2,r4
32 mac8h r12,r3,r4
33 nop
34 add8h r0,r5,r12 !A+H
35 stx r0, s0, 2x8, 0, 0 !(N,0) add8h r0,r6,r11 !B+G
36 stx r0, s0, 2x8, 2, 0 !(N,1) add8h r0,r7,r10 !C+F
37 stx r0, s0, 2x8, 4, 0 !(N,2) add8h r0,r8,r9 !D+E
38 stx r0, s0, 2x8, 6, 0 !(N,3) sub8h r0,r8,r9 !D-E
39 stx r0, s0, 2x8, 8, 0 !(N,4) sub8h r0,r7,r10 !C-F
40 stx r0, s0, 2x8, 10, 0 !(N,5) sub8h r0,r6,r11 !B-G
41 stx r0, s0, 2x8, 12, 0 !(N,6) sub8h r0,r5,r12 !A-H
42 stx r0, s0, 2x8, 14, 0 !(N,7)

Figure 12. Assembler instruction kernel for 8 × 8 IDCT row transforms. Parallel memory accesses are shown for 8 × 8 IDCT (N = 16).
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Figure 13. Interpolated data storage orders for a small block. Figure on the left represents the conventional storage order. The modified storage
scheme is shown in the rightmost figure. Crosses refer to full-pixel locations and lower-case letters to the interpolated half-pixel values.

data storage schemes are shown. The conventional
scheme is typically used in video coding standard doc-
umentations and reference software implementations.
When the modified storage scheme is employed, sparse
access formats are not needed in interpolated data
processing.

With word-addressable memory all memory word
loads are word-aligned. When the wanted data is not
word-aligned and crosses the word boundaries, two
memory loads are needed. In addition, 2 shifts and 1
or operations are needed to extract the wanted word.
An instruction called align is typically provided to
perform this extraction [1]. We employ single cy-
cle align instruction in the case of word-addressable
memory.

A mix instruction picks alternating subwords from
two source registers and places them into the target reg-
ister [1, 3, 21]. We employ single cycle mix instructions
for 16-, 32- and 64-bit subwords in the case of byte-
and word-addressable memories to perform transposi-
tion steps in IDCT function implementation.

We consider additional execution unit for data align
and mix instructions to move the data reordering load
away from the actual computation unit. This addition
would cause the increase in instruction word width
and increase the number of register file ports. Possi-
bly, VLIW technique could be used. With this addi-
tional unit, two memory accesses, one computation in-
struction, and one data reordering instruction can be
executed in every cycle (4 instructions per cycle). We
employ the additional execution unit in the case of byte-
and word-addressable memories to see its effect to the
cycle count numbers.

5.2. Performance Analysis

In Tables 2–4, cycle counts, total instruction, and mem-
ory instruction counts for our example functions are
shown. Different memory architectures and data path
widths are considered. For the word-addressable mem-
ory, and for the byte-addressable memory in the IDCT
case, additional execution unit only for data reordering
is considered.

In our SAD 8 × 8 and SAD16 × 16 example cases,
we consider a block match operation starting from an
unaligned location. Current block data is always cor-
rectly aligned. The parallel and byte-addressable mem-
ories perform equally well in all other cases, except in
the SAD 8 × 8 case with N = 16. In this case with
the byte-addressable memory only half of the available
memory access bandwidth for the search-area is used.
The word-addressable memory performs worse in all
cases, because additional memory load to the search-
area is needed in the beginning of every block row.
Furthermore, align instructions are needed to extract
the wanted words.

In the Ipol 43 × 43 case, all memory architectures
perform equally well except in the N = 16 case, where
the parallel memory architecture uses less cycles, be-
cause the used access formats have better utilization
ratio for this interpolated area size. We assume that
the interpolation starts from an unaligned location and
thus, the word-addressable memory needs additional
align instructions for the input data.

In the OBMC 8×8 case, we assume that all five sur-
rounding blocks come from unaligned locations and
the weighting values from aligned locations. Similarly
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Table 2. Cycle counts for the considered architectures and functions with different data path and data bus widths. In the 2 units cases,
additional execution unit for the data reordering is employed.

Datapath The proposed Byte addressable Word addressable
width in bytes parallel memory memory memory

Function N 1 unit 1 unit 2 units 1 unit 2 units

Cycle counts

SAD 8 × 8 (full- and half-pel) 2 34 34 67 43

4 18 18 35 27

8 10 10 19 19

16 6 10 19 19

SAD 16 × 16 (full- and half-pel) 2 130 130 259 147

4 66 66 131 83

8 34 34 67 51

16 18 18 35 35

Ipol 43 × 43 2 927 927 949 928

4 507 507 651 509

8 255 255 327 257

16 135 171 219 173

OBMC 8 × 8 2 194 194 324 235

4 98 98 164 139

8 50 50 91 91

16 26 46 62 47

IDCT 8 × 8 (1 trans.) 2 658 658 658 658 658

4 330 362 330 362 330

8 166 198 167 198 167

16 86 108 95 108 95

IDCT 8 × 8 (2 trans.) 2 658 658 658 658 658

4 330 394 332 394 332

8 166 230 177 230 177

16 86 132 113 132 113

than in the SAD 8 × 8 case, the parallel and byte-
addressable memories perform equally well except in
the case N = 16. The word-addressable memory per-
forms worse in all cases, because additional memory
load to the interpolated search-area is needed in the
beginning of every block row. Furthermore, align in-
structions are needed to extract the wanted words.

In the IDCT 8×8 case, we consider one or two trans-
position steps. Basically, one transposition is needed
between the row and column transforms and one trans-
position for the final result to get it into the correct
order. However, one transposition step might be per-
formed in the process of VLD (in video decoding),
where we can get transformed coefficients one by one.
At that time, we can transpose the 8 × 8 block im-

mediately and only one transposition step is needed
during the IDCT process [6]. With the byte- and word-
addressable memories we implemented transpositions
using the mix instructions for different sized subwords
and following the principle shown, e.g., in [3, 21]. For
a single 8 × 8 transposition for 16-bit values, we used
32, 32, and 24 mix instructions in the cases N = 4, 8,
and 16, respectively.

5.3. Comparison of Different Data
Memory Architectures

We compared the parallel memory architecture to
the byte- and word-addressable memories in terms
of cycle, total instruction, and memory instruction
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Table 3. Total instruction counts (including memory instructions)
for the considered architectures and functions with different data path
and data bus widths.

Datapath Byte Word
width in Parallel addressable addressable

Function bytes (N ) memory memory memory

Total instruction counts

SAD 8 × 8 (full-
and half-pel)

2 96 96 136

4 48 48 72

8 24 24 40

16 12 16 32

SAD 16 × 16 (full-
and half-pel)

2 384 384 528

4 192 192 272

8 96 96 144

16 48 48 80

Ipol 43 × 43 2 2112 2112 2354

4 1152 1152 1416

8 576 576 708

16 396 384 472

OBMC 8 × 8 2 512 512 712

4 256 256 376

8 128 128 208

16 64 84 124

IDCT 8 × 8
(1 trans.)

2 1408 1408 1408

4 704 736 736

8 352 380 380

16 176 184 184

IDCT 8 × 8
(2 trans.)

2 1408 1408 1408

4 704 768 768

8 352 412 412

16 176 208 208

counts. The SAD, interpolation, OBMC, and IDCT
functions were studied. Table 5 summarizes the results
from all considered function kernel implementations
and shows the performance factors for the byte- and
word-addressable memories when compared to the
parallel memory architecture. The factors are based
on Tables 2–4.

6. Area, Delay, and Power
Consumption Estimations

Area, delay, and power consumption estimations for
the parallel, byte- and word-addressable memories are
discussed in this section.

Table 4. Memory instruction counts for the considered architec-
tures and functions with different data path and data bus widths.

Datapath Byte Word
width in Parallel addressable addressable

Function bytes (N ) memory memory memory

Memory instruction counts

SAD 8 × 8 (full-
and half-pel)

2 64 64 72

4 32 32 40

8 16 16 24

16 8 12 20

SAD 16 × 16 (full-
and half-pel)

2 256 256 272

4 128 128 144

8 64 64 80

16 32 32 48

Ipol 43 × 43 2 1408 1408 1408

4 768 768 768

8 384 384 384

16 264 256 256

OBMC 8 × 8 2 352 352 392

4 176 176 216

8 88 88 128

16 44 64 64

IDCT 8 × 8
(1 trans.)

2 768 768 768

4 384 384 384

8 192 188 188

16 96 80 80

IDCT 8 × 8
(2 trans.)

2 768 768 768

4 384 384 384

8 192 188 188

16 96 80 80

6.1. Implementation Details

Information for the memory modules is obtained us-
ing a simulation tool from a silicon vendor. Mem-
ory module information is based on 0.35 µm CMOS
process. The simulation parameters are: temperature
25◦C, production spread typical (from slow, typical,
fast), and power supply voltage 3.3 V. For power esti-
mations, 100 MHz memory access frequency is con-
sidered. Memory modules are dual-port static RAMs
with macrocell capability for embedded applications,
and support design using 3 and 4 layer metal. Address
computation and interconnection circuits for the sec-
ond port are not considered in this study. In power
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Table 5. Performance factors. Corresponding parallel memory performance equals to 1. Less than 1 is better and more than 1 is worse.

Byte-addressable memory min-max (avg) Word-addressable memory min-max (avg)Datapath
width in

bytes (N ) 1 execution unit 2 execution units 1 execution unit 2 execution units

Performance factors for the byte- and word-addressable memories when compared to the parallel memory (based on Tables 2–4)

Cycle counts 2 1.00–1.00 (1.00) 1.00–1.00 (1.00) 1.00–1.99 (1.44) 1.00–1.26 (1.10)

4 1.00–1.19 (1.05) 1.00–1.01 (1.00) 1.10–1.98 (1.53) 1.00–1.50 (1.20)

8 1.00–1.39 (1.10) 1.00–1.07 (1.01) 1.19–1.97 (1.59) 1.01–1.90 (1.38)

16 1.00–1.77 (1.42) 1.00–1.77 (1.35) 1.26–3.17 (1.98) 1.10–3.17 (1.77)

Total inst counts 2 1.00–1.00 (1.00) 1.00–1.42 (1.22)

4 1.00–1.09 (1.02) 1.05–1.50 (1.29)

8 1.00–1.17 (1.04) 1.08–1.67 (1.38)

16 0.97–1.33 (1.14) 1.05–2.67 (1.62)

Mem inst counts 2 1.00–1.00 (1.00) 1.00–1.13 (1.05)

4 1.00–1.00 (1.00) 1.00–1.25 (1.10)

8 0.98–1.00 (0.99) 0.98–1.50 (1.19)

16 0.83–1.50 (1.10) 0.83–2.50 (1.35)

simulations, only one port of every memory module
is accessed.

Total memory capacity remains the same for all
memory architectures and all data path widths (8192
bytes per bus (X/Y ), 16384 bytes totally). In the par-
allel memory cases, we simply multiplied the obtained
area and power figures for the byte wide memory
module with the number of the memory modules per
bus (N ). The word-addressable memory consists of
one memory module per data bus, except in the case
N = 16. In this case, two memory modules were em-
ployed, because modules only up to N = 8 word width
were available.

The address computation circuits and crossbar inter-
connection networks for the parallel memory were syn-
thesized from VHDL description for 0.35 µm, 5 metal
layer CMOS process. Different process was employed

Table 6. Parallel and word-addressable memory area, delay, and power consumption.

Parallel memory Word addr. memory

N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16 N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16

Bus/memory X Y X Y X Y X Y X Y X Y X Y X Y

Area/mm2 5.32 5.32 6.05 6.04 7.63 7.62 11.15 10.92 4.67 4.67 4.72 4.72 5.06 5.06 5.78 5.78

Delay/ns 6.38 6.38 6.43 6.43 7.73 7.73 9.61 9.61 5.21 5.21 5.28 5.28 5.33 5.33 4.07 4.07

ReadPower/mW 91.1 90.5 141.2 139.4 274.5 271.1 661.0 630.9 59.8 59.8 83.2 83.2 142.7 142.7 238.4 238.4

WritePower/mW 93.1 92.5 155.9 154.0 279.1 275.7 656.3 639.2 71.1 71.1 107.1 107.1 151.8 151.8 263.4 263.4

than for the memory modules. Layouts were gener-
ated and 3 metal layers were used for routings. Area
figures are taken from the layouts. Delays and power
consumption estimations are based on the netlists gen-
erated from the layouts. Power supply voltage is 3.3 V.
In power simulations, new input vector is applied after
every 10 ns (100 MHz). Random, valid input vectors
were employed. The detailed address computation cir-
cuitry is shown in [16].

Area, delay, and power information for the paral-
lel and word-addressable memory architectures are
shown in Table 6. Parallel memory area, delay,
and power figures are corresponding summed values
of address computation circuits, crossbar networks,
and memory modules. Information for the word-
addressable memory is based only on memory module
data.
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6.2. Comparison and Analysis of Different Data
Memory Architectures

When compared to the word-addressable memory, the
parallel memory requires an area larger by a factor of
1.14 to 1.93. The parallel memory has a longer delay
than the word-addressable memory by a factor of 1.22
to 2.36. Pipelining techniques for the parallel memory
could be used to increase the throughput, but are not
considered here. Furthermore, the parallel memory has
higher read (write) power consumption by a factor of
1.51 (1.30) to 2.77 (2.49) than the word-addressable
memory.

Larger area and higher power figures of the parallel
memory are mainly caused by the fragmented mem-
ory module structure. High number of small, simulta-
neously accessed memory modules require consider-
ably more area and power than a single (or few) larger
memory module(s). The delay of the parallel memory

Table 7. Parallel memory area, delay, and power shares (%) for memory modules, address computation, and crossbars.

Parallel memory area, delay, and power shares (%) for different units

Area N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16

Bus/Mem X Y X Y X Y X Y

Mem modules 99.6 99.7 98.5 98.6 95.7 95.8 81.9 83.6

Addr 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.9 0.8 2.5 1.3

Crossbars 0.2 0.2 1.0 1.0 3.4 3.4 15.6 15.1

Delay N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16

Bus/Mem X Y X Y X Y X Y

Mem modules 64.0 64.0 54.9 54.9 41.8 41.8 31.3 31.3

Addr 31.3 31.3 38.9 38.9 44.0 44.0 47.9 47.9

Crossbars 4.7 4.7 6.2 6.2 14.2 14.2 20.8 20.8

Read power N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16

Bus/Mem X Y X Y X Y X Y

Mem modules 97.9 98.6 92.6 93.9 85.9 87.0 64.4 67.5

Addr 1.3 0.6 3.3 2.0 4.0 2.8 5.7 3.4

Crossbars 0.8 0.8 4.1 4.1 10.1 10.2 29.9 29.1

Write power N = 2 N = 4 N = 8 N = 16

Bus/Mem X Y X Y X Y X Y

Mem modules 98.0 98.6 93.4 94.5 86.3 87.3 66.1 67.8

Addr 1.2 0.6 3.0 1.8 3.9 2.7 5.7 3.4

Crossbars 0.8 0.8 3.6 3.7 9.8 10.0 28.2 28.8

consists mainly on address computation and memory
module access. However, area, delay, and power figures
for the crossbar interconnections become increasingly
higher, when N is increased. In Table 7, area, delay, and
power shares for the memory modules, address com-
putation, and crossbar interconnections for the parallel
memory are shown.

Area, delay, and power figures for the byte-
addressable memory are not shown here. However, they
can be roughly estimated from the information for the
parallel memory. When byte-addressable memory is
implemented using byte-wide memory modules, the
memory module structure is the same than in the paral-
lel memory case. Similar crossbar interconnection net-
works can be employed also for the byte-addressable
memory. At least, their control circuitry can be some-
what simpler, which lowers the area and power cost.
Also, the needed address computation logic can be sim-
pler and somewhat faster.
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Parallel memory functions and access schemes for
video coding can be found also for larger values of
N [22]. However, increasing memory module and
crossbar area and power figures can make them less
feasible. A variety of different sized crossbar designs
are discussed in detail in [23, 24].

7. Parallel Memory Summary

In this section, parallel memory benefits, drawbacks,
and limitations are summarized. In addition, we shortly
describe, how we ended up to the proposed parallel
memory architecture.

7.1. Parallel Memory Benefits

Parallel memory architecture can make possible opti-
mal memory accesses in terms of alignment and band-
width. In some cases, reducing the needed memory op-
erations is possible. Further, no excessive reordering in
the register file with assembler commands is needed,
because the data reordering is mainly included into load
and store instructions. Thus, processing becomes faster
and requires less of instructions. Reduced number of
instructions may ease the programming work and can
make instruction scheduling easier. Further, the load of
the VLIW unit performing the data reordering is sig-
nificantly lowered (in case the VLIW architecture is
employed). Some algorithm implementations may use
less of registers, since the data need not to be gath-
ered into the register file for reordering. Thus, algo-
rithm implementation for the processor becomes more
straightforward. In other words, part of the complexity
of the processor architecture and application algorithm
implementation is moved into the internal data mem-
ory architecture. Power consumption of the core is de-
creased, when the number of instructions is reduced.
In some cases, the processor core may need fewer in-
struction slots (in VLIW) and thus, fewer register file
ports, leading to smaller silicon area, and lower power
consumption of the core. Memory space is divided into
smaller memory modules having smaller access delay.
When memory architecture is pipelined, smaller time
period may be employed per stage.

7.2. Parallel Memory Drawbacks and Limitations

Enhanced memory access capabilities are more or less
application specific. Finding the most suitable access

formats for the application requires a throughout study
of the application. Further, designing the parallel mem-
ory architecture with the conflict-free, application spe-
cific access formats is more complex task than employ-
ing conventional memory architecture.

Parallel memory with large number of memory mod-
ules requires more area and power when compared
to the conventional single module word-addressable
memory. Additional crossbar connections and address
computation circuits are needed. These increase fur-
ther the needed silicon area, power consumption, and
total memory access delay. Careful trade-off planning
might be needed to compare the obtained benefits and
increased cost.

7.3. How We Ended up to the Proposed System

We approached parallel memory architecture design-
ing for video encoding application from two different
directions.

• In the first approach, we closely studied the video
coding standard, reference C software for the stan-
dard, simulated and profiled the reference software,
and study publications dealing with video coding im-
plementations. This way we find out the tasks, where
most of the execution time was spent and which func-
tions contain SIMD type data parallelism. We con-
centrated on these functions. Typically, these func-
tions have tight for or while loops where most of the
execution time is spent. From these loops, memory
referencing of the function can be extracted. This
memory referencing behavior states the access for-
mats for the parallel memory architecture. In this ap-
proach, information for parallel memory designing
can be obtained from high-level reference descrip-
tions in the design phase of the processor. However,
it can be difficult to see if the memory architecture
really needs to support some access format or if the
code could be modified to change the memory access
behavior so that particular memory access enhance-
ment is not anymore needed. As a result, larger num-
ber of needed memory access enhancements might
be detected that is actually needed. The following
second approach can lead to simpler parallel mem-
ory architecture design.

• In the second approach, parallel memory access
schemes could be seen as a tool to solve memory
access and bandwidth restrictions for an existing
processor design. When we already have a software
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simulator for the processor architecture, we can im-
plement video coding functions. At least, the parts
where most of the time is spent can be written man-
ually using assembler language. In this phase, we
must closely go through the functions and we may
detect that some memory access restriction in the
current architecture is difficult to go over. It can
be detected that some particular memory access en-
hancement could significantly ease the programming
work and/or improve the execution speed and code
density of the application. Then, the memory access
enhancement could be implemented using parallel
memory techniques. This way we can also find more
compact parallel memory architecture for our de-
sign, since the parallel memory architecture is used
only to solve our identified, real problems, which
may not be solved efficiently using current resources
of the processor. When we have a fixed instruction
set, processor model, and software simulator, it is
easier to find optimization possibilities and different
implementation ways for the functions. Thus, some
memory access restriction might be solved using dif-
ferent implementation way and no memory access
enhancement is needed for that restriction, leading
to simpler memory architecture implementation.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we constructed video coding function ex-
amples using the parallel data memory efficiently. The
examples were given for the different data bus (and
data path) widths N = 2, 4, 8, 16 bytes (or 16, 32,
64, and 128 bits). We showed that the parallel memory
could keep the data path fully utilized in many video
coding function implementations. This led to the max-
imum utilization of the computation resources, which
was our actual goal.

We compared the parallel memory architecture to
the byte- and word-addressable memories in terms
of cycle, total instruction, and memory instruction
counts. SAD, interpolation, OBMC, and IDCT func-
tions were studied. When compared to the parallel
memory, the word-addressable memory requires av-
erage cycle count higher by a factor of 1.44–1.98
(from Table 5, 1 execution unit, average values).
When compared to the parallel memory, the word-
addressable memory requires an average total instruc-
tion count (memory instruction count) higher by a fac-
tor of 1.22–1.62 (1.05–1.35) (from Table 5, average
values).

Implementation cost of the parallel memory ar-
chitecture was estimated and compared to the con-
ventional memory architectures. When the parallel
memory architecture is constructed from a large num-
ber of small memory modules, area and power con-
sumption are increased, when compared to the word-
addressable memory. Additional address computation
circuitry and interconnection networks further increase
the area, delay, and power of the parallel memory.
When compared to the word-addressable memory, the
parallel memory requires the area larger by a fac-
tor of 1.14–1.93. The parallel memory has a longer
delay than the word-addressable memory by a fac-
tor of 1.22–2.36. Pipelining techniques for the par-
allel memory could be used to increase the through-
put, but are not considered here. Furthermore, the
parallel memory has higher read (write) power con-
sumption by a factor of 1.51–2.77 (1.30–2.49) than
the word-addressable memory. Byte-addressable mem-
ory implemented using byte-wide memory modules
is closer to the proposed parallel memory in terms
of area, delay, power, cycle counts, and instruction
counts.

Thus, according to our simulations, careful trade-
off planning might be needed to compare the obtained
benefits and cost of the parallel memory.
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Byte and Modulo Addressable Parallel Memory Architecture for Video Coding
Jarno K. Tanskanen, Tero Sihvo, and Jarkko Niittylahti

Abstract—This paper proposes an internal data memory ar-
chitecture supporting byte and modulo addressing for processors
having subword parallel processing capability, or alternatively,
multiple SIMD-connected processing elements on-chip. Byte-ad-
dessable memory efficiently relieves the data word alignment
problem in motion estimation block matching. In addition, a
special modulo addressing allows part of the bytes in a word to be
accessed simultaneously from the both ends of a circular buffer.
With the modulo-addressable memory, the external memory ban-
drwidth can be significantly reduced, while preserving efficient
memory access performance in block-matching operations. The
proposed data memory architecture consists of parallel memory
modules, address computation circuitry, and data permutation
network. Designs for different data bus widths ( � 2, 4, 8 bytes)
are considered.

Index Terms—Byte addressing, circular addressing, modulo ad-
dressing, parallel memory, video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN media processors, digital signal processors
(DSPs), and general-purpose processors are able to

fully or partially perform challenging video coding tasks (e.g.,
H.263, MPEG-4). For applications, where improved accuracy
is needed, there are powerful processors employing wide data
paths. In video coding applications, however, we operate on 8-
and 16-bit operands and a wide data path would be inefficiently
exploited. A widely spread technique is to modify the data path
so that multiple subwords can be simultaneously processed
in parallel. This is similar to a single instruction–multiple
data (SIMD) principle used in parallel processor architecture
classifications.

Internal data memory can consist of a single memory module,
where the data is accessed in word locations. We call this kind of
memory word-addressable. Word-addressable memory works
perfectly and data path resources can be fully utilized, when the
data to be accessed is aligned according to word locations. Un-
fortunately, in video coding this is not always the case, which
complicates the utilization of subword parallelism. Especially,
motion estimation would benefit from an efficient unaligned
memory access, where a data word can be accessed starting from
any byte address. We call this kind of memory a byte-address-
able memory. Another useful memory property is the support for
a special modulo addressing mode that allows seamless search
area reuse without any special treatment for search area discon-
tinuities. In this paper, we describe a byte-addressable parallel
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memory architecture supporting a special modulo addressing
mode.

The need for byte-addressability is well recognized and it
is somehow solved in all major multimedia enhanced proces-
sors. Intel Pentium MMX [1], Texas Instruments C62x [2],
StarCore [3], and TriMedia [4] architectures provide no special
instruction set support for unaligned access. The addresses
of all memory accesses must be naturally aligned, and the
byte-aligned data word extraction requires a combination of
a left shift, right shift, and bitwise OR instructions. Sun Ul-
traSparc VIS [5], Motorola PowerPC AltiVec [6], and Silicon
Graphics MIPS V ISA [7] extensions and SuperH SH-5 [8]
architecture provide better support for unaligned access by
allowing the use of unaligned addresses together with a special
instruction for extracting the desired byte-aligned data word.
Similar data realignment is also supported in Equator MAP-CA
[9] architecture.

Some of the architectures rely on data memory system sup-
port for misaligned access. These architectures provide proper
data alignment in hardware. For example, Intel Pentium III pro-
cessor with SSE [10] and ARMv6 [11] support unaligned ac-
cess. The disadvantage of these architectures is that a single
misaligned access is slower than an aligned access. Hewlett-
Packard PA-RISC [12] architecture has native support for un-
aligned access. Thus, there is no speed or bandwidth penalty
for unaligned access. The unaligned access capability was actu-
ally present before the introduction of subword parallelism with
MAX-1 and MAX-2 extensions [13]. A memory architecture
supporting nonaligned memory access is presented in [14]. Its
application area is in processing of network protocol headers.
Analog Devices TigerSHARC [15] architecture addresses the
data alignment problem with a data alignment buffer (DAB).
The buffer holds the previously accessed data word which, in
conjunction with the currently accessed data word, can form a
byte-aligned data word. Texas Instruments C64x [2] supports
unaligned memory access and circular addressing mode where
an unaligned data word can wrap around the boundary of a cir-
cular buffer. One unaligned data access or two aligned data ac-
cesses are possible per clock cycle. Thus, unaligned access has a
bandwidth penalty. An eight-way VLIW multimedia processor
[16] has an advanced cache mechanism with separate instruction
and data caches. The parallel memory described in this paper is
similar to this data cache. However, the support for modulo ad-
dressing with subword wrap-around is not mentioned in [16].

A video signal processor [17] comprises sixteen 16-bit
on-chip memory modules, 16 processing units, and an arith-
metic unit for integrating the partial results. The unaligned
access and search area reuse for motion estimation are achieved
with the aid of an interleaved memory organization, by rear-
ranging the data flow from memory modules to the processing
units, and by redistributing the operations of the processing

1051-8215/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Example processor architecture block diagram.

units. A programmable video signal processor (PVSP) for
motion estimation and motion compensation [18] employs a
parallel memory architecture called D2M. Two-dimensional
D2M contains 16 byte-wide memory modules and supports
byte-aligned and circular addressing. The parallel memory ar-
chitecture described in this paper is similar to D2M. However,
our memory is one-dimensional and we use different address
functions than in [18]. In general, we consider a parallel
memory with byte-aligned data access and circular addressing
to be very useful for subword parallel processors performing
video coding with motion estimation. In this paper, we try to
emphasize its benefits and drawbacks through some examples
and comparisons to more conventional approaches.

II. EXAMPLE PROCESSOR AND MEMORY ARCHITECTURE

The example processor has a fixed-point data path that sup-
ports SIMD type subword parallelism. We consider multiple-ac-
cess memory architecture, which is typical to DSP processors.
One program memory and two data memories (X and Y) with
distinct address and data busses enable one program instruction
fetch, one X, and one Y memory data access per instruction
cycle. Both data buses have their own address generation units
(AGUs). A direct memory access (DMA) controller takes care
of the data transfers between the internal and external memories
and it can hide them behind the actual computation. The internal
data memories are dual-ported. One port is reserved for the pro-
cessor core register load/store instructions and the other port for
the DMA transfers. The proposed parallel memory architecture
is located in X-Mem, Y-Mem, or in the both of the blocks in
Fig. 1. The data bus, memory, and computation register widths
are equal to the data path width 2, 4, or 8 bytes.

The use of the proposed parallel memory architecture is not
only restricted for this example processor architecture. How-
ever, we do not consider any cache functionality, which may
restrict its direct use to the DSP based architectures and algo-
rithms, where the data transfers between the internal and the ex-
ternal memories are highly predictable, and therefore, manual
DMA control can be easily performed.

Fig. 2. Modulo addressing visualized. Shading refers to the access.

III. ADDRESSING MODES

A. Byte and Word Addressing

We assume that the word-addressable memory is simply
constructed from a single word wide memory module, whereas
the byte-addressable parallel memory is constructed from
several byte wide memory modules to be accessed in parallel.
The access capability of the word-addressable memory is
restricted and the byte address must fulfill the condition

0, when 2, 4, or 8 bytes. For the byte-ad-
dressable memory the byte address is unrestricted.

B. Modulo Addressing Mode

The requirements for the modulo addressing set by the
memory architecture are: 1) the size of the circular buffer must
be multiple of (to guarantee conflict-free access); and 2)
the starting or the base address of the circular buffer must be
divisible by . (The base address is restricted to make the
address computation circuitry simpler.)

Three parameters needed for the modulo addressing are: a
base address of a circular buffer , a value representing the
circular buffer size in bytes (the modulo value) BufferSize, and
an index to the buffer . The effective byte address is the
sum of the base address and the index .
Typically, the index value can be updated prior to (pre-decre-
ment/increment) or after (post-decrement/increment) the load or
store operation. To guarantee that the next address cannot wrap
around the buffer more than once in one operation, the absolute
update value must be less than or equal to the buffer size.

If the resulting indices for some of the bytes (or memory mod-
ules) of the word become negative, the modulo value is added
to these indices. On the other hand, if the resulting indices are
greater than or equal to the circular buffer size (modulo value),
the circular buffer size is subtracted from these indices.

Modulo addressing mode for the proposed parallel memory
architecture for is visualized in Fig. 2. The circular buffer
starts from and has a size of 48 bytes. In Fig. 2, we
see four memory accesses, where the index is incremented
by one, access by access. This illustrates how the accessed data
word is wrapped or rotated from the end to the beginning of the
circular buffer.

IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES FOR MOTION ESTIMATION

A. Cycle and Instruction Count Reduction in a Block Match

The assembler instruction kernels for an 8 8 block match
in an unaligned location in the search area are shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Assembler kernels for unaligned 8� 8 SAD. CC refers to clock cycle.

We consider dual data bus architecture (Fig. 1). The data bus
and data path width is given by the parameter (32 bits).
Two memory accesses together with two other operations can
be executed in every cycle. This can be realized using very long
instruction word (VLIW) architecture.

For more illustrative representation, the address for the load
wordinstructionisgiventwo-dimensionallyinhorizontalandver-
tical coordinates . The effective byte address is directly re-
latedtothesecoordinates .
Each coordinate point refers to a byte and the address of the first
byte is given in the load instruction, e.g., when the
load instruction r1, , loads the bytes (0,0), (1,0), (2,0), (3,0)
to the register r1 (when ). The search area is stored row by
rowin theYmemorystartingfromthecoordinate (0,0).Similarly,
the reference block is stored row by row in the X memory starting
from the coordinate (0,0). The block match starts from the search
area location (1,0).

We use sum of absolute differences (SAD) instruction, which
computes SAD for 4 subwords simultaneously. Align is an in-
struction for extracting an unaligned word from two aligned
words.

In an unaligned block match location, the word-addressable
memory requires larger cycle and instruction counts compared
to the byte-addressable memory. The ratios of the cycle and in-
struction counts between the memories depend on (Table I).

TABLE I
RATIOS OF THE SAD FUNCTION CYCLE AND INSTRUCTION COUNTS IN AN

UNALIGNED SEARCH AREA LOCATION

The differences are mainly due to one extra memory load re-
quired in each row of the block in the case of word-address-
able memory. In addition, align instructions are needed with the
word-addressable memory.

B. External Memory Bandwidth Reduction in Search Area
Loading

Fig. 4 illustrates the search area reuse. The numbered squares
represent the macroblocks to be coded and the square with
three segments represents the 48 48 search area. The coding
of the first five macroblocks is shown. In the simple search area
loading, we always load the whole search area into the internal
data memory. In the modulo search area loading, on the other
hand, we exploit the search area needed in coding the previous
macroblock and we only load the new part of the search area.
Thus, we exploit the data redundancy in horizontal or mac-
roblock row direction. The search area loading itself does not
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Fig. 4. Previous search area reuse visualized.

require the use of modulo addressing mode (Section III-B) but
the block matching operations performed in the modulo loaded
search area do.

We process a frame macroblock by macroblock and load/store
the data from/to the external frame memory for a single mac-
roblock processing at a time. According to our studies, the
needed total external memory bandwidth with simple search area
loading is 10.9and 43.4 MB/s forQCIF@30fps and CIF@30fps,
respectively. From these figures, the search area loading takes
63% in both cases. With the modulo search area loading the total
external memory bandwidth is reduced to 6.7 and 26.0 MB/s for
QCIF@30 fps and CIF@30 fps, respectively.

To reuse the search area, the center of the search area must
move on horizontal axis. We assume that the center of the search
is always at a zero motion vector location and the needed search
area is taken around it.

V. PARALLEL MEMORY ARCHITECTURE

Parallel memory storage schemes have been under active re-
search for a long time. They have been especially used for con-
structing data memories for high-performance array, parallel,
and vector processors, and frame buffers for graphical display
systems [19]. In this section, the proposed parallel memory ar-
chitecture is described in detail. Y-Mem (X-Mem) in Fig. 1 is
substituted by the following architecture.

We consider the address computation and permutation cir-
cuits only for the processor side memory port. For the DMA,
the byte and modulo addressing are not necessarily needed, and
consequently, no additional address computation or permutation
are required.

A. Proposed Parallel Memory Architecture

Fig. 5 shows the proposed parallel memory architecture
for . The main building blocks, namely memory mod-

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the proposed parallel memory architecture and a
memory access example.

ules, address calculation circuits, and permutation network,
are shown. To demonstrate the functionality of the parallel
memory, permutation network, and module and address assign-
ment functions, an example access is visualized.

B. Module and Address Assignment Functions

We employ a well-known interleaved scheme to distribute
the data between the memory modules. The module assignment
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Fig. 6. Address calculation circuits � , when � � � � � �� � �, for (a) the byte-addressable and (b) the byte- and modulo-addressable parallel memory
architecture. Optimized version of the address calculation circuitry shown in (c) only employs two (a) or (b) circuits (instead of � circuits).

function determines the index of the memory
module containing the data referred by address . The address
inside the memory module is determined by the address assign-
ment function .

Only one address is provided in the load or store instruc-
tion. However, a separate address must be generated for each
memory module. Fig. 6(a) shows the address computation cir-
cuitry for the byte-addressable parallel memory and Fig. 6(b) for
the parallel memory architecture supporting both the byte and
modulo addressing. An optimized address computation circuit
is shown in Fig. 6(c). This is a similar optimization that is used
in [16], [18]. The ROM contents for different bus widths are
shown in Table II. Since the number of ROM locations is small,
they can be most efficiently constructed using logic gates. The
permutation network control is also simple because the network
has to only perform different rotations. The control signals
for Fig. 6 are defined in Fig. 7.

VI. AREA, DELAY, AND POWER CONSUMPTION ESTIMATIONS

For simulations, we consider only one memory (X or Y in
Fig. 1) having size of 8192 bytes. The information for the dual-
port SRAM memory modules is based on a 0.35- m CMOS
process. Designs with three or four metal layers are supported.
The simulation parameters are: temperature 25 C, production

spread typical, and power supply voltage 3.3 V. For power es-
timations, the memory access frequency is 100 MHz and only
one port of each memory module is accessed.

The address computation circuits [Fig. 6(c)] and separate,
multiplexer based read and write crossbar permutation networks
were synthesized from VHDL description for 0.35- m, five-
metal-layer CMOS process. Different process was employed
than for the memory modules. To take wiring into account, area,
delay, and power estimations are based on the generated post-
layouts. Three metal layers were used for routing. The word-ad-
dressable memory information is based only on memory module
data.

Area, delay, and power information is shown in Table III. For
the parallel memory, the shares from the total area are 0.5%
for the address computation, 0.1%–1.5% for the interconnection
networks, and 98.0%–99.4% for the memory modules. Corre-
sponding shares for the delay are 31.8%–35.8%, 3.2%–15.5%,
and 50.3%–65.0% and for the power consumption 3.2%–4.2%,
0.6%–5.0%, and 91.7%–95.3%, respectively. The exact shares
depend on the word width .

VII. CONCLUSION

The unaligned block matching operations of the motion
estimation can significantly benefit from the byte-addressable
memory: motion estimation cycle count is reduced, full SAD
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TABLE II
CONTENTS OF THE ROM MEMORIES

Fig. 7. Signal definitions for the modulo addressing.

instruction utilization is achieved, the number of the alignment
and memory instructions for motion estimation is reduced, and
easier programming is obtained. With a modulo addressable
memory, the external memory bandwidth can be significantly
reduced, while preserving efficient memory access performance
in block matching operations.

The proposed architecture, however, has certain drawbacks
compared to the conventional word-addressable memory

TABLE III
AREA, DELAY, AND POWER CONSUMPTION

consisting of a single, wide memory module per X/Y data
bus. The parallel memory is more complex to implement, has
1.35–1.80 times higher power consumption per memory access,
requires by a factor of 1.14–1.47 larger area, and has a factor
of 1.16–1.21 longer memory access delay. These issues partly
diminish the obtained benefits.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present new parallel memory access schemes for 

efficient use in H.263 video encoding with on-chip parallel 

processors. Since video processing has variable demand for 

computational power depending on optional coding modes, picture 

resolution, desired frame rate, compression ratio, and quality etc., 

we propose new flexible parallel memory access schemes in 

scalable processor architecture with )6,5,4(,2 == nN n  parallel 

processors. The necessary module assignment functions are 

described in detail. These parallel memory access schemes provide 

a solution to the increased need of memory bandwidth when the 

number of processors is increased. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Some years ago, the very high computation power required in 

video processing was achieved with dedicated circuits for different 

video coding algorithms, like discrete cosine transform (DCT), 

motion estimation (ME), and variable length coding (VLC). 

Implementations required multiple ASIC chips. Nowadays, a video 

codec core can be one part of a single larger chip. Furthermore, 

evolving video coding standards have a need for more and more 

flexible architecture. Therefore, programmable on-chip parallel 

processor architectures are a very attractive solution. Many parallel 

processor implementations, suitable for image and video 

processing, already exist, e.g., highly parallel DSP (HiPAR) with 

four or sixteen parallel data paths [1,2], highly parallel single-chip 

video DSP with four parallel processing units [3], and parallel DSP 

for mobile multimedia processing with four parallel data paths [4]. 

Using the most recent processing technology or/and keeping 

features of the processing units (e.g., number of registers, 

instruction set, amount of private program/data memory, width of 

datapath) as small as possible, the number of on-chip processing 

units and processing power can be increased. Flexibility is 

provided by programmability and parallel memory with supporting 

access formats for different operations. In this paper, we 

concentrate to describe the necessary access formats and module 

assignment functions for H.263 encoding operations. 

The operations of the hybrid coding scheme (like H.263) can be 

divided into low level tasks, medium level tasks, and control 

operations [5]. The low-level tasks are computationally intensive, 

regular operations with data-independent function [6], thus lending 

themselves to the SIMD type of parallel processing. The low-level 

tasks have completely regular data and control flow, but they 

require more than 85% of the overall computational rate of the 

hybrid coding scheme [7]. The parallel memory mappings 

described in this paper are mainly intended for the low-level 

operations. However, parallel data can also be converted to serial 

data using shift registers. 

The memory bandwidth can be significantly increased by using 

several parallel memory modules. The idea is to map the data to 

different memory modules. This leads to only one access per 

memory module at a time, thus conflict-free access can be 

achieved. If several simultaneous requests per memory module are 

made, they must proceed sequentially requiring more cycles. In 

many cases, the operands for parallel processing can be stored so 

that conflict-free access to certain patterns is possible, e.g., rows, 

columns, blocks, forward- and backward-diagonals [8-13]. These 

are called the access formats. The skewing scheme, or the module 

assignment function S(.), defines how the data is stored to the 

memory modules. In general, the functions used for this purpose 

are linear [12,13] or so called XOR-schemes [14,15]. However, for 

our purposes multiperiodic functions or so called diamond schemes 

[8,16] showed to be very useful. The skewing schemes proposed in 

this paper provide an efficient solution for a high bandwidth on-

chip memory for SIMD type parallel H.263 encoding with 16, 32, 

or 64 processors. The case for 4 processors has been shown in [17]. 

Since the case of 4 processors can be quite easily extended to the 

case of 8 processors, they are not considered here in detail. 

2. H.263 VIDEO ENCODING 

In the H.263 standard [18], a single frame is composed of a 

luminance picture and two chrominance pictures. A macroblock 

consists of 1616×  block of luminance pixels and the corresponding 

two 88×  blocks of chrominance pixels. This block format is called 

the 0:2:4  format. The encoding is performed on macroblock by 

macroblock basis. 

2.1 Parallel Processing of Algorithms 

In H.263 and in many other image and video compression 

standards, 2D DCT is used to exploit the spatial correlation. 2D 

DCT is separable, thus it can be calculated with 1D transforms by 

using row-column decomposition [19]. There is no need for data 

transfers between the row transforms or between the column 

transforms of 88×  block. Every row transform and every column 

transform can be processed independently by different processors. 

Thus, every 88 ×  block is processed by 8 processors. When the 

number of processors is 16, 32, and 64, then 2, 3, and 6 88×
blocks can be processed in parallel, respectively. When six 88×
blocks (macroblock) have to be processed, they are stored to 
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memory in a 32 ×  order and can be handled in parallel using row 

and column parallel memory access formats shown in Figure 1. 

In full-pixel motion estimation, a block taken from the restricted 

search area of previously decoded luminance picture is subtracted 

from the luminance part of current macroblock and a cumulative 

sum of absolute differences (SAD) is calculated. The SAD 

calculation is performed for 88×  or 1616×  pixel blocks. When the 

blocks are processed, the absolute differences summed up by each 

processor are summed together for decision making. All processors 

operate on the same block. Parallel memory is accessed using 

block type access formats shown in Figure 1. Quantization and 

inverse quantization are performed using these same access 

formats, if the DC coefficient of top left corner of 88×  block can 

be quantized differently than the AC coefficients. In addition, these 

block type access formats are exploited efficiently by macroblock 

clipping and coding mode decision operations.  

The half-pixel motion estimation is usually performed in the eight 

locations around the founded full-pixel location. If the search area 

is interpolated, we need sparse block access formats, which access 

only every other pixel in the search-area. These formats would be 

very useful also in interpolation, motion compensation, and motion 

prediction. Memory mappings for these accesses are shown in 

Figure 2.  

Using above discussed access formats, macroblocks can be 

scanned for different operations. Every value of the certain access 

format is directed to the different processor through the crossbar 

interconnection between the processors and the memories.  

Since all processors have access to the same macroblock, only 

reasonable amount of storage space is needed. However, only part 

of the needed memory area is shown in Figures 1 and 2. In reality, 

additional storage space for intermediate and final results of the 

encoding/decoding chain is needed. It is also necessary to have 

space for the whole search-area in motion estimation. For all the 

parallel processors, only parallel data memory and single program 

memory is needed.   

3. PARALLEL MEMORY ACCESS 

The memory space can be interpreted as a 2D area 0,:),( ≥jiji ,

where the location )0,0(  is at the top left corner of the area. The 

memory module, where the value of coordinate point ),( ji  is 

stored, is given by the module assignment function )(⋅S . Module 

assignment functions must be conflict-free for memory access 

formats specified in Figures 1 and 2. This means that every point in 

access format refers to different memory modules. The numbers in 

the coordinate figures refer to the memory module, where the value 

of that coordinate point is stored. For our access formats in Figure 

1, multiperiodic functions called “diamond schemes” [8,16] proved 

to be conflict-free and easy to implement.  

The multiperiodic functions used here have the following general 

form: 

)()( 2121 rSlvkvrS lk ππ=++ ,           (1) 

where the basic domain (spanned by the vectors 1v  and 2v ) is 

permutated by the functions k
1π  and l

2π  along the i-axis and j-axis, 

respectively. The exponents k  and l  are functions of i  and j

coordinates of the point r . These two permutations, k
1π  and l

2π ,

are commuting, i.e. kllk
1221 ππππ = . The above described modulo 

assignment function can also be modified to the following form:  

),(),,,( 21 jiSlkjiS lk ′′=′′ ππ ,  (2) 

where i′  and j′  run only through the basic domain specified by 

the 1v  and 2v . Thus, the memory mapping of the basic domain is 

determined by ),( jiS ′′ . For example, in Figure 1c the basic domain 

is the upper-left 88×  block, and the other blocks are permutations 

of that block. Well-chosen permutations enable the conflict-free 

accesses with given access formats to all six 88×  blocks. Now we 

specify the needed information for the cases in Figure 1, when the 

above described multiperiodic modulo assignment function is used.  

Case 1: Number of processors 16=N :

Basis vectors: )0,8(1 =v , )2,0(2 =v .

Coordinates:  ,8modii =′ ,2modjj =′

,
8

i
�
�

�
�
�

�=k .
2

j
�
�

�
�
�

�=l

Permutations: 16mod)8()(1 += xxkπ ,

16mod)2()(2 += xxlπ .

Module assignment function (nonlinear) for the basic domain:  

),( jiS ′′ - nonlinear (see the basic domain table function below) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 8 

Case 2: Number of processors 32=N :

Basis vectors: )0,8(1 =v , )4,0(2 =v .

Coordinates:  ,8modii =′ ,4modjj =′

,
8

i
�
�

�
�
�

�=k .
4

j
�
�

�
�
�

�=l

Permutations: xxk )(1 =π ,

32mod)5()(2 += xxlπ .

Module assignment function for the basic domain: 

32mod)8(8mod),( jijiS ′+′=′′ .

Case 3: Number of processors 64=N :

Basis vectors: )0,8(1 =v , )8,0(2 =v .

Coordinates:  ,8modii =′ ,8modjj =′

,
8

i
�
�

�
�
�

�=k .
8

j
�
�

�
�
�

�=l

Permutations: 64mod)9()(1 += xxkπ ,
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64mod)18()(2 += xxlπ .

Module assignment function for the basic domain: 

64mod)8(8mod),( jijiS ′+′=′′ .

In each of the above cases, conflict-free accesses for different 

access formats can be guaranteed, if access formats are used 

according to 88×  block boundaries. However, memory accesses to 

search-area in motion estimation do not follow block boundaries. If 

the whole search-area is mapped according to the basic domain 

),( jiS ′′ with ),(),( jiji =′′ , conflict-free accesses for block format 

in every location in the search-area is provided. 

The following periodic module assignment function yields the 

memory skewing for different processor numbers N  in Figure 2.  

,mod
2

j
88mod

2
),( �

�
�

�
�
�
�

�
�
�

�
	



	+�
�

�
	



	= n
i

jiS          (3) 

where 8,4,2=n  and the number of processors is 64,32,16=N ,

respectively. This memory skewing provides conflict-free access to 

the access formats used in the interpolated areas. The above 

described multiperiodic functions, the basic domain functions for 

the search-area, and finally, the periodic functions for interpolated 

areas, can be realized using the same memory modules, when all 

these modulo assignment functions are mapped to different address 

spaces. The address functions can be easily obtained from the 

Figures 1 and 2.  

4. SUMMARY 

We presented new flexible parallel memory access schemes for  

efficient use in H.263 video encoding with on-chip parallel 

processors. Parallel memory access schemes for different number 

of processors )6,5,4(,2 == nN n  were described. These schemes 

provide high bandwidth for computationally demanding video 

coding algorithms like DCT and ME. 
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Access format for half-pel motion estimation and output of interpolation

Figure 2.  Module assignment functions and sparse block access formats for interpolated area, when the number  

                     of processors N is: a) N = 16, b) N = 32, and  c) N = 64. 
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Figure 1.  Module assignment functions and three necessary access formats for H.263 video encoding, when the 

number of processors N is : a) N = 16,   b) N = 32,   and   c) N = 64 .



Appendix A

BASIS FOR THE COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

This Appendix gives a basis for the complexity analysis in Section 2.4.1.

H.263 Encoding CIF@30fps (3-step ME, CIF contains 396 macroblocks)
ME 1280 * 25 * 396 * 30 = 380 MOPS
Half ME 1280 * 8 * 396 * 30 = 122 MOPS
Ipol 5970 * 396 * 30 = 71 MOPS
Mode 1536 * 396 * 30 = 18 MOPS
MC 3840 * 396 * 30 = 46 MOPS
DCT 8448 * 396 * 30 = 100 MOPS
Quant 3840 * 396 * 30 = 46 MOPS
ZigZag 1152 * 396 * 30 = 14 MOPS
VLC = 17 MOPS
InvQuant 3072 * 396 * 30 = 36 MOPS
IDCT 8448 * 396 * 30 = 100 MOPS
Ctrl = 15 MOPS

Total: 965 MOPS

H.263 Decoding CIF@30fps
Ipol 2304 * 396 * 30 = 27 MOPS
MC 2304 * 396 * 30 = 27 MOPS
InvZigZag 1152 * 396 * 30 = 14 MOPS
VLD = 17 MOPS
InvQuant 3072 * 396 * 30 = 36 MOPS
IDCT 8448 * 396 * 30 = 100 MOPS
Ctrl = 10 MOPS

Total: 231 MOPS



ME is the motion estimation in the full pixel accuracy. The sum of absolute value

differences (SAD) computations are for the 16×16 pixel blocks in 25 locations (the

3-step algorithm, the motion vectors are in the range of [-7,7]). For the full-search,

the number of the locations (just replace the number 25 above with one of these two)

would be 225 for the range of [-7,7] and 1024 for the range of [-16,15]. 380 MOPS

would be then replaced by 3421 MOPS and 15571 MOPS, respectively.

Half ME is the motion estimation in the half pixel accuracy. The sum of absolute

value differences (SAD) computations are for the 16×16 pixel blocks in 8 locations.

Ipol is the bilinear interpolation. Part of the luminance search-area is interpolated

17× 17 → 34× 34. The chrominance values are interpolated to get the correct two

8×8 blocks. The decoding needs less interpolation.

Mode is the INTRA / INTER coding mode selection.

MC is the motion compensation including macroblock (six 8× 8 pixel blocks) sub-

traction, addition, and saturation. Only addition and saturation are needed in the

decoding.

DCT is the discrete cosine transform. The DCT is made using the row-column de-

compositions.

Quant is the quantisation.

ZigZag is the zigzag scanning before the variable length coding (VLC).

InvZigZag is the zigzag scanning after the variable length decoding (VLD).

VLC is the variable length coding. This MOPS value is taken from [7]. It is meant

for the H.261, but its likely there is no big difference compared to the H.263 VLC.

VLD is the variable length decoding. This MOPS value is taken from [7]. It is meant

for the H.261, but its likely there is no big difference compared to the H.263 VLD.

InvQuant is the inverse quantisation. This is quite a pessimistic estimation, since

most of the coefficients are typically zeroes and need not to be dequantised. In here,

we dequantise them all.

IDCT is the inverse discrete cosine transform. The IDCT is made using row-column

decompositions.

Ctrl means the control operations. In here, it is just a rough estimation.



Appendix B

CATEGORIZATION OF REFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

ON PARALLEL MEMORY

In the following list, many of parallel memory related references are categorized ac-

cording to their properties. Parallel memory related publications mentioned in Sec-

tion 4.2 are also included in the list. In addition to the listed publications, information

about parallel memories can be found from books [127, 159], which provide compre-

hensive treatment and literature reviews of the parallel memory subject at their time.

They deal with the many items in the list below and even more. Next, a few of the

listed items are described in more detail.

Usually, two dimensional access formats might be defined as crumbled, distributed,

scattered, or sparse figures. Alternatively, one dimensional vector access might be

defined with a stride, which tells us a constant address increment between the subse-

quent accesses. Basically, crumbled, distributed, scattered, sparse, or strided access

formats describe the same information. Here, the references are classified according

to their naming conventions.

The reference is marked to have an unrestricted access format placement if it was

clearly stated in the publication or was otherwise obvious from the context of the

publication. Many of the publications concentrate on accessing a single matrix where

access formats are not considered to cross the matrix boundaries. Especially, row and

column access formats are often conflict-free even if they cross the matrix boundaries

and thus, have unrestricted access for these formats. However, these cases may not

be listed under the unrestricted access format placement item.

Typically, a single module assignment function can provide conflict-free access only

for a limited number of access formats. Configurable parallel memory architectures

can be helpful in this case. For example, the Configurable Parallel Memory Architec-
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ture (CPMA) enables a multitude of access formats and module assignment functions

to be used within a single hardware implementation [156].

In the list, the compile-time techniques refer to the methods exploiting compile-

time knowledge to improve memory bandwidth in runtime. E.g., compiler storage

schemes for minimizing array access conflicts in parallel memories can be synthe-

sized for a set of compiler predicted access formats [133].

Possible additional items in this categorization could have been, e.g., the number

of memory modules, buffered/non-buffered memory system, virtual address space

consideration, matched/unmatched memory system, performance analysis, and code

transformation techniques to improve memory access performance.

• Addressing styles

– 1-D [77, 85, 86, 97, 118, 120, 125, 126, 132, 134, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164,

165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179,

180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, P3]

– 2-D [48, 49, 65, 66, 67, 87, 88, 91, 116, 117, 118, 119, 121, 122, 123, 129,

130, 131, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 152, 155, 156, 160, 161, 194, 195, 196,

197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211,

212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226,

227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, P1, P2, P4, P5]

– 3-D [124, 226, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242]

– multidimensional (generalized) [129, 130, 134, 221, 228, 229, 238, 243,

244]

• Memory system classification

– parallel memories (almost all the other parallel memory references, not

mentioned in the next two items, belong to this group)

– parallel and interleaved memories (both are considered) [126, 131, 152,

155, 156, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 172, 176, 184, 186, 187,

188, 189, 192, 193, 204, 207, 208, 221, 231, 233, 234, 237, 240, 245,

246, 247, 248]

– interleaved memories [125, 132, 171, 173, 174, 175, 177, 179, 180, 181,

182, 183, 185, 249]
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• Applications

– vector processing [119, 125, 126, 155, 156, 162, 165, 166, 167, 171, 174,

175, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 184, 185, 188, 201, 202, 212, 228,

243, 244, 249]

– image processing [65, 66, 87, 91, 121, 122, 129, 135, 136, 155, 156, 161,

203, 206, 209, 210, 212, 215, 222, 224, 225, 227, 228, 232, 234, 238]

– matrix operations [116, 117, 118, 134, 160, 196, 197, 200, 201, 202, 212,

216, 221, 224, 225, 226, 227, 230, 231, 232, 243, 244, 249]

– scientific computations [118, 120, 160, 161, 168, 175, 198, 199, 201, 226,

231, 238]

– DSP [66, 67, 85, 86, 91, 133, 134, 192, 194, 195, 212, 225, 250, 251, 252]

– FFT [66, 91, 134, 135, 168, 172, 179, 188, 190, 191, 192, 194, 195, 231,

252]

– supercomputers [161, 163, 164, 173, 174, 175, 186, 244]

– numerical analysis [129, 155, 156, 201, 224, 225, 227, 234]

– frame buffer, buffer memory, graphical display, raster-graphics [123, 204,

205, 207, 208, 211, 224]

– multimedia [87, 97, 131, 132, 133, 134, 152, 237]

– video coding [48, 49, 65, 86, 87, 88, 91, 97, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136,

137, 138, 155, 156, 235, 236, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5]

– out-of-order access [131, 181, 182, 184, 185]

– (V)LIW [168, 169, 170, 175, 251]

– volume rendering or ray casting [124, 239, 240, 241, 242]

– cache conflict miss elimination, improving cache data re-use [134, 253,

254]

– Gaussian pyramid [135, 206, 209]

– pattern analysis [155, 156, 236]

– pattern recognition [224, 225]

– application specific processors [130]

– bitonic sorting, sorting [134]
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– hierarchical clustering and cluster validity [220]

– Jacobi iteration [249]

– Monte Carlo simulation [130]

– processing of network protocol headers [77]

– reducing DRAM row-buffer conflicts [255]

– telecommunications [132, 192, 233]

– trellis coding [192]

– turbo decoding [193]

– vision, robotics [133, 134]

– Viterbi [192]

– wavelet (DWT) [135]

• Access formats and mappings for

– rows and columns [48, 49, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 129, 133,

134, 135, 152, 155, 156, 160, 161, 188, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199,

200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213,

214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227,

228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 236, 237, 238, P1, P2, P4, P5]

– blocks, rectangles, or squares [65, 66, 67, 87, 91, 116, 117, 121, 122, 123,

129, 131, 133, 134, 137, 155, 156, 160, 161, 179, 194, 201, 203, 205, 206,

207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225,

226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, P1, P2, P4,

P5]

– diagonals (forward- or backward-) [116, 117, 120, 134, 152, 155, 156,

160, 161, 194, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 210, 211, 212, 215,

216, 217, 218, 219, 221, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231,

232, 234, 236, 237, 238]

– crumbled, distributed, scattered, or sparse access formats [48, 49, 65, 66,

67, 91, 118, 129, 131, 133, 134, 135, 137, 155, 156, 206, 209, 212, 213,

215, 216, 221, 222, 223, 224, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 232, 234, 235, 236,

P1, P2, P4, P5]
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– strides [120, 124, 125, 126, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 155, 156, 160, 161,

162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 179,

180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 194,

195, 198, 199, 212]

– trees [232, 233, 245, 246, 247, 248]

– partial-row and partial-column pairs [119, 155, 156, 220, 224, 227, 236]

– upper-fold and lower-fold lines [119, 155, 156, 220, 224, 227, 236]

– chessboards [129, 155, 156, 224, 227, 236]

– zigzag [48, 49, 131, 134, 155, 156]

– other bidimensional templates [130, 155, 156, 201, 233, 237, P4, P5]

– arbitrary [130, 133, 134, 187, 188, 189, 228, 232]

– voxel cubes and cubes [226, 239, 240, 241, 242]

– projection rays of voxels [124, 240]

– dual bank (X/Y) access [250, 251, 252]

– scalars [169, 170, 178]

– circular lists [233]

– coils (forward-, backward-, banded-, or blocked-) [200]

– star-access on host graphs (tori and hypercubes) [256]

• Unrestricted access format placement [48, 49, 65, 66, 67, 77, 85, 86, 87, 88, 91,

97, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 130, 131, 137, 155, 156, 160,

162, 164, 165, 166, 177, 179, 180, 181, 182, 184, 185, 198, 199, 201, 203, 204,

205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 220, 224, 227, 235, 236, 239, 241, 242,

P1, P2, P3, P4, P5]

• Module assignment functions

– linear schemes [48, 49, 77, 85, 86, 87, 88, 97, 116, 117, 118, 120, 121,

122, 124, 131, 132, 152, 155, 156, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166,

167, 176, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 206,

209, 211, 212, P3, P4]

– prime or odd memory systems [116, 120, 124, 155, 156, 160, 161, 162,

163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 176, 194, 195, 198, 199, 201, 211, 212, 232]
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– XOR-schemes [48, 119, 125, 126, 129, 133, 134, 155, 156, 172, 173,

175, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 185, 187, 188, 189, 191, 192, 207, 208,

210, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225,

226, 227, 234, 236, 253, 255, P1]

– Latin squares [196, 197, 203, 215, 216, 221, 225, 226, 230, 233, 238, 247]

– Latin cubes [124, 238]

– periodic schemes [130, 155, 156, 201, 243]

– multiperiodic, diamond schemes [155, 156, 228, 235, 244, P4, P5]

– skewing [171, 177, 186]

– multiskewing [135, 200]

– modulated skewed distribution (MSD) [168]

– k-row interleaved scheme [183]

– page shaping (multiple degrees of interleaving) [178]

– pseudo-randomly interleaved [174, 175]

– bitwise linear permutations (blip) [221]

– composite linear permutations (clip) [229]

– circulant matrix [230]

– Fibonacci [205]

– quasigroups [232]

– semi-linear and bi-base storage schemes [231]

• Mathematical foundations [201, 202, 243, 244]

• Configurable parallel memory [130, 131, 133, 134, 152, 155, 156, 176, 177,

179, 180, 187, 188, 189, 224, 227, 235, 236, 237]

• Methods for finding module assignment functions for access formats

– graph coloring [133, 134, 168, 169, 170, 187, 188, 189, 225, 232, 233,

245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 256]

– heuristics [133, 134, 187, 188, 189, 232]

– neural and genetic algorithms [133, 234]

– exhaustive search of the pruned design space [130]
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• Compile-time techniques [132, 133, 134, 168, 169, 170, 171, 177, 178, 179,

180, 187, 188, 189, 249, 250, 251, 252]
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